2016 TECHNICAL
ROAD APPAREL

GP TECH LEATHER SUIT
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING / 48-60 EUR
•• Highly durable,
premium kangaroo and
bovine leather multipanel construction for
maximum abrasion
resistance, with
reinforced stitching
for optimum tear
resistance in the
event of an impact
and abrasion slide.
•• Strategic perforations
throughout suit for
excellent levels of
airflow and comfort.
•• The GP Tech Suit
has class-leading
protective capabilities.
•• internally and
externally.
•• with: Alpinestars racederived, CE-approved
internal GPR elbow,
shoulder, knee and
tibia protectors.
•• Alpinestars exclusively
developed Dynamic
Friction shield (DFS)
external shoulder,
elbow and knee sliders,
race tested in MotoGP.
•• Snap connection
system allows
integration of CE level
2-certified Bionic Race
Back Protector for the

315 6014 12
BLACK WHITE
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315 6014 213
WHITE BLACK RED

ultimate in protection.
•• Chest pad
compartments
with advanced
poly-foam padding
(Alpinestars Bionic
chest pads available as
accessory upgrade).
•• Soft 3D mesh collar
and cuff construction
for improved level
of comfort and
breathability.
•• Ankle cuff edges
constructed from
stretch fabric for
fit and comfort.
•• Moto GP profiled,
aerodynamic back
hump is ventilated
for improved suit
cooling performance.
•• GP tech affords a
superior transversal
performance fit due to:
Alpinestars developed
accordion leather
lumbar stretch insert
allows for superb
flex fit while in an
aggressive, tucked
riding position.
•• Extensive elbow and
rear torso accordion
leather stretch panels
offer great fit to cater

for various riding styles,
Newly developed
extensive stretch
calf panel features
diagonal accordion
stretch leather for
performance fit.
•• All leather accordion
inserts are perforated
for comfort, airflow
and are reinforced
with Aramidic fabric
for abrasion and
tear resistance.
•• Extensive Aramidic
fiber stretch panels are
strategically positioned
on the underarms,
shoulders, crotch
and thigh areas.
•• Removable and
washable inner mesh
liner with multi-panel
construction and
3D mesh inserts to
improve comfort
and ventilation.
Liner incorporates
strategically positioned
padding inserts for
comfort and fit.
•• Liner designed to
work perfectly in
conjunction with main
shell for a superior
performance racing fit.

315 6014 321
RED WHITE BLACK

ATEM LEATHER SUIT
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING / 48-60 EUR
•• CE certified riding
garment. The suit
fully conforms to CE
standard: EN 13595-1
for riding safety.
•• CE certified shoulder,
elbow, hip, knee and
tibia protectors.
•• 1.3 mm premium
grade leather for
high performance
impact and abrasion
protection.

315 6515 125
BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO

body for improved
ventilation.
•• External Alpinestars
exclusive Dynamic
Friction Shield
(DFS) technology
shoulder, elbow and
knee protectors.
•• Aero hump for
improved aerodynamic
and ventilation
performance.

•• Aramidic stretch
chest insert to further
improve fit and feel.

•• Multiple external
perforated leather
panels with foam
protector inserts.

•• Inner cuff and
ankle adjustment
improves range of
fit and comfort.

•• Large accordion
stretch panels help
rider movement and
comfort on the bike.

•• Critical displacement
perforated panels
on upper and lower

•• Aramidic stretch
panels on sleeves and
crotch areas to further

315 6515 12
BLACK WHITE

improve fit and feel.
•• Removable, multi panel
construction, inner
liner and 3D mesh
inserts to improve
comfort and ventilation.
•• Inner Waterproof
pocket.
•• Innovative calf
expansion gusset
improves range of fit
and riding comfort.
•• Chest pad
compartments
with PE padding.
•• Multiple snap
button system to
integrate Level 2 CE
certified Alpinestars
Nucleon protector.
•• Neoprene comfort edge
around collar and cuffs
prevents skin chafing.

315 6515 123
BLACK WHITE RED
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MOTEGI LEATHER SUIT
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING / SIZE: 46-60 EUR (44-60 BLACK-WHITE)
•• Constructed with
premium 1.3mm fullgrain bovine leather
for high levels of
abrasion resistance,
comfort and durability.
•• Multiple-stitched main
seam construction
provides maximum
tear resistance
in the event of an
impact and offers
improved durability.
•• High-density
perforation zones
throughout suit plus
perforated leather
panels on torso and
arms offer optimum
cooling performance.
•• Extended, reinforced
stretch panels on the
sides of the torso,
arms, crotch and legs.
•• Accordion leather
stretch inserts on
knees and elbows
for excellent fit and
reduced stress on body
while in riding position.
•• Removable, CEcertified protectors

315 1015 12
BLACK WHITE
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315 1015 123
BLACK WHITE RED

on elbows, shoulders
and knees feature
injection molded
shells and dual density
foam padding for
exceptional protection
against impact forces.
•• External TPU shoulder
sliders offer additional
abrasion resistance
in a key impact area.
•• Integrated PE foam
padding on the chest,
hips, coccyx, upper
arms and sides of
the torso further
enhance fit and
comfort while riding.
•• Snap connection
system allows
integration with
Alpinestars CE level 2
certified Bionic Race
Back Protector for the
ultimate in protection.
•• Replaceable
Alpinestars PU Sport
knee sliders can be
positioned according
to riding style.
•• Removable mesh
liner features built-

in stretch inserts to
ensure a snug fit
and is washable for
extra convenience.
•• Premium YKK fasteners
used throughout
garment including
flat-profile YKK semi
auto lock wrist zippers.
•• Ventilated back hump
is aerodynamically
sculpted for
superior air flow
and performance
at high speeds.
•• Soft, 3D mesh and
Neoprene collar for
comfort while arm
and leg cuffs feature
soft poly-fabric.
•• Lightweight, contoured
stretch calf panels, plus
zippered expansion
gusset, enhance fit
and ensure comfort
with riding boots.
•• Reflective detailing or
arms and legs improve
visibility of rider in
poor light conditions.

315 1015 125
BLACK WHITE YELLOW
FLUO

CHALLENGER LEATHER SUIT
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING / SIZE: 48-60 EUR (48-64 BLACK WHITE)
•• 1.3 mm full grain
bovine leather.
•• Perforated front
leather panels.
•• Stretch panels on the
sides of the arms,
crotch and back
of knees improve
fit and feel.
•• CE certified protectors
on shoulders, elbows.
•• Alpinestars onepiece, CE approved
GP-R knee/shin
protectors feature a
floating construction
for precise fit.
•• TPR shoulder
reinforcement.

315 0615 12
BLACK WHITE

315 0615 123
BLACK WHITE RED

•• Aero hump for
improved aerodynamic
and ventilation
performance.
•• Multiple external
perforated leather
panels with foam
protector inserts.
•• Large accordion
stretch panels help
rider movement and
comfort on the bike.
•• Removable/washable
mesh liner.
•• Inner Waterproof
pocket.
•• Innovative calf
expansion gusset
improves range of fit

and riding comfort.
•• 3D multi panel knee
construction.
•• Chest pad
compartments
with PE padding.
•• Integrated PE foam
padding on chest, hips,
coccyx and back.
•• Multiple snap
button system to
integrate Level 2 CE
certified Alpinestars
Nucleon protector.
•• Alpinestars PU Sport
knee sliders.

315 0615 125
BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
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ATEM 2PC LEATHER SUIT
PERFORMANCE RIDING / SIZE: 48-60 EUR
•• 1.3 mm premium
grade leather for
high performance
impact and abrasion
protection.
•• Stretch panels on
the sides of the
torso, arms, crotch
and back of knees
improve fit and feel.
•• External Alpinestars
exclusive Dynamic
Friction Shield
(DFS) technology
shoulder, elbow and
knee protectors.
•• Alpinestars onepiece, CE approved

316 6515 123
BLACK WHITE RED

GP-R knee/shin
protector feature a
floating construction
for precise fit.
•• Aero hump for
improved aerodynamic
and ventilation
performance.
•• Large accordion
stretch panels help
rider movement and
comfort on the bike.
•• Removable/washable
mesh liner.
•• Inner Waterproof
pocket.
•• Innovative calf

316 6515 10
BLACK

expansion gusset
improves range of fit
and riding comfort.
•• Chest pad
compartments
with PE padding.
•• Integrated PE foam
padding on chest,
hips, coccyx, upper
arms and back.
•• Multiple snap
button system to
integrate Level 2 CE
certified Alpinestars
Nucleon protector.
•• Neoprene comfort edge
around collar and cuffs
prevents skin chafing.

316 6515 12
BLACK WHITE
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MOTEGI 2PC LEATHER SUIT
PERFORMANCE RIDING / 46-60 EUR (46-64 BLACK WHITE)
•• Constructed with
premium 1.3mm fullgrain bovine leather
for high levels of
abrasion resistance,
comfort and durability.
•• Multiple-stitched main
seam construction
provides maximum tear
resistance in the event
of an impact and offers
improved durability.
•• Extended, reinforced
stretch panels on the
sides of the torso,
arms, crotch and legs.
•• Accordion leather
stretch inserts on
knees and elbows
for excellent fit and
reduced stress on body
while in riding position.
•• Removable, CE-certified
protectors on elbows,
shoulders and knees
feature injection
molded shells and
dual density foam
padding for exceptional
protection against
impact forces.

•• External TPU shoulder
sliders offer additional
abrasion resistance
in a key impact area.
•• Integrated PE foam
padding on the chest,
hips, coccyx, upper
arms and sides of
the torso further
enhance fit and
comfort while riding.
•• Snap connection
system allows
integration with
Alpinestars CE level 2
certified Bionic Race
Back Protector for the
ultimate in protection.
•• Replaceable
Alpinestars PU Sport
knee sliders can be
positioned according
to riding style.
•• Full circumference
zipper to safely and
securely attach jacket
and pant together.
•• Removable mesh
liner features builtin stretch inserts to
ensure a snug fit

and is washable for
extra convenience.
•• Premium YKK fasteners
used throughout the
garment including flat
profile YKK semi auto
lock wrist zippers.
•• Ventilated back hump
is aerodynamically
sculpted for superior air
flow and performance
at high speeds.
•• Soft, 3D mesh and
Neoprene collar for
comfort while arm
and leg cuffs feature
soft poly-fabric.
•• Velcro® and D-ring
waist adjustment helps
keep jacket close to
the body and promotes
a personalized fit
•• Lightweight, contoured
mesh calf panels
enhance fit and
ensure comfort
with riding boots.
•• Reflective detailing or
arms and legs improve
visibility of rider in
poor light conditions.

AVAILABLE IN TALL SIZE VERSION - SIZE : 50-56 EUR / 319 1015 12

316 1015 12
BLACK WHITE
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316 1015 123
BLACK WHITE RED

CHALLENGER 2PC LEATHER SUIT
PERFORMANCE RIDING / SIZE: 48-60 EUR (48-64 BLACK)
•• 1.3 mm full grain
bovine leather.
•• Stretch panels on the
sides of the arms,
crotch and back
of knees improve
fit and feel.
•• CE certified protectors
on shoulders, elbows.
•• Alpinestars onepiece, CE approved
GP-R knee/shin
protectors feature a
floating construction
for precise fit.
•• TPR shoulder
reinforcement.

316 0615 10
BLACK

•• Aero hump for
improved aerodynamic
and ventilation
performance.
•• Large accordion
stretch panels help
rider movement and
comfort on the bike.
•• Removable/washable
mesh liner.
•• Inner Waterproof
pocket.
•• Innovative calf
expansion gusset
improves range of fit
and riding comfort.

•• 3D multi panel knee
construction.
•• Chest pad
compartments
with PE padding.
•• Integrated PE foam
padding on chest, hips,
coccyx and back.
•• Multiple snap
button system to
integrate Level 2 CE
certified Alpinestars
Nucleon protector.
•• Alpinestars PU Sport
knee sliders.

316 0615 123
BLACK WHITE RED
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GP TECH LEATHER JACKET
PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: 48-60 EUR
•• Highly durable, premium
leather multi-panel
construction for superb
abrasion resistance, with
reinforced stitching for
optimum tear resistance in
the event of an impact.

as accessory upgrade).
•• Back pad compartment with
PE padding (Alpinestars Bionic
Back protector available
as accessory upgrade).
•• Removable windbreaker
means garment can be worn
in various weather situations.

•• Race-derived, CE-approved GPR
shoulder and elbow protectors.

•• Soft 3D mesh collar and cuff
construction for improved level
of comfort and breathability.

•• Alpinestars exclusively
developed Dynamic Friction
Shield (DFS) external shoulder
and elbow sliders, race
tested in Moto GP; chest
pad compartments with
PE padding (Alpinestars
Bionic chest pads available

inner liner with multipanel construction and 3D
mesh inserts to improve
comfort and ventilation.
•• Extensive Aramidic fiber
stretch panels are strategically
positioned on the underarms
and shoulder areas for
excellent fit and feel.
•• Pre-curved sleeve construction
helps reduce riding fatigue.

•• Moto GP profiled,
aerodynamic back hump
is ventilated for improved
suit cooling performance.

•• Velcro® and D-ring waist
adjustments for a highly
customized fit.

•• Removable and washable

•• Interior waterproof pocket
and interior pockets
with Velcro® closure.

•• Zippered external pocket.

•• Internal waist connection
zipper allows attachment to
Alpinestars riding pants.
•• Reflective detailing for
improved rider visibility.
310 8514 12
BLACK WHITE

310 8514 213
WHITE BLACK RED

ATEM LEATHER JACKET
PERFORMANCE RIDING / SIZE: 48-60 EUR
•• CE certified riding garment. Jacket
fully conforms to CE standard:
EN 13595-1 for riding safety.

•• External alpinestars exclusive
dynamic friction shield (dfs)
technology shoulder protectors.

•• CE certified shoulder and
elbow protectors.

•• Aero hump for improved
aerodynamic and ventilation
performance.

•• 1.3 mm premium grade leather
construction with re-enforcements •• Multiple external perforated leather
in critical impact zones.
panels with foam protector inserts.
•• Aramidic stretch chest insert to
further improve fit and feel.
•• Inner cuff adjustment improves
range of fit and comfort.
•• Critical displacement perforated
panels on upper and lower
body for improved ventilation.

310 6515 123
BLACK WHITE RED
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•• Large accordion stretch
panels help rider movement
and comfort on the bike.
•• Aramidic stretch panels on sleeve
areas to further improve fit and feel.
•• Removable, multi panel
construction, inner liner and
3d mesh inserts to improve

310 6515 10
BLACK

comfort and ventilation.
•• Inner waterproof pocket.
•• D-ring waist adjustment
for precision fitting.
•• Removable security strap, keeps
the jacket positioned in case of
an accident (feet first slide).
•• Chest pad compartments
with pe padding.
•• Multiple snap button system
to integrate level 2 CE certified
alpinestars nucleon back protector.
•• Neoprene comfort edge
around collar and cuffs
prevents skin chafing.

310 6515 12 BLACK
WHITE

310 6515 125
BLACK WHITE
YELLOW FLUO

CELER LEATHER JACKET
PERFORMANCE RIDING / SIZE: 48-60 EUR (48-64 BLACK)
•• Constructed with 1.3 mm
full grain leather.
•• CE certified protection on
shoulders and elbow.
•• Stretch panels on sleeves to
further improve fit and feel.

•• Two external zippered pockets.

•• Large accordion stretch
panels help rider movement
and comfort on the bike.

•• Multiple snap button
system to integrate Level
2 CE certified Alpinestars
Nucleon Back protector.

•• Removable thermal liner.

•• Technical pre-curved
sleeve construction.

•• Thermal liner is “sonic
quilted” for improved
insulation performance and
reduced material volume.

•• External Alpinestars PU
shoulder and elbow
protection offer additional
abrasion resistance.

•• Fixed mesh lining.

•• Aero hump for improved
aerodynamic and
ventilation performance.

310 5015 10
BLACK

•• High-density perforations
on chest, arms, back
and shoulders.

•• Inner Waterproof pocket.

•• Chest pad compartments
with PE padding.

•• Neoprene comfort edge
around collar and cuffs
prevents skin chafing.
•• Waist connection zipper
allows attachment to
Alpinestars riding pants.

•• D-ring waist adjustment
for precision fitting.

310 5015 12
BLACK WHITE

310 5015 123
BLACK WHITE RED

MOTEGI LEATHER JACKET
PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: 48-60 EUR (48-64 BLACK WHITE)
•• Constructed with 1.3 mm
full grain leather.
•• CE certified protection on
shoulders and elbow.
•• Pre-curved sleeve construction.
•• Stretch panels on chest
and sleeves to further
improve fit and feel.

310 1015 12
BLACK WHITE

•• Two external zippered pockets.

•• Large accordion stretch
panels help rider movement
and comfort on the bike.

•• Multiple snap button
system to integrate Level
2 CE certified Alpinestars
Nucleon Back protector.

•• Removable thermal liner.
•• Fixed mesh lining.

•• External Alpinestars PU
shoulder protection offer
additional abrasion resistance
in key impact area.
•• Reflective detailing
on upper arms.

•• High-density perforations
on chest, arms, back
and shoulders.

•• Two zippered vents opening
on upper chest area.
•• Inner waterproof pocket.
•• D-ring waist adjustment
for precision fitting.

310 1015 123
BLACK WHITE RED

•• Chest pad compartments
with PE padding.

•• Neoprene comfort edge
around collar and cuffs
prevents skin chafing.
•• Waist connection zipper
allows attachment to
Alpinestars riding pants.

310 1015 125
BLACK WHITE YELLOW
FLUO

310 1015 127
BLACK WHITE BLUE
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MOTEGI PERFORATED LEATHER JACKET
PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: 48-60 EUR (48-64 BLACK WHITE)
•• Constructed with 1.3 mm
full grain leather.
•• Perforated front and
back leather panels.
•• CE certified protection on
shoulders and elbow.

•• High-density perforations
on chest, arms, back
and shoulders.

•• Two external zippered pockets.

•• Large accordion stretch
panels help rider movement
and comfort on the bike.

•• Multiple snap button
system to integrate Level
2 CE certified Alpinestars
Nucleon Back protector.

•• Pre-curved sleeve construction.

•• Removable windproof liner.

•• Stretch panels on chest
and sleeves to further
improve fit and feel.

•• Fixed mesh lining.
•• Two zippered vents opening
on upper chest area.

•• External Alpinestars PU
shoulder protection offer
additional abrasion resistance
in key impact area.

•• Inner waterproof pocket.

310 1115 12
BLACK WHITE

•• D-ring waist adjustment
for precision fitting.

•• Chest pad compartments
with PE padding.

•• Neoprene comfort edge
around collar and cuffs
prevents skin chafing.
•• Waist connection zipper
allows attachment to
Alpinestars riding pants.

310 1115 123
BLACK WHITE RED

GP R PERFORATED LEATHER JACKET
PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: 46-60 EUR
•• 1.3mm full grain bovine leather.

•• Pre-curved sleeve construction.

•• Race-derived, CE-certified
shoulder and elbow protectors.

•• Perforated leather panels
with integrated PU padding.

•• Ergonomic, advanced
polymer shoulder sliders.

•• Integrated padding
increase comfort.

•• Large accordion stretch
panels helps movement
and comfort on the bike.

•• Waist adjustment
Velcro® straps.

•• Stretch panels on
sleeves, chest further
improve fit and feel.

310 1615 12
BLACK WHITE
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•• 2 Zippered air intake on
upper chest area.
•• 2 Zippered hand pocket.
•• Inner waterproof pocket.

•• Chest pad compartments
with pe padding (Alpinestars
bionic chest pads available).
•• Multiple snap button system
to integrate the level 2
CE-certified Alpinestars
bionic back protector.
•• 3D mesh and neoprene
collar construction.
•• Waist connection zipper
allows attachment to
Alpinestars riding pants.

JAWS LEATHER JACKET
SPORT RIDING - SIZE: 46-60 EUR (46-64 BLACK)
•• Removable CE-certified
Bio-Armor shoulder and
elbow protection.
•• Durable 1.3 mm leather
construction with flexible
microfiber and polyamide
stretch panels on back,
chest, waist and arms.
•• Chest and back pad
compartments with PE padding
(Alpinestars Bionic chest pads
and Back Armor available
as accessory upgrade).
•• Multiple snap button system
to integrate the Level 2
CE-certified Alpinestars

Bionic Back protector.
•• Cuff adjustment includes
Velcro® and semiauto locking zips.
•• External, dual-density
TPU shoulder sliders.
•• 3D mesh collar
improves comfort.
•• Strategically positioned high
density perforated zoning.
•• Zippered Dynamic Flow
Control (DFC) air intakes to
allow efficient regulation
of inner airflow.
•• Velcro® and D-ring

waist adjustment.
•• Low-profile, round-edged
collar to avoid irritation.
•• Neoprene comfort edge
on collar and cuff
•• Removable thermal
long sleeve liner.
•• Mesh lining to improve
breathability.
•• Rear reflective detailing for
improved rider visibility.
•• Internal waist connection
zipper to allow attachment
to Alpinestars riding pants.

310 1013 12
BLACK WHITE

310 1013 10
BLACK

GP PLUS R LEATHER JACKET
SPORT RIDING - SIZE: 48-60 EUR (48-64 BLACK)
•• 1.3 full grade cow leather.
•• CE-certified shoulders
and elbow protectors.
•• Shoulder TPU slider
protectors race proven.
•• Large accordion stretch
panels helps movement
and comfort on the bike.
•• Multi-panel liner
construction improve
comfort and ventilation.

310 0514 10
BLACK
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•• Stretch panels on sleeves,
chest and back areas to
further improve fit and feel.
•• Pre-curved sleeve construction.
•• Waist adjustment
Velcro® straps.
•• 2 zippered hand pocket.
•• inner waterproof pocket.
•• Chest pad compartments
with PE padding (Alpinestars
Bionic chest pads available

310 0514 127
BLACK WHITE BLUE

310 0514 213
WHITE BLACK RED

as accessory upgrade).
•• Multiple snap button system
to integrate the Level 2
CE-certified Alpinestars
Bionic Back protector.
•• 3D mesh soft collar
construction.
•• Waist connection zipper
allows attachment to
Alpinestars riding pants.

GP PLUS R PERFORATED LEATHER JACKET
SPORT RIDING - SIZE: 48-64 EUR
•• 1.3 full grade cow leather.
•• Large perforated leather
panels on critical areas.
•• CE-certified shoulders
and elbow protectors.
•• Shoulder TPU slider
protectors race proven.
•• Large accordion stretch
panels helps movement
and comfort on the bike.
•• Multi-panel liner

construction improve
comfort and ventilation.
•• Stretch panels on sleeves,
chest and back areas to
further improve fit and feel.
•• Pre-curved sleeve construction.
•• Waist adjustment
Velcro® straps.
•• 2 zippered hand pocket.
•• Inner waterproof pocket.

with PE padding (Alpinestars
Bionic chest pads available
as accessory upgrade).
•• Multiple snap button system
to integrate the Level 2
CE-certified Alpinestars
Bionic Back protector.
•• D mesh soft collar construction.
•• Waist connection zipper allows
attachment to Alpinestars
riding pants.

•• Chest pad compartments

310 0614 10
BLACK

AVANT LEATHER JACKET
SPORT RIDING - SIZE: 46-60 EUR (46-64 BLACK)
•• Removable CE-certified
Bio-Armor shoulder and
elbow protection for classleading protection.
•• Durable 1.1 mm leather outer
construction with flexible and
strategically placed leather
and poly-fabric stretch inserts
to improve fit and flexibility.
•• Chest and back pad
compartments with PE padding
(Alpinestars Bionic chest pads
and Back Armor available

310 1913 10
BLACK

as accessory upgrade).

customized fit.

•• Strategically positioned
high density perforation
zones on front, back,
arms and shoulders.

•• 3D mesh structure on
collar and cuffs, plus
Neoprene comfort edge
for added comfort.

•• Cuff adjustment includes
Velcro® and semi-auto
locking zips for range of fit
and improved comfort.

•• Reflective detailing of front and
back to improve rider visibility.

•• Mesh liner improves
comfort and ventilation
•• Velcro® and D-ring waist
adjustments for highly

•• Internal waist connection
zipper to allow attachment
to Alpinestars riding pants.
•• Embroidered logos on
front, back and sleeves.

310 1913 80
BROWN
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AVANT PERFORATED LEATHER JACKET
SPORT RIDING - SIZE: 44-64 EUR
•• Removable CE-certified
Bio-Armor shoulder and
elbow protection for classleading protection.
•• Durable 1.1 mm leather outer
construction with flexible and
strategically placed leather
and poly-fabric stretch inserts
to improve fit and flexibility.
•• Chest and back pad
compartments with PE padding
(Alpinestars Bionic chest pads
and Back Armor available
as accessory upgrade).

•• Extensive front and rear
perforation panels for
superb climatic airflow.
•• Strategically positioned
high density perforation
zones on front, back,
arms and shoulders.
•• Cuff adjustment includes
Velcro® and semi-auto
locking zips for range of fit
and improved comfort.
•• Mesh liner improves
comfort and ventilation
•• Velcro® and D-ring waist

adjustments for highly
customized fit.
•• 3D mesh structure on
collar and cuffs, plus
Neoprene comfort edge
for added comfort.
•• Reflective detailing of front and
back to improve rider visibility.
•• Internal waist connection
zipper to allow attachment
to Alpinestars riding pants.
•• Embroidered logos on
front, back and sleeves.

310 1713 10
BLACK

HOXTON LEATHER JACKET
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: 48-60 EUR
•• Constructed with supple,
premium, 1.3mm full-grain
leather for unsurpassed
abrasion resistance,
comfort and durability.
•• Removable CE-certified
shoulder and elbow
protection for class-leading
impact protection.
•• Chest compartments with
PE padding (Alpinestars
Bionic chest pads available
as accessory upgrade).
•• Back compartments supplied

310 5514 10
BLACK
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with replaceable poly-foam
padding (CE-certified BioArmor back protector insert
available as accessory).
•• Extensive advanced
Aramidic stretch panels on
underarms, elbows, torso
and shoulders give superb
range of movement.
•• Anatomically innovative sleeve
design to reduce fatigue and
improve riding comfort.
•• Low profile, roundedged collar for comfort

features snap fastener.
•• Removable, multi-panel
thermal lining incorporates
stretch inserts for improved fit.
•• Internal waist connection
zipper to allow attachment
to Alpinestars riding pants.
•• Technical, pre-curved
sleeve construction for
optimized sport riding fit.
•• Four external zippered pockets
and three internal pockets.
•• Premium YKK fasteners
used throughout garment.

TRACK LEATHER PANTS
PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: 44-60 EUR
•• CE certified riding garment.
The pants fully conforms
to CE standard: EN 135951 for riding safety.

•• Aramidic stretch crotch and
back knee areas insert to
further improve fit and feel.
•• Ankle adjustment improves
range of fit and comfort.

•• CE certified hip, knee
and tibia protectors.

•• Perforated leather panels
on front and back thigh for
improved ventilation.

•• Extended rear waist
construction.
•• 1.3 mm premium grade leather
for high performance impact
and abrasion protection.

312 9015 10
BLACK

•• Internally reinforced seat area.
•• Large accordion stretch
panels help rider movement

and comfort on the bike.
•• Removable inner liner.
•• Innovative calf expansion
gusset improves range of
fit and riding comfort.
•• Internal waist connection
zipper for attaching to
Alpinestars jackets.
•• Alpinestars Sport Knee sliders.

312 9015 12
BLACK WHITE

MISSILE LEATHER PANTS
SPORT RIDING - SIZE: 44-60 EUR
•• 1.3 full grade cow leather.

panels on calf area
improve fit and feel.

•• Removable CE-certified
knee and shin protectors.

•• Multi-panel mesh lining
construction with stretch
panel inserts.

•• Accordion leather stretch
zones improve flexibility.

•• Internally reinforced seat area.

•• Extended rear waist
construction.

•• Ergonomically placed stretch
panels improve fit and feel.

•• Large accordion stretch

•• Pre-curved construction.
•• Waist circumference Velcro®
straps adjustment.
•• Waist connection zipper
allows attachment to
Alpinestars riding jackets.
•• Replaceable Sport knee sliders.

AVAILABLE IN SHORT SIZE VERSION - SIZE: 44-60 / 312 0614 10 BLACK
AVAILABLE IN LONG SIZE VERSION - SIZE: 44-60 / 312 0714 10 BLACK

312 0514 10
BLACK

312 0514 12
BLACK WHITE
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PHANTOM LEATHER JACKET
SPORT RIDING - SIZE: 44-60 EUR
•• Highly supple leather
construction.
•• High-density perforated
front and rear panels.

TPU sliders on shoulders and
elbows offer unsurpassed
abrasion resistance in
key critical areas.

•• Removable CE Certified
shoulder and elbow
protection for class-leading
impact protection.

•• Short profiled
aerodynamic hump.

•• Chest and Back compartments
for Bionic accessory upgrade.

•• Low profile, round-edged collar
for comfort features padded 3D
mesh for excellent breathability.

•• Ergonomic stretch leather
accordion inserts.
•• New generation, dual-density

•• Anatomically sleeve design
to reduce fatigue.

•• Removable multi-panel
mesh inner lining.

•• Elongated rear profiling,
plus D-ring and Velcro®
waist adjustment system.
•• Removable mesh lining.
•• Internal waist
connection zipper.
•• Reflective detailing
on back and arms for
improved rider visibility.
•• External zippered pockets and
internal waterproof pocket.
•• Injected 3D logos for
sport styling.

310 8014 10
BLACK

HADES LEATHER JACKET
SPORT RIDING - SIZE: 44-60 EUR
•• Constructed from supple,
premium full-grain leather for
excellent abrasion resistance
and luxurious comfort.
•• Advanced, technical sleeve
construction to reduce
fatigue and improve
anatomical performance.
•• Removable CE-certified
shoulder and elbow
protection for class-leading
impact protection.
•• Chest and Back compartments
for Bionic accessory upgrade

•• Ergonomic stretch leather
accordion inserts.

•• Internal waist
connection zipper.

•• New generation, dualdensity TPU sliders on
shoulders offer unsurpassed
abrasion resistance.

•• Reflective detailing
on back and arms for
improved rider visibility.

•• Padded 3D mesh collar for
excellent breathability.
•• Cuff adjustments with Velcro®.
•• Removable multi-panel
mesh inner lining.
•• Removable thermal jacket
for cold weather.

•• Elongated rear profile,
plus D-ring and Velcro®
waist adjustment system
feature Velcro® straps.
•• External zippered pockets and
internal waterproof pocket.
•• Injected 3D logos for
sport styling.

310 8214 10
BLACK
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HUNTSMAN LEATHER JACKET
SPORT RIDING - SIZE: 44-60 EUR
•• Constructed from supple
‘distressed’ premium full-grain
leather for excellent abrasion
resistance and comfort.
•• Removable CE-certified
shoulder and elbow
protection for class-leading
impact protection.
•• Pre-curved sleeves design
helps reduce fatigue.
•• Back pad compartments

with PE padding (Back
Armor available as
accessory upgrade).
•• Natural cotton lining for
comfort plus advanced
poly-fabric inner sleeves
for easy in and out.
•• Low profile styled collar
plus snap fastener.
•• Zippered cuff offers versatile
and secure closure. Waist

adjustment for improved
range of fit and comfort.
•• External zippered pockets
plus internal zippered
waterproof pocket.
•• Vintage-effect YKK fasteners
used throughout to
compliment retro styling.
•• Subtle tone-on-tone logo
detailing on back and front.

310 8314 10
BLACK

ENFORCE DRYSTAR® JACKET
ALL WEATHER SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-4XL
•• 450 D polyamide shell
construction (450 d).

•• Accordion stretch
inserts on elbows.

•• Stretch panels.

•• 3 D logo on chest and back.

•• Removable sonic quilted
thermal liner.

•• Removable CE certified elbow
and shoulder protectors.

•• Zippered back air intakes.

•• External dual density
TPU shoulder sliders.

•• Waist adjustment belt.
•• Fit and volume adjusters
on biceps.
•• Zippered back air intakes.

320 8016 10
BLACK
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•• Reflective detailing on
front back and sleeves.
•• Internal waist connection

zipper for attachment
to riding pants.
•• Chest and back pad
compartments with pe padding.
•• Integrated padding
increase comfort.
•• Multiple snap button system
to integrate alpinestars
CE back protector.

WARDEN GLOVE
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Stretch polyamide
upper construction with
goatskin leather used for
the palm and thumb.
•• Fabric molded hard-knuckle
protector provides impact
and abrasion protection.

•• Thumb and palm reinforcement
for a superior grip.
•• Leather reinforcements with
foam padding on the palm
and outer hand landing zones
provide abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.

•• Touch screen compatible
fingertip on index for use
of touch screen devices.
•• Pre-curved finger construction
reduces rider fatigue.
•• Velcro® cuff closure for easy
glove entry and secure closure.

356 8216 10
BLACK
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MONTY LEATHER JACKET
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Washed and waxed
luxurious full grain bovine
leather (1.0-1.1mm).
•• Main shell is treated for
unique ‘Oscar’ styling.

310 8915 10
BLACK

•• Perforated leather areas on
the sleeves and torso.

•• Back protector pocket.

•• Removable and CE certified
shoulder and elbow protection
for impact protection.

•• Pre-curved sleeves design.

•• Removable flannel liner.
•• Zippered adjustments on rear.

310 8915 80
BROWN

BRASS LEATHER JACKET
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Washed and waxed
luxurious full grain bovine
leather (1.0-1.1mm).
•• Main shell is treated for
unique ‘Oscar’ styling.

310 8515 10
BLACK

•• Perforated leather areas
on the sleeves.

•• Back protector pocket.

•• Removable and CE certified
shoulder and elbow protection
for impact protection.

•• Sleeve coin pocket.

•• Pre-curved sleeves design.
•• Stretch accordion waist
inserts for superb fit.

310 8515 810
TOBACCO BROWN
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SHELLEY WOMEN’S LEATHER JACKET
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: XS-2XL
•• Washed and waxed
luxurious full grain bovine
leather (0.9-1.0mm).
•• Designed and constructed
for optimized women’s fit.
•• Main shell is treated for

unique ‘Oscar’ styling.

•• Back protector pocket.

•• Perforated leather areas on
the sleeves and torso.

•• Removable flannel vest liner.

•• Removable and CE certified
shoulder and elbow protection
for impact protection.

•• Convenient and subtly
integrated pocket on sleeve.

•• Pre-curved sleeves design.

311 8315 10
BLACK

RAY CANVAS JACKET
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Heavy waxed cotton
fabric main shell.

330 8315 899
DARK SAND
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•• Removable and CE certified
shoulder and elbow protection

330 8315 10
BLACK

for impact protection.
•• Back protector pocket.

TOM CANVAS PANTS
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: 28-38 US
•• Slim tapered fit.
•• Heavy canvas, slightly stretch
to improve riding comfort.

332 8315 10
BLACK

•• Interior Dupont™ Kevlar®
fiber reinforcement panels
in the seat and knee areas.

•• Adjustable and removable CE
certified knee protectors.
•• Oscar authentic trims.

332 8315 80
BROWN

CHARLIE DENIM PANTS
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: 28-38 US
•• Regular slim.
•• Heavy denim fabric,
slightly stretch to improve
riding comfort.

332 8915 70
BLUE

•• Interior Dupont™ Kevlar®
fiber reinforcement panels
in the seat and knee areas.

certified knee protectors.
•• Oscar authentic trims.

•• Adjustable and removable CE

332 8915 7011
RAW INDIGO
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PORTLAND DRYSTAR® LEATHER GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER ROAD RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Full Goat skin Leather
construction

accordion leather stretch
panel for increased
range of movement

glove entry and secure fit

•• Alpinestars Drystar® waterproof
and breathable membrane

•• laser etched logo

•• Touch screen compatible
fingertip for use with
touch screen devices

•• 100gr/sqm Thinsulate thermal
insulation on the Backhand

•• Thumb and palm leather
reinforcement

•• Pre-curved finger construction
reduces rider fatigue

•• large finger and backhand

•• Velcro wrist closure for easy

350 8116 10
BLACK

RAYBURN LEATHER GLOVE
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Leather construction.
•• Synthetic reinforcement
panels on the palm.
•• Perforated top leather.

350 8315 10
BLACK
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•• Over-molded PU knuckle
protection with perforated
leather covering.
•• Pre-curved fit.

350 8315 810
TOBACCO BROWN

•• Zipper wrist opening.
•• Oscar authentic trims.

ROBINSON LEATHER GLOVE
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Leather construction.

•• EVA foam padding
reinforcement on knuckle and
fingers for comfort and fit.

•• Synthetic reinforcement
panels on the palm.

•• Oscar authentic trims.

•• Pre-curved fit.

•• Perforated top leather.

350 8515 10
BLACK

•• Velcro strap wrist closure.

350 8515 810
TOBACCO BROWN

BANDIT LEATHER GLOVE
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Full Leather construction.

•• Stretch wrist.

•• Double palm leather layer.

•• External stitching.

350 8915 10
BLACK

•• Oscar authentic heat stamp.

350 8915 86
TAN
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TECH-AIR™ VEST AIRBAG SYSTEM
SIZE: S-2XL - WOMEN’S SIZE: S-M
•• Alpinestars’ Tech-Air™ is the
world’s most technologically
advanced electronic airbag
system for street motorcycle
riders. Following years of
R&D, hundreds of thousands
of miles of road testing and a
multitude of full-scale crash
tests, the Tech-Air™ system’s
innovative design and sensor
positioning provides active
safety performance in a
wide variety of situations.

650 8015 10
BLACK

•• Tech-Air™ is the world’s
first fully self-contained
airbag system to function
independently of the
motorcycle, with its sensors,
electronic control unit

•• Designed to be used in
conjunction with airbagcompatible outer jackets
•• Comprehensive inflatable
upper body protection for
back, shoulders, kidney area,
chest and upper abdomen.
•• Electronic sensors are
securely and unobtrusively
incorporated within the
system’s chassis, meaning
the vest is completely selfcontained and allows it to
be worn interchangeably
between compatible jackets.
•• Constructed from a strong
and durable mesh main
shell with stretch polyfabric on shoulders and
torso for a compact and
secure fit that is close to the
rider’s body while allowing
freedom of movement.
•• Removable inner mesh and
elastic Velcro® waistband
to position airbag system
to customize fit and
improve adjustability.
•• Full internal back lining
constructed from 3D mesh
for optimized levels of
ventilation and breathability.
•• The Airbag Control Unit
THE AIRBAG
CONTROL
UNIT (ACU)

and full upper body airbag
system incorporated
into an airbag vest worn
with an outer jacket.
•• The Tech-Air™ system’s
sensors detect a rider’s
impending loss of control
with the greatest of precision
and, once fired, the airbag
will fully inflate within 25
milliseconds. The system’s
sensors are not required to
fitted to the bike, meaning
Tech-Air™ can be worn in a
variety of riding situations,
both on and off-road.
•• Interchangeable with a
choice of Alpinestars’

(ACU) of Tech-Air™ is
incorporated within strong,
lightweight polymer
back protector, which
features an ergonomic
plate construction for
structural strength and
a fit to follow the natural
contours of the back.
•• Tech-Air™ ACU is sealprotected within vest to
ensure its all-weather
performance.
•• ACU has been homologated
to ECE R10 04, which ensures
the electromagnetic integrity
and stability of the unit.
•• Tech-Air™ uses an integrated,
certified lithium ion battery,
with a battery life of 25
hours and a recharge time
of approximately 6 hours.
Micro USB charger allows
convenient recharging of
system, with one hour of
charging time giving four
hours of riding coverage.
•• CERTIFICATIONS
•• Argon inflator cartridges
are CE certified to ISO 14451
standard, meaning that they
will only fire if commanded

compatible riding jackets for
all-weather and everyday
use, the Tech-Air™ street
airbag system offers
you the highest levels of
protection and versatility,
combined with true
convenience and usability.
•• Switching the system
on before your ride is as
simple as zipping up your
jacket and regardless of
motorcycle or scooter type,
age or model – Alpinestars’
Tech-Air™ is there to protect
you all the time; whatever
the bike, season or surface.

by the electronic unit. It also
certifies that the cartridges
can be safely handled,
assembled and transported.
•• System’s firmware is
upgradable and external
service record will be
managed by a custommade data portal.
•• Tech-Air™ is Category II CE
Certified to the 686/89/EEC
European PPE Directive,
using a version of EN16214:2013, which guarantees
impact protection
performance from 25
milliseconds to 5 seconds.
•• Certified to function at -10°C
and +50°C to guarantee
system’s use in wide range
of weather conditions.
•• Tech-Air™ design and
manufacture is CE
certified to the 2007/23/
EC pyrotechnic directive,
guaranteeing it has been
assembled following all
pyrotechnic handling and
safety regulations, which
means the system can
be transported by car,
ship, train or airplane.

INFLATORS
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TECH-AIR™ VALPARAISO DRYSTAR® JACKET
FOR TECH-AIR™ SYSTEM
ALL WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING / SIZE: S-2XL
•• Fully featured and
highly versatile 4-in-1
all-weather jacket
optimized for comfort
and performance
with airflow, thermal
and waterproof
configurations.
•• Superior, multimaterial main shell
construction featuring
an advanced polyfabric main shell,
which has been
specially designed
to accommodate
larger volume mass
in the event of airbag
deployment.
•• Features integrated
sensors securely
and subtly on the
upper zip: electronic
airbag system ‘arms’
automatically when
jacket is closed,
offering peace-of-mind
security and safety.
•• Intelligent LED panel
on left sleeve indicates
if airbag system is
functioning correctly.
•• Internal conduits for

320 4115 10
BLACK
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quick and convenient
attachment of
airbag vest.
•• Leather panels on
shoulder and sleeves
for high levels of
durability and abrasion
and tear-resistance
in critical areas.
•• Removable and
interchangeable
waterproof and
breathable DRYSTAR®
full ensures long
term all-weather
performance.
•• Long sleeve thermal
liner (130g on body,
100g on sleeves) can
be fully removed and
has zipper connection
for easy identification
with integrated stretch
comfort edge. Thermal
liner is ‘sonic quilted’
for improved insulation.
•• Featuring Ventilation
System (VS) large
zippered air intakes
on torso with large
rear air exhaust
window on back
and on the arms for

cooling performance
on long rides.
•• Removable CE-certified
shoulder and elbow.
•• Chest and back pad
compartments with PE
padding (Alpinestars
Nucleon back
protector available as
accessory upgrade).
•• Extended accordion
stretch inserts on
shoulders for improved
fit and expansion
to accommodate
inflated airbag.
•• Pre-curved, articulated
sleeves with gusseted
Velcro cuffs enhance
fit and comfort in
the riding position.
•• Waterproof external
storage provided by
two chest font water
resistant zips and one
internal waterproof
wallet pocket.
•• Convenient storage
options with two front
cargo style pockets and
large rear utility pocket.

STELLA TECH-AIR™ VALPARAISO DRYSTAR® JACKET
FOR TECH-AIR™ SYSTEM
ALL WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING / SIZE: M-L-XL
•• Specifically
constructed fon an
optimized woman’s fit.
•• Fully featured and
highly versatile 4-in-1
all-weather jacket
optimized for comfort
and performance
with airflow, thermal
and waterproof
configurations.
•• Superior, multimaterial main shell
construction featuring
an advanced polyfabric main shell,
which has been
specially designed
to accommodate
larger volume mass
in the event of airbag
deployment.
•• Features integrated
sensors securely
and subtly on the
upper zip: electronic
airbag system ‘arms’
automatically when
jacket is closed,
offering peace-of-mind
security and safety.
•• Intelligent LED panel
on left sleeve indicates
if airbag system is

functioning correctly.

on long rides.

•• Internal conduits for
quick and convenient
attachment of
airbag vest.

•• Removable CE-certified
shoulder and elbow.

•• Leather panels on
shoulder and sleeves
for high levels of
durability and abrasion
and tear-resistance
in critical areas.

•• Back pad
compartments with PE
padding (Alpinestars
Nucleon back
protector available as
accessory upgrade).

•• Removable and
interchangeable
waterproof and
breathable DRYSTAR®
full ensures long
term all-weather
performance.
•• Long sleeve thermal
liner (130g on body,
100g on sleeves) can
be fully removed and
has zipper connection
for easy identification
with integrated stretch
comfort edge. Thermal
liner is ‘sonic quilted’
for improved insulation.
•• Featuring Ventilation
System (VS) large
zippered air intakes
on torso, on back
and on the arms for
cooling performance

•• Chest protector
compartment.

•• Extended accordion
stretch inserts on
shoulders for improved
fit and expansion
to accommodate
inflated airbag.
•• Pre-curved, articulated
sleeves with gusseted
Velcro cuffs enhance
fit and comfort in
the riding position.
•• Waterproof external
storage provided by
two chest font water
resistant zips and one
internal waterproof
wallet pocket.
•• Convenient storage
options with two front
cargo style pockets and
large rear utility pocket.

321 4116 10
BLACK
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DURBAN GORE-TEX® JACKET
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: 48-60
•• Multi-material shell
construction.

•• Wp front cargo pockets.

•• Ceramic coated welded
reinforcements.

•• Multiple fit and volume
adjusters.

•• Ventilation openings on
shoulders, back and sleeves.
•• Inside front flap with a mesh
insert for a better breathability.
•• Articulated elbow construction.
•• Detachable sleeves.

360 1016 918
GRAY BLACK SAND

•• Removable CE certified elbow
and shoulder protectors.

•• Wp pockets on left sleeve.

•• Inner waist belt.
•• Internal waist connection
zipper for attachment
to riding pants.

•• Removable rear large
utility pocket.

•• Reflective detailing on
front, back and sleeves
improves riders visibility.

•• Removable GoreTex® membrane.
•• Outlast® thermal
regulation technology.

360 1016 913
GRAY BLACK RED

•• 2 Liters bladder storage.

360 1016 106
BLACK GRAY

DURBAN GORE-TEX® PANTS
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: 48-60
•• Multi-material shell
construction.
•• Ceramic coated welded
reinforcements.
•• Leather panels.

•• Extended air intake
on front sides.

•• Articulated knee construction.

•• Removable GoreTex® membrane.

•• Articulated rear panels for extra

•• Removable CE certified

362 1016 918
GRAY BLACK SAND
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support and ease of movement.
•• Front cargo pockets.

362 1016 9010
GRAY BLACK

knee protectors.
•• Internal waist connection
zipper for attachment
to riding jackets.
•• Reflective detailing on front and
back improves riders visibility.
•• Removable bib and braces.

362 1016 106
BLACK GRAY

NEW LAND GORE-TEX® JACKET
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: S-4XL
•• Rip-stop textile fabric covering
shoulders and elbows with
reinforced outer shell.
•• Alpinestars patented
external PU sliders.

•• Lower back extended and
reinforced for riding comfort.

•• Waterproof & breathable
Gore-Tex® insert.
•• Removable long sleeve
thermal liner highlighted
with a red zipper connection
for easy identification.
•• Neoprene comfort edge

on collar and cuffs.
•• Zippered air intakes and rear air
exhaust on the arms and chest.

•• Removable CE-certified
Bio Armor elbow and
shoulder protectors.
•• Chest protector inserts
•• Direct injection logos & 3D
logo on the shoulder.
•• Pre curved sleeves.

•• High visibility reflective
colored or black piping.
•• Gusseted Velcro®
adjustment on cuffs.
•• 2 External, zippered,
upper chest.
•• Internal waterproor pocket.
•• Internal waist connection
zipper for attachment to
Alpinestars riding pants.
•• 2 External, zippered,
lower chest pockets.

360 5015 10
BLACK

NEW LAND GORE-TEX® PANTS
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Rip-stop textile fabric
covering seat and knees
with reinforced outer shell.
•• 2 zippered front air
intake vents.
•• Back and knee stretch
panel inserts.
•• Removable CE-certified

Bio-Armor knee and
shin protectors.
•• Removable long thermal liner
highlighted with a red zipper
fro easy identification.
•• Comfortable waist closure.

•• Adjustable Velcro®
tightening on waist.
•• 2 external zippered pockets.
•• External waist connection
zipper for secure attachment
to Alpinestars riding jackets.

•• High visibility reflective
colored piping.

AVAILABLE IN SHORT SIZE VERSION - SIZE: S-2XL / 362 5115 10 BLACK

362 5015 10
BLACK
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CALAMA DRYSTAR® JACKET
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: S-4XL
•• Multi-material construction
with a highly abrasion and tear
resistant poly-fabric main shell.
•• Rip-stop reinforcement
in key impact areas.
•• Waterproof and breathable
Drystar® full liner with
taped seams.
•• Long sleeve thermal liner.
•• Thermal liner is ‘sonic quilted’
for improved insulation and
reduced material bulk.
•• Unique multi-layer sleeve
construction: allows rider to
remove outer shell sleeve but
keep in place a reinforced
mesh lining incorporating
elbow and shoulder protectors
for improved protection during
hot weather riding. Mesh

320 5014 2017
ICE WHITE GRAY BLUE

••

••

••
••

sleeve lining with protectors
can also be removed.
Sleeve cuffs include Velcro®
closure and YKK zips.
Removable CE-certified
Bio-Armor shoulder and
elbow protection for superb
impact protection.
Chest and back pad
compartments with PE padding
(Alpinestars Bionic chest pads
and Back Armor available
as accessory upgrade).
Anatomical, pre-curved
sleeve design.
Jet Ventilation System (JVS):
strategically positioned
zippered air intakes on
torso with large rear air
exhaust window on back
for cooling performance.

320 5014 155
BLACK YELLOW FLUO

•• Sleeves incorporates reflective
arm band. Four external
front pockets, including two
waterproof pockets and two
large cargo pockets, one of
which is removable with a
transparent window to be a
convenient document holder.
•• External large rear utility
pocket, which is removable to
become a convenient carry
bag. Internal pockets are
waterproof and zippered.
•• D-ring waist adjustment.
•• Extended profile lower back.
•• Reflective detailing on front and
back improves rider visibility.
•• Internal waist connection
zippers for attachment to
Alpinestars riding pants.

320 5014 2015
ICE WHITE GRAY YELLOW FLUO

CALAMA DRYSTAR® PANTS
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: S-4XL
•• Technical, multi-material
construction with a highly
abrasion and tear resistant
poly-fabric main shell and
multi-panel mesh lining.
•• Rip-stop reinforcement in
key impact areas on the
knees for durability and
abrasion resistance.
•• Full length waterproof and
breathable Drystar® membrane
for long term weather-proofing.
•• Removable CE-certified
Bio-Armor on knees is
light, breathable and
ergonomic for class-leading

322 5014 2017
ICE WHITE GRAY BLUE
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impact protection.
•• Air intakes and rear exhaust
zippers on the thighs
offers greater regulation
of internal airflow for
enhanced riding comfort.
•• Reflective detailing and logos.
•• Removable thermal liner allows
pant to be worn in various
weather climates. Thermal liner
is ‘sonic quilted’ for improved
insulation performance and
reduced material bulk.
•• Extensive poly-fabric
stretch inserts on crotch,
lower back and calf area.

322 5014 155
BLACK YELLOW FLUO

•• Velcro® waist adjustment
closures for customized
fit and secure closure.
•• Pre-curved leg construction
for enhanced fit and comfort
in the riding position.
•• Premium YKK zipper and
Velcro® cuff closure fits
Alpinestars boot models.
•• Removable braces for versatile,
secure and customizable fit.
•• Waist connection zippers
optimized for use with Calama
Drystar® Jacket or other
Alpinestars jacket models.

322 5014 2015
ICE WHITE GRAY YELLOW FLUO

VALPARAISO 2 DRYSTAR® JACKET
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: S-4XL
•• Multifabric shell construction.
•• Removable and wearable
waterproof and breathable
Drystar® liner.
•• Removable thermal liner.

with 2 front cargo style pockets
and large rear utility pocket.
•• Waist adjustment belt.
•• Multiple fit and volume
adjusters.

•• Reflective detailing on
front back and sleeves.
•• Internal waist connection
zipper for attachment
to riding pants.

•• Featuring Jet Ventilation
System large zippered
air intakes on chest for
cooling performance.

•• Wp zippered sleeves
AND REAR air intakes.

•• Chest and back pad
compartments with PE padding.

•• Front WP pockets.

•• Accordion stretch
inserts on elbows.

•• Magnet collar flap hanger.

•• Removable CE certified elbow
and shoulder protectors.

•• Convenient storage options

320 4016 131
BLACK GRAY RED

320 4016 9213
LIGHT GRAY BLACK RED

•• Zippered collar expansion.

320 4016 918
GRAY BLACK SAND

VALPARAISO 2 DRYSTAR® PANTS
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: S-4XL
•• Multifabric shell construction.
•• Inside legs reinforcement
in ballistic fabric.
•• Stretch panels.
•• Removable waterproof and
breathable Drystar® membrane.
•• Removable thermal liner.

•• Featuring Jet Ventilation
System large zippered
air intakes on front for
cooling performance.
•• Waist adjustment belt.
•• Accordion stretch
inserts on knees.
•• Removable CE certified

knee protectors.
•• Reflective detailing on fron.
•• Waist connection zipper for
attachment to riding jackets.
•• Pre-curved leg construction
for enhanced fit and comfort
in the riding position.

AVAILABLE IN SHORT SIZE VERSION CODE: 322 4016 106 BLACK GRAY - SIZE: S-4XL

322 4016 106
BLACK GRAY

322 4016 9210
LIGHT GRAY BLACK

322 4016 918
GRAY BLACK SAND
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BOGOTÀ DRYSTAR® JACKET
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: S-4XL
•• Multi-material main shell
construction with abrasion
and tear resistant panels.
•• CE-certified shoulders
and elbow protectors.
•• Removable Drystar® liner.
•• Removable thermal liner.
•• Jet Ventilation System on
main shell with large foldable
panels for ventilation.
•• Double puller zip closure

320 7015 9215
LIGHT GRAY BLACK YELLOW FLUO

on cuff with mesh gusset
further improve ventilation.
•• Chest and back compartments
with PE padding (CE protectors
as accessory upgrade).
•• Anatomical, precurved sleeve
design incorporates volume
control sleeve adjuster strap.
•• Increased reflective
details and logos.
•• Waist adjustment belt
for precision fit.

320 7015 102
BLACK DARK GRAY

•• Elongated rear profiling for
comfort, featuring shock cord
adjustment on bottom edge.
•• Chest cargo pockets.
•• Waterproof hand pockets.
•• Large, utility lower back pocket.
•• Internal Waterproof pocket.
•• Ergonomic collar design with
soft padding, it is foldable
for warm weather riding

320 7015 9217
LIGHT GRAY BLACK BLUE RED

BOGOTÀ DRYSTAR® PANTS
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: S-5XL
•• Multi-material main shell
construction with abrasion
and tear resistant panels.

•• Anatomical, precurved
design improve fit and
comfort while riding.

•• CE-certified protectors: knee.

•• Increased reflective
details and logos.

•• Fixed Drystar® membrane.
•• Removable thermal liner.
•• Long zippered opening to
further improve ventilation.

•• Waist adjustment belt
for precision fit.
•• High rear profiling for comfort.

•• Cargo pockets.
•• Hand pockets.
•• Adjustable and removable
braces connect to waist.
•• Waist connection zipper
for secure integration with
Alpinestars riding jacket

AVAILABLE IN SHORT SIZE VERSION - SIZE: S-5XL / 322 7115 102 BLACK DARK GRAY
AVAILABLE IN LONG SIZE VERSION - SIZE: S-5XL / 322 7215 102 BLACK DARK GRAY

322 7015 921
LIGHT GRAY BLACK
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322 7015 102
BLACK DARK GRAY

ANDES DRYSTAR® JACKET
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: S-4XL
•• 600D Polyester Fabric
with PU coating.
•• 100% waterproof and breathable
Drystar® construction
with waterproof lining.
•• Removable thermal liner.

•• 2 upper chest zippered
hand pockets.
•• 2 large front waterproof
cargo pockets.

•• Dynamic® stretch panels on
sleeves and waist areas to
further improve fit and feel.

•• Large, external, utility pocket
on lower back of jacket.

•• Upper sleeve volume adjustment.
•• Pre-curved sleeve construction
for improved riding performance.
•• Waist adjustment belt
for precision fit.
•• Zippered shoulder air intakes

320 7513 10
BLACK

for adjustable ventilation and
rear air exhaust zippers to
enhance riding comfort.

320 7513 107
GRAY BLACK

•• Impact protection provided by
removable CE-certified elbow
and shoulder protectors.
•• Chest and back pad
compartments with PE comfort
Padding (CE-certified Bio

320 7513 155
BLACK YELLOW FLUO

Armor back protector insert
available as accessory).
•• Reinforced TPU print
texture in critical elbow
and lower arm areas.
•• Integrated high visibility
reflective graphic details and
logos improve rider visibility
in varying light conditions.
•• Internal waist connection zipper
for Alpinestars riding pants.
•• Integrated soft edge
collar construction.
•• Premium YKK zipper with double
sliders for main font closure.

320 7513 921
LIGHT GRAY BLACK

ANDES DRYSTAR® PANTS
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: S-4XL
•• 600D Polyester main
fabric with PU coating.
•• 100% Waterproof and
breathable Drystar®
construction with
waterproof lining.

•• Accordion knee stretch
panel inserts to further
improve fit and feel.

•• Highly abrasion and tear
resistant printed texture TPU
panels over critical knee areas.

•• Dual waist adjustment pull tabs.

•• Integrated high visibility
reflective graphic details and
logos improve rider visibility
in varying light conditions.

•• Large zippered air intakes.
•• 2 large zippered front
thigh pockets.

•• Removable thermal liner.
•• Dynamic stretch
panels around crotch
and back of knees.
®

•• Impact protection provided
by removable CE-certified
knee protectors.

•• Pre-curved 3D knee
construction.

•• Hip pad compartments with
PE comfort Padding .

•• Waist connection zipper
for secure integration with
Alpinestars riding jackets.
•• Adjustable and removable
braces connect to waist.

AVAILABLE IN SHORT SIZE VERSION - SIZE: S-4XL / 322 7614 10 BLACK

322 7513 10
BLACK

322 7513 107
GRAY BLACK

322 7513 155
BLACK YELLOW FLUO

322 7513 921
LIGHT GRAY BLACK
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CORDOBA DRYSTAR® JACKET
ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-4XL
•• 600 D polyester fabric
with a PU coating.

•• Removable CE protectors
on shoulders and elbows.

•• Front cargo pockets and
zippered hand pockets.

•• WAterproof and breathable
Drystar® fixed membrane.

•• Chest and back protector
compartments with PE
comfort padding.

•• WP wallet pocket inside.

•• Waist adjustment belt.

•• Internal waist connection
zipper for attachment
to riding pants.

•• Removable thermal liner.
•• 2 zippered front air intake
vents to maximize ventilation.

•• Sleeve volume
adjusters on ARMS.

320 3516 12
BLACK WHITE

•• Reflective detailing on
front, back and sleeves.

320 3516 104
BLACK ANTHRACITE

PIKES DRYSTAR® JACKET
ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING / SIZE: S-4XL
•• Multifabric shell
construction (450 d).
•• Leather panels.

•• Fit and volume adjusters
on biceps.

•• Removable thermal liner.

•• Zippered back air intakes.

•• Featuring jet ventilation system
large zippered air intakes on
chest for cooling performance.

•• Accordion stretch
inserts on elbows.

•• Chest wp pocket.

320 7816 12
BLACK WHITE
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•• Waist adjustment belt.

•• Removable CE certified elbow
and shoulder protectors.

320 7816 132
BLACK RED WHITE

•• External dual density
TPU shoulder sliders.
•• Reflective detailing on
front back and sleeves.
•• Internal waist connection
zipper for attachment
to riding pants.
•• Chest and back pad
compartments with pe padding.

MEGATON DRYSTAR® JACKET
ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-4XL
•• 600D Polyester fabric with
PU coating with a water
repelling surface treatment.
•• Removable Waterproof &
breathable Drystar® insert.
•• Removable thermal lining.
•• CE Bio Armor elbow and
shoulder protectors.
•• Chest and Back protector
compartments with PE comfort
padding (CE-certified Bio
Armor back protector insert
available as accessory).
•• Accordion stretch panels
for increased elbow &

shoulder movement.
•• Ballistic Nylon reinforced
panels protect key
shoulder & elbow areas.
•• Velcro collar volume adjusters.
®

•• Polyfabric comfort edge
around neck and cuffs.
•• 2 zippered front air intake vents.
•• 2 zippered rear air
exhaust vents.
•• Adjustable sleeve volume
on biceps & lower arm.
•• Extended lower back profile,
reinforced for additional

320 7615 1713
BLACK BLUE GRAY RED

abrasion protection.
•• Pre-curved sleeve construction.
•• Zippered cuff openings
with gusseted Velcro®
volume adjustment.
•• Velcro® waist adjustment
for rapid and precise
fit improvement.
•• 2 external zipped hand pockets.
•• Internal pockets and 1
waterproof pocket.
•• Waist connection zip for
attachment to riding pants.

320 7615 10
BLACK

320 7615 123
BLACK WHITE RED

T-GP R WATERPROOF JACKET
ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-4XL
•• Durable 450 Denier
polyester fabric.
•• Removable CE certified
shoulders and elbow
protectors.
•• External Alpinestars PU
shoulder protection offer
additional abrasion resistance
in key impact area.

and comfort on the bike.
•• Silicon embossed details.
•• Removable thermal liner.
•• Fixed mesh lining.
•• Two zippered vents opening
on upper chest area.
•• Inner waterproof pocket.

•• Waterproof construction.

•• ring waist adjustment
for precision fitting.

•• Pre-curved sleeve construction.

•• Two external zippered pockets.

•• Large accordion stretch
panels help rider movement

•• Reflective inserts for
added rider visibility.

320 5515 12
BLACK WHITE

320 5515 123
BLACK WHITE RED

•• Volume adjustment
system on sleeves.
•• Chest pad compartments
with PE padding.
•• Back protector compartment
with PE padding.
•• Neoprene comfort edge
around collar and cuffs
prevents skin chafing.
•• Waist connection zipper
allows attachment to
Alpinestars riding pants

320 5515 125
BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
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T-JAWS WATERPROOF JACKET
ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-4XL
•• Multi-material outer shell
fabric with PU coating.

Armor back protector insert
available as accessory).

•• Waterproof and breathable
construction with waterproof
integrated membrane.
•• Impact protection provided by
removable CE-certified elbow
and shoulder protectors.
•• Chest and back pad
compartments with PE comfort
padding (CE-certified Bio-

•• Removable thermal liner.

•• 2 zippered hand pockets, plus
inner waterproof pocket.

•• Pre-curved sleeve construction.

•• Integrated high visibility
reflective graphic details and
logos improve rider visibility
in every light condition.

•• D-ring waist adjustment
with Velcro® straps for
highly customized fit.

•• Internal waist connection
zipper for attachment
to riding pants.

•• Zippered Dynamic Flow Control
(DFC) air intakes on shoulder
area to maximize ventilation.

•• Integrated soft edge
collar construction.

•• Accordion stretch panels.

320 1014 12
BLACK WHITE

320 1014 132
BLACK RED WHITE

320 1014 10
BLACK

GUNNER WATERPROOF JACKET
ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-4XL
•• 600D Fabric with PU coating
and water repelling treatment.

•• Polyfabric comfort edge
around neck and cuffs.

•• Waterproof & breathable lining.

•• 2 zipped front air intake vents
to maximize ventilation.

•• Removable thermal lining
for all season riding.

•• Back air exhaust vent
to control airflow.

•• CE protectors on elbows
and shoulders.
•• Chest and Back protector
compartments with PE comfort
padding (CE-certified Bio
Armor back protector insert
available as accessory).

320 6815 10
BLACK
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•• Sleeve volume adjusters on
biceps for personalized fitting.
•• Lower back extended
and reinforced to protect
lower back and kidneys
in riding position.

320 6815 123
BLACK WHITE RED

•• Pre-curved sleeves
for increased comfort
in riding position.
•• Adjustable Velcro® tightening
with gusset on cuffs.
•• Adjustable Velcro®
tightening on waist for
personalized fitting.
•• 2 External zipped hand pockets.
•• Internal pockets and 1
internal waterproof pocket.

320 6815 175
BLACK GRAY YELLOW FLUO

FASTBACK WATERPROOF JACKET
ALL-WEATHER SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-4XL
•• 600 denier textile is
reinforced with PU coating
for increased abrasion
resistance and durability.
•• Full-length, 100% waterproof
lining for high levels of comfort
and weather protection.
•• Removable long-sleeve
thermal liner jacket with
poly-fabric collar ensures
jacket versatility and comfort
in cold and hot conditions.
•• Class-leading, CE-certified
elbow and shoulder protectors
for added impact protection.

320 0015 12
BLACK WHITE

•• Chest and Back protector
compartments with advanced
poly-foam comfort padding
(CE-certified Nucleon
back protector insert
available as accessory).

•• Extended and reinforced lower
back for riding comfort.

•• Soft poly-fabric comfort
edge around collar.

•• External hand pockets,
plus internal pockets and
waterproof wallet pocket;
pockets are zipped for
peace-of-mind closure.

•• Velcro® cuff adjustment
for improved riding fit.
•• Velcro® waistband and
collar allows for highly
personalized and secure fit
in various riding positions.

•• Pre-curved sleeves
for improved comfort
and performance in
the riding position.

•• Full circumference waist
zipper to allow attachment
of Alpinestars’ riding pants.

320 0015 123
BLACK WHITE RED
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RADON DRYSTAR® PANTS
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / TOURING - SIZE: S-4XL
•• Multi-material main shell
construction with abrasion
and tear resistant panels.

•• Mesh taped lining applied
on Drystar® membrane
for improved comfort.

•• Waist adjustments
belt for precise fit.

•• CE certified knee protectors.

•• Pre-curved leg construction
for enhanced fit and comfort
in the riding position.

•• Waist connection zipper
for secure integration with
Alpinestars riding jacket.

•• Internal knee compartment
allows adjustments
of protection to fit it
various leg length.
•• Detachable DRYSTAR
membrane.

®

•• Long zippered opening to
further improve ventilation.

•• Dynamic stretch panels around
crotch and back of knees.
•• Integrated high visibility
reflective graphic details
improve rider visibility in
varying light conditions.

•• Hand pockets.

•• Hip pad compartments
with PE comfort padding.
•• Premium YKK zippers.

322 6916 10
BLACK

EXPRESS DRYSTAR® OVERPANTS
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / TOURING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• 450 Denier fabrics with PU
coating main construction
with reinforcement material
on knees and seat areas.
•• Pre-curved leg construction.
•• Waterproof and breathable
Drystar® membrane.
•• Removable thermal liner.

322 2012 10
BLACK
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•• Zippered gusset allows
easy fitment of pants
while wearing boots.
•• Reflective piping for
night-time visibility.
•• Hip compartments with
ergonomically tapered
PE comfort padding.
•• CE-certified knee protectors.

•• Waist connection zipper
allows attachment to
selected Alpinestars leather
and textile jackets.
•• Adjustable waist with secure
sliding hook closure.
•• YKK zippers.

PROTEAN DRYSTAR® PANTS
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / TOURING - SIZE: S-4XL
•• Multi-material main
shell construction.

•• Dynamic stretch panels around
crotch, waist and back of knees.

•• CE certified knee protectors.

•• Velcro waist adjustments
for precise fit.

•• Internal knee compartment
allows adjustments
of protection to fit it
various leg length.
•• Pre-curved leg construction
for enhanced fit and comfort
in the riding position.

•• Hand pockets.
•• Hip pad compartments
with PE comfort padding.
•• Waist connection zipper
for secure integration with

Alpinestars riding jacket.
•• Premium YKK zippers.
•• Fixed DRYSTAR® membrane.
•• Removable thermal liner.
•• Integrated high visibility
reflective graphic details
improve rider visibility in
varying light conditions.

322 7916 13
BLACK RED

AST-1 WATERPROOF PANTS
ALL-WEATHER RIDING / TOURING - SIZE: S-4XL
•• Multi-material main
shell construction.
•• CE certified protectors: knee.
•• Internal knee compartment
allows adjustments
of protection to fit it
various leg length.
•• Fixed waterproof and
breathable membrane.

•• Pre-curved leg construction
for enhanced fit and comfort
in the riding position.
•• Hand pockets.
•• Hip pad compartments
with PE comfort padding.
•• Integrated high visibility
reflective graphic details
improve rider visibility in

varying light conditions.
•• Waist adjustments
belt for precise fit.
•• Waist connection zipper
for secure integration with
Alpinestars riding jacket.
•• Premium YKK zippers.

SHORT VERSION CODE: 3226216 - SIZE: S-4XL

322 6116 10
BLACK
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LANCE 3L WATERPROOF JACKET
URBAN ADVENTURE - SIZE: S-4XL
•• Technical, three-layer main
material construction:
water-resistant outer shell,
water-proof and breathable
membrane and light mesh
lining bonded together for
reduced bulk and durability.
•• Tape-sealed seams for
guaranteed weather-proofing.
•• Water-resistant zips
incorporate zip docks and
PU ridges which close
tightly behind slider to
seal out elements.
•• Removable thermal liner
jacket with convenient
waterproof document pocket.

320 9114 341
POPPY RED

•• Removable mesh liner
incorporates CE-certified
shoulder and elbow
protectors in high abrasion
resistant mesh pockets.

•• Large, strategically positioned
zippered underarm
vents effectively regulate
body temperature.

•• Padded chest and back
compartments mounted
on technical mesh allow for
Bio Armor chest and back
protection accessory upgrade.
•• Waist and back shock
cord adjustment for
highly personalized fit
on and off the bike.

•• Convenient exterior pockets,
mesh inner pockets,
plus inner pocket.

•• Pre-curved sleeve
construction includes Velcro®
volume control system.

320 9114 10
BLACK

•• Secure Velcro®-closing cuff
closures help prevent wind and
water penetration. Adjustable
and detachable storm hood
can be secured with Velcro®
fastener while riding.

•• Reflective detailing for
improved visibility.
•• Extended rear profile
for comfort.

320 9114 95
MELANGE GRAY

320 9114 741
SKYDIVER BLUE

LOGAN 3L WATERPROOF JACKET
URBAN ADVENTURE - SIZE: S-4XL
•• Technical, three-layer
main material construction
consisting of water-resistant
outer shell, water-proof and
breathable membrane and light
mesh lining bonded together
for reduced bulk and durability;
all seams are tape-sealed for
guaranteed weather-proofing.
•• Water-resistant zippers
include PU ridges which
close tightly behind slider
to seal out elements.
•• Waterproof interior
wallet/document/MP3

330 9214 1009
PHANTOM WHITE
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pocket incorporates
headphone conduit.
•• Mesh liner incorporating CEcertified shoulder and elbow
protectors is removable,
allowing jacket to be worn in a
variety of outdoor situations.
•• Back pad compartment
with PE padding (Alpinestars
back protector available
as accessory upgrade).
•• Secure Velcro®-closing cuff
closures help prevent wind
and water penetration.

330 9214 457
ORANGE HAWAIIAN OCEAN

•• Velcro® volume control
adjustment of sleeves
for improved riding fit.
•• Strategically positioned
ventilation zippers improve
airflow and breathability.
•• Waist, hood, collar and back
shock cord adjustment
for highly personalized
fit on and off the bike.
•• Convenient exterior and
interior pockets.
•• Reflective detailing for
improved visibility.

330 9214 747
MOROCCAN BLUE HAWAIIAN OCEAN

MACK TEXTILE JACKET
URBAN ADVENTURE - SIZE: S-4XL
•• Diamond rip-stop main shell
construction incorporating
performance thermal
insulation that offers optimal
warmth while being light and
without restricting movement.
•• Removable CE-certified
shoulder and elbow
protectors offer classleading riding protection.
•• Padded back compartment
allows for Bio Armor
chest and back protection
accessory upgrade.
•• Storm hood comprises

330 9014 1049
BLACK CASTLEROCK

elastic edging to secure
hood in windy conditions.
•• Adjustable interior gator with
snap button connectors forms
barrier against wind and helps
secure jacket to the body.
•• Convenient exterior pockets
with zippers, plus inner
mesh pockets and waterresistant inner pocket with
easy-locate red zip.
•• Main, frontal zipper,
incorporates zip garage
helps secure zip and avoids
skin contact irritation.

330 9014 743
ROYAL BLUE MANDARIN RED

•• Elastic cuff edges with thumb
grip to secure sleeve in place
and help seal out elements.
•• Waist and back shock
cord adjustment for
highly personalized fit
on and off the bike.
•• Brushed fiber collar
interior for comfort, plus
shock cord adjuster.
•• Reflective detailing for
improved garment visibility.
•• Snap-button loops to attach
to Alpinestars pants or jeans.

330 9014 692
AMAZON GREEN BRIGHT GREEN

SCION 2L WATERPROOF JACKET
URBAN ADVENTURE - SIZE: S-4XL
•• Technical two layer main
material construction
consisting of a water-resistant
outer shell and a waterproof
and breathable membrane
bonded together for reduced
bulk and durability; all
seams are tape sealed for
guaranteed weather-proofing.

•• Detachable, adjustable storm
hood can be secured with
Velcro® fastener while riding.
Hood can be tucked into collar.
•• Zippered underarm vent
regulates body temperature.

•• Waist and back shock
cord adjustment for
highly personalized fit
on and off the bike.

•• Removable CE-certified
shoulder and elbow protectors
offer class-leading protection.

•• Secure Velcro®-closing
cuff closures help prevent
water penetration.

•• Brushed fiber collar
interior for comfort, plus
shock cord adjuster.

•• Padded back compartment
allows for Bio Armor

•• Pre-curved sleeve
construction includes Velcro®

•• Reflective detailing for
improved visibility.

320 9214 1043
BLACK MANDARIN RED

320 9214 691
BRIGHT GREEN

chest and back protection
accessory upgrade.

volume control system.
•• Convenient exterior pockets,
mesh inner pockets,
plus inner pocket.

320 9214 491
VERMILLION ORANGE
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WINSTON GORE-TEX® OVERCOAT
URBAN COMMUTING - SIZE: S-4XL
•• 3/4 Over Coat GORE-TEX®.

•• High collar.

•• Tricot in the wrist area.

•• Long City Jacket - Fits
Business Code.

•• Reflective details for enhanced
night-time visibility.

•• Slightly Precurved sleeves.

•• 2L Waterproof and breathable
GORE-TEX® fabric.

•• Light CE rated protectors for
shoulder and forearms.

•• Removable Thermal Liner.

•• 2 Frontal Side pockets.

•• Back compartment (CE certified
Bio Armor back protector
available as accessory).

•• Removable Hood.

•• WP internal pocket.

•• Lower side opening.

365 0016 10
BLACK

EDWARD DRYSTAR® OVERCOAT
URBAN COMMUTING - SIZE: S-4XL
•• 3/4 overcoat sleek style.
•• 2l waterproof and breathable
Drystar® polyester twill.

•• Removable Light CE rated
protectors for shoulder
and forearms.

•• Removable thermal liner.

•• Zipped side pockets.

•• Reflective details for enhanced
night-time visibility.

•• Tricot in the wrist area.

•• WP internal pocket.

•• Sleeves adjusters.
•• Back open.
•• Back compartment (CE certified
Bio Armor back protector
available as accessory).

325 0016 10
BLACK
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ETHAN DRYSTAR® PARKA
URBAN COMMUTING - SIZE: S-4XL
•• 3/8 Parka sleek city style

•• Warm detachable High collar

•• Tricot in the wrist area

•• PU Coated Polyester fabric Water repellant and fast drying

•• Reflective details for enhanced
night-time visibility

•• Accordion detail on the cuffs

•• Waterproof and breathable
dryStar® membrane lining

•• Light CE rated protectors for
shoulder and forearms.

•• lower side opening

•• Removable Thermal Liner

•• 4 Frontal pockets

•• Removable Hood

•• WP internal pocket

•• Slightly Precurved sleeves
•• Back compartment (CE certified
Bio Armor back protector
available as accessory).

325 0116 10
BLACK

ISABEL DRYSTAR® WOMEN’S TRENCH
URBAN COMMUTING - SIZE: XS -2XL
•• Designed for an optimized
woman’s fit
•• PU Coated POLYAMIDE FABRIC
Water repellant and fast drying
•• Waterproof and breathable
dryStar® membrane lining
•• Removable Thermal Liner
•• Removable Hood

328 0216 10
BLACK
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•• Warm High collar

•• Tricot in the wrist area

•• Reflective details for enhanced
night-time visibility

•• Slightly Precurved sleeves

•• Light CE rated protectors for
shoulder and forearms.

•• Back compartment (CE certified
Bio Armor back protector
available as accessory).

•• 2 zipped side pockets
•• WP internal pocket

•• back open

MOTION WATERPROOF JACKET
URBAN COMMUTING - SIZE: S-4XL
•• Mid Season Urban
commuter WP jacket.

•• Comfortable and soft touch
2L Polyamide fabric.

•• Detachable Soft comfort collar.

•• Removable thin Thermal Liner.

•• 2 zipped side pockets + Chest
Pocket + WP wallet pocket.

•• Pre-curved sleeves.

•• Underarms opening vents.
•• Back opening vent.

320 8716 960
MELANGE DARK GRAY

•• Reflective details for
nighttime visibility.
•• Regular length, slim and
elegant but not tight.

•• Removable Light CE
certified protectors on
shoulder and forearms.
•• Back compartment (CE certified
Bio Armor back protector
available as accessory).
•• Snap button adjusters.

320 8716 106
BLACK GRAY

LUC AIR JACKET
URBAN COMMUTING - SIZE: S-4XL
•• Constructed from durable
advanced 480 denier
poly-textile that is double
PU coated for durability,
abrasion resistance and
water resistance.
•• Extensive, high abrasionresistant mesh inserts
strategically positioned
for optimized cooling.
•• Lightweight, CE certified elbow
and shoulder protectors

grant the jacket a sleek fit
yet provide class leading
impact protection.
•• Chest and back pad
compartments with PE
foam padding (CE certified
Nucleon chest back protector
available as accessory).
•• External zippered pockets plus
internal waterproof pocket for
safe and convenient storage.

•• Pre-curved sleeve construction
for reduced fatigue and
enhanced riding comfort.
•• Snap-button waist and
collar adjusters.
•• Integrated soft textile lining on
collar for additional comfort.
•• Elongated rear profile
covers lumbar area
and offers coverage in
upright riding position.

330 8815 10
BLACK
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T-GP R AIR JACKET
SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-4XL
•• Durable 450 Denier
polyester fabric and
incorporating strategically
positioned mesh panels.

•• Large accordion stretch
panels help rider movement
and comfort on the bike.

•• Removable CE certified
shoulders and elbow
protectors.

•• Fixed mesh lining.

•• External Alpinestars PU
shoulder protection offer
additional abrasion resistance
in key impact area.
•• Pre-curved sleeve construction.

•• Volume adjustment
system on sleeves.
•• Chest pad compartments
with PE padding.

•• Removable windproof liner.

•• Back protector compartment
with Pe padding.

•• Inner waterproof pocket.
•• ring waist adjustment
for precision fitting.
•• Two external zippered pockets.
•• Reflective inserts for
added rider visibility.

330 5615 12
BLACK WHITE

•• Neoprene comfort edge
around collar and cuffs
prevents skin chafing.
•• Waist connection zipper
allows attachment to
Alpinestars riding pants.

330 5615 123
BLACK WHITE RED

330 5615 125
BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO

T-JAWS AIR JACKET
SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-4XL
•• Multi-material outershell. 600D
polyester coated fabric with
extended mesh panels .
•• Reflective details for
nighttime visibility.
•• Shoulder stretch
accordion panels.
•• Removable CE protectors
on shoulder and elbow.

330 1514 10
BLACK

•• Back protector compartment
(CE-certified Bio Armor
back protector available
as accessory).
•• Waist adjustment
Velcro® straps.
•• Cuff adjuster Velcro® straps .
•• Waterproof internal pocket.

330 1514 125
BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO

•• Removable windbreaker
membrane.
•• Padding details.
•• 3D mesh soft collar
inner construction.
•• Waist connection zipper
allows attachment to
Alpinestars riding pants.

330 1514 132
BLACK RED WHITE
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T-GP PLUS R TEXTILE JACKET
SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-4XL
•• Multi-material outershell.
450/600D polyester
coated fabric.

shoulder and elbow.

•• Cuff adjuster Velcro® straps.

•• Reflective details for
nighttime visibility.

•• Back protector compartment
(CE-certified Bio Armor
back protector available
as accessory).

•• Shoulder stretch
accordion panels.

•• Stretch panels on sleeves areas
to further improve fit and feel.

•• Removable CE Bio
Armor protectors on

•• Waist adjustment
Velcro® straps.

330 0514 12
BLACK WHITE

•• Waterproof internal pocket.
•• Padding details.

330 0514 123
BLACK WHITE RED

•• 3D mesh soft collar
inner construction.
•• Waist connection zipper
allows attachment to
Alpinestars riding pants.

330 0514 125
BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO

T-GP PLUS R AIR JACKET
SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-4XL
•• Multi-material outershell.
450/600D polyester coated
fabric with extended
mesh panels.

Velcro® straps.
•• Cuff adjuster Velcro® straps.

•• Reflective details for
nighttime visibility.

•• Back protector compartment
(CE-certified Bio Armor
back protector available
as accessory).

•• Shoulder stretch
accordion panels.

•• Stretch panels on sleeves areas
to further improve fit and feel.

•• Removable CE Bio

•• Waist adjustment

330 0614 12
BLACK WHITE
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Armor protectors on
shoulder and elbow.

330 0614 123
BLACK WHITE RED

•• Waterproof internal pocket.
•• Padding details.
•• 3D mesh soft collar
inner construction.
•• Waist connection zipper
allows attachment to
Alpinestars riding pants.

330 0614 125
BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO

A-10 AIR-FLO PANTS
SPORT RIDING - SIZE: 44-60 EUR
•• 1200D and 600D Polyester
Fabric construction with
abrasion resistant Air-Flo
mesh for maximum cooling.
•• Removable CE approved GP
knee and tibia protectors.

•• Embroidered logos.
•• Pre-curved construction
for riding comfort.
•• Waist zipper connection
allows attachment to
selected Alpinestars leather

and textile jackets.
•• Multiple main seam
construction for maximum
tear resistance.
•• Removable knee slider covers.

332 608 10
BLACK

OXYGEN AIR PANTS
ALL WEATHER RIDING / TOURING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• PU Coated 600D
Polyester fabric.

•• Ergonomically tapered PE
comfort padding on the hips.

•• New extended mesh inserts
on the lower back and front.

•• CE certified knee protectors.

•• Reflective piping for enhanced
night-time visibility.

•• Zippered gusset allows
easy fitment of pants
when wearing boots.

•• Waist connection zipper
allows attachment to
select Alpinestars leather
and textile jacket.
•• Adjustable waist with secure
sliding hook closure.

332 2514 10
BLACK
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RIFFS DENIM PANTS
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: 28-30-32-34-36-38-40
•• Regular fit 13OZ comfort
denim for excellent
abrasion resistance
and tear resistance.

•• Zippered lower hem for range
of fit with riding boots, plus
Velcro® closures to protect zip
and prevent bike scratches.

•• Interior Aramidic fiber
reinforcement panels in the
seat, hip and knee area.

•• Reinforced heel guard
on rear lower hems.

•• Denim accordion
stretch panel on the
knee and back yoke.

•• Removable hip protectors
with Velcro® attachment.

332 9216 7011
RAW INDIGO
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•• Thigh zipper air intake.

•• CE certified knee

removable protectors.
•• Internal knee compartment
allows adjustments
of protection to fit
various leg lengths.
•• Customized detailing on
metal buttons and rivets.
•• Leather patch.

CRANK DENIM PANTS

COPPER DENIM PANTS

ROAD RIDING - SIZE: 28-30 -31-32-33-34-36-38-40

ROAD RIDING - SIZE: 28-30 -31-32-33-34-36-38-40

•• Tapered fit 13OZ comfort
denim for excellent
abrasion resistance
and tear resistance.
•• Interior Aramidic fiber
reinforcement panels in
the seat and knee area.

332 8616 7009
DARK RINSE

•• Removable hip protectors
with Velcro® attachment.

of protection to fit
various leg lengths.

•• CE certified knee
removable protectors.

•• Customized detailing on
metal buttons and rivets.

•• Internal knee compartment
allows adjustments

•• Leather patch.

332 8616 7012
GREASER DIRTY

•• Regular straight fit 13OZ
comfort denim for excellent
abrasion resistance
and tear resistance.

•• Removable hip protectors
with Velcro® attachment.

•• Interior Aramidic fiber
reinforcement panels in
the seat and knee area.

•• CE certified knee
removable protectors.

•• Customized detailing on
metal buttons and rivets.

•• Internal knee compartment
allows adjustments

•• Leather patch.

332 8516 7009
DARK RINSE

332 8516 10
BLACK

of protection to fit
various leg lengths.

332 8516 76
RAW
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QUICK SEAL OUT JACKET AND PANTS

EL NINO RAIN SUIT

RAIN GEAR - SIZE: S-3XL

TOURING / SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

•• Back panel with Air
Channel Ventilation.
•• Full face helmet carry straps.
•• Jacket carry straps.
•• Main compartment

••
••
••
••

with laptop pocket.
Padded MP3/IPhone pocket.
Internal organizer.
2 side mesh pocket.
Padded shoulder straps.

326 4512 10
BLACK

Custom zipper pulls.
Removable chest belt.
Rain cover.
Printed reflectors.

•• Neck, waist and cuff
adjustments.

•• Oversize design.

•• Heat resistant material on
inner leg for durability.

326 4512 55
YELLOW FLUO

•• Folds into own bag attached
to waist belt when not in use.

RACING RAIN 2PC OVERSUIT

TOURING / SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-2XL

RACING - SIZE: S-3XL

Alpinestars logos.

•• EN471 certified
reflective stripes.

•• Stretch side panels to fit over
both summer and winter
jackets. YKK front zipper.

•• Large reflective

•• Zippered pocket.

650 9014 155
BLACK YELLOW FLUO

•• Vest can be packed into
pocket for storage.
•• Breathable outer material
and mesh lining for 4
season comfort.

•• Adjustable leg
expansion ports.
•• Reflective logos and piping
for night time visibility.

326 405 11
BLACK GRAY

FLARE HI VISIBILITY VEST
•• EN471 certified fabric
High-Vis material.
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••
••
••
••

•• Waterproof 2PC over-suit for
track use in wet conditions,
designed to be worn over
the top of a leather suit.
•• Constructed from
2mm 100% waterproof
transparent material.

326 4011 01
CLEAR BLACK

•• PU coated ergonomic
stretch inserts on sleeves,
torso, crotch and legs.
•• Pre-curved design for optimal
fit in the racing position.
•• Pattern is designed
to accomodate hump

and shoulder cups.
•• Hole cutouts for knee sliders.
•• Taped and sealed seams.
•• Reflective details on the suit
for improved rider visibility.
•• Waterproof zipper closure.

GP TECH LEATHER GLOVE
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Revolutionary development
step for Moto GP-proved glove.
•• Strong and supple kangaroo
and cow leather for superior
feel and performance.
•• Palm, thumb and finger
sidewalls reinforced with
kangaroo leather.
•• Lower palm incorporates
strategically positioned
compound TPU sliders
mounted on foambacked leather panel.
•• Alpinestars Dynamic Friction

355 6613 10
BLACK

355 6613 21
WHITE BLACK

Shield (DFS) knuckle protector
features dual density mould
construction for superior
resistance to repeated impacts.
•• Ergonomically shaped TPU
injected wrist cuff protects
wrist bone from impact.
•• Alpinestars patented third
and fourth finger bridge.
•• Leather accordion insert on
extended thumb zone and
fingers for superior fit and
flexibility. Lateral leather
accordion insert gives
greater range of movement

355 6613 231
WHITE RED BLACK

to back hand area.
•• Vented back hand TPR
for climate control.
•• Internal back hand, wrist
and thumb lining made with
DUPONT™ Kevlar® fiber.
•• Compound TPU sliders on
fingers are mounted on
foam-backed leather panels.
•• Perforated leather top panel
and wrist with ventilated
finger sidewalls.
•• External finger to palm seams
for a close fit and superior feel.

355 6613 136
BLACK RED YELLOW FLUO

GP PRO LEATHER GLOVE
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Race proven TPU injected
knuckle protection system to
absorb and dissipate impact.
•• Molded knuckle protection air
intakes and exhaust ports for
improved hand ventilation.
•• Injected TPU palm and finger
sliders for superior impact
and abrasion resistance.
•• TPU injected adjustable cuff
panel for superior impact
and abrasion resistance with
high grip Velcro® closure for
security. Secure and precise

355 6713 10
BLACK

355 6713 12
BLACK WHITE

Velcro® wrist adjustable closure
strap. Internal top surface
hand and thumb lining made
with DUPONT™ Kevlar® fiber.
•• Internal little finger lining made
with DUPONT™ Kevlar® fiber for
superior impact and abrasion
resistance. Alpinestars patented
finger-bridge prevents finger
separation and stops protection
twisting around the fourth
finger in the event of a slide.
•• 3D anatomical design with
accordion leather stretch inserts

355 6713 123
BLACK WHITE RED

on index, middle and ring
fingers for unobtrusive flexibility.
•• TPR back hand vented impact
protector. Palm pad panel
combined into palm/thumb/
little finger reinforcement.
•• Large thumb accordion
stretch insert for superior
fit, feeling and flexibility.
•• Perforated leather top surface
panel and ventilated finger
sidewalls keep the hands cool.
•• External finger and palm seams
for a close fit and superior feel.

355 6713 125
BLACK WHITE YELLOW
FLUO

355 6713 231
WHITE RED BLACK
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GP PLUS LEATHER GLOVE
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Race proven TPU injected
knuckle protection system to
absorb and dissipate impact.
•• Molded knuckle protection air
intakes and exhaust ports.
•• Injected TPU palm and finger
sliders for superior impact
and abrasion resistance.
•• Leather palm reinforcements
for improved impact strength
and abrasion resistance .
•• Protective PU cuff wraps
around wrist and raises
the entire profile of the

355 6513 10
BLACK

355 6513 12
BLACK WHITE

glove to protect wrist bone
from impact in a crash.
•• Internal top surface
lining made with Dupont™
Kevlar® fiber.

•• Vented back hand foam
impact protection.
•• Twin thumb accordion
stretch inserts for superior
fit, feeling and flexibility.

•• External fourth finger
TPR protector.
•• Alpinestars patented fingerbridge prevents finger
separation and stops protection
twisting around the fourth
finger in the event of a slide.
•• 3D anatomical design with
accordion leather stretch

355 6513 213
WHITE BLACK RED

inserts on fingers for
unobtrusive flexibility.

•• Perforated leather top panel
and ventilated finger sidewalls
keep the hands cool.
•• External finger and palm seams
for a close fit and superior feel.

355 6513 271
WHITE BLUE BLACK

SP-1 LEATHER GLOVE
RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Fully constructed from supple
and durable full-grain leather.
•• Strong and supple goat
leather used for the palm
and finger construction
for superior durability.
•• Ergonomically profiled
carbon fiber knuckle provides
exceptional impact and
abrasion protection.
•• Patented 3rd/4th finger bridge
prevents excessive finger roll
and separation during impacts.
•• Palm and outer edge

355 8115 123
BLACK WHITE RED
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355 8115 10
BLACK

of hand reinforced with
suede and leather.
•• Innovative palm rubber patches
extremely durable at abrasion.
•• Injected TPU palm and finger
sliders for superior impact
and abrasion resistance.
•• Touch screen compatible
fingertip on index finger for
use of touch screen devices.
•• Accordion flex inserts on
fingers and outer thumb.
•• Vented back hand TPR
for climate control.

355 8115 125
BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO

•• Strategically positioned
ventilation perforations
on finger sidewalls.
•• Leather reinforcements
cover finger and sidewalls
for durability.
•• Thumb, fingers, top of hand and
wrist are reinforced with 4mm
perforated foam padding.
•• Gauntlet-style cuff includes
TPR Astars logo and secure,
adjustable dual Velcro closure.
•• Pre-curved finger design
reduces fatigue.

SP-2 LEATHER GLOVE
PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Fully constructed from supple
and durable full-grain leather.
•• Strong and supple goat
leather used for the palm
and finger construction
for superior durability.
•• Leather used for the knuckle
and finger fourchettes for
enhanced comfort and feel.
•• Synthetic suede
reinforcements on the palm
and outer hand landing zones
provide maximum abrasion

355 8214 10
BLACK

resistance in key impact zones.
•• TPR protectors backed
with E.V.A. foam located on
the palm landing zone.
•• Ergonomically profiled
carbon fiber knuckle provides
exceptional impact and
abrasion protection.
•• Cuff, thumb, fingers and the
top of the hand and wrist
are padded with energy
absorbing E.V.A. foam for
additional protection.

355 8214 12
BLACK WHITE

355 8214 125
BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO

•• Patented 3rd/4th finger bridge
prevents excessive finger roll
and separation during impacts.
•• Perforated cuff, leather top
panel and ventilated finger
sidewalls help keep the
hands cool when riding.
•• Pre-curved finger construction
reduces rider fatigue.
•• Wide Velcro® wrist closure
for easy glove entry
and secure closure.

355 8214 1053
BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO RED

SP-8 LEATHER GLOVE
PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Constructed from premium
full-grain leather for excellent
abrasion resistance.

for maximum flexibility and
comfort. Velcro® cuff closure
for secure, personalized fit.

•• Durable PU knuckle protection
with heat stamped logo.

•• Pre-shaped finger construction
with internal seams for
comfort and feel.

•• E.V.A. foam padding on thumb,
wrist, finger and thumb.
•• Stretch flex panel on wrist

355 8313 10
BLACK

355 8313 12
BLACK WHITE

•• Third and fourth finger
bridge protects the fingers

355 8313 123
BLACK WHITE RED

in the event of a slide.
•• Ergonomic-engineered
synthetic suede palm
reinforcements.
•• Full-length wrist cuff
incorporates foam padding.
•• Printed logos.

355 8313 155
BLACK YELLOW FLUO

355 8313 231
WHITE RED BLACK
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GP AIR LEATHER GLOVE
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Full-grain goat leather and
air mesh main construction
combines durability and
abrasion resistance with
high breathability.
•• Synthetic suede reinforced
palm for improved grip
and abrasion resistance.
•• Outer edge of hand and
pinky finger reinforced
with synthetic suede.

356 7914 10
BLACK

•• Touch screen compatible
fingertip on index finger
and thumb for use of
touch screen devices.
•• Ergonomically profiled
carbon fiber knuckle provides
exceptional impact and
abrasion protection.
•• Carbon fiber protectors located
on the top of the fingers.
•• TPR protectors backed

356 7914 12
BLACK WHITE

with E.V.A. foam located on
the palm landing zone.
•• E.V.A. foam padding on
wrist and fingers.
•• Finger bridge prevents
excessive finger roll and
separation during impacts.
•• Silicone printing on fingertips
for increased grip.
•• Velcro® wrist closure
with TPR flap.

356 7914 123
BLACK WHITE RED

GP X LEATHER GLOVE
PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Evolutionary step for GPX glove
•• Technical construction
incorporates leather, suede
and perforated leather panels.
•• Alpinestars’ patented third
and fourth finger bridge.
•• Alpinestars’ Dynamic Friction
Shield (DFS) knuckle protection
system features dual density
mold construction.
•• Compound TPU sliders on
fingers and palm heel are

356 7013 10
BLACK
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356 7013 12
BLACK WHITE

mounted on foam-backed
leather panels for comfort
and performance.
•• Ergonomic polymer
cuff protector affords
greater impact and
abrasion performance.

•• Accordion flex leather paneling
on thumb and fingers.
•• Reinforced external
padding on thumb.

•• Velcro® wrist closure.
•• Pre-shaped finger construction
reduces fatigue.
•• External, reinforced finger
seams for superior fit. Leather

356 7013 237
WHITE RED BLUE

reinforcements cover finger
sidewalls for durability.

•• Perforated leather fingers,
finger gussets, palm and
wrist for maximum cooling
without compromising safety.
•• TPR detailing and printed logos.

356 7013 136
BLACK RED YELOW FLUO

CELER LEATHER GLOVE
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Fully constructed from supple
and durable full-grain leather.
•• Leather palm construction
features a reinforced landing
zone for enhanced safety.
•• Alpinestars race proven PU
knuckle protection system
for superior impact and
abrasion resistance.

356 7014 10
BLACK

356 7014 123
BLACK WHITE RED

•• Perforated leather
fingers, finger gussets
and palm for maximum
cooling performance.

•• Extended cuff profile with
TPR helps protects the wrist.
•• Finger bridge prevents
finger roll and separation
during impacts.

•• Accordion flex panels on
fingers and thumb promote
great flexibility when riding.
•• Touch screen compatible
fingertip on index finger for
use of touch screen devices.

356 7014 136
BLACK RED YELLOW FLUO

•• Pre-curved finger construction
to reduce riding fatigue.
•• Velcro® wrist closure
with TPR flap.

356 7014 213
WHITE BLACK RED

MUSTANG LEATHER GLOVE
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Perforated goatskin leather
upper main construction.

•• Pre-curved finger construction
to reduce riding fatigue.

•• Goat skin leather palm
construction with synthetic
suede reinforcements.

•• Goat skin accordion
panels on all fingers and
thumb for greater flex
and maximum control.

•• Synthetic PU panels over
the top of the glove.

•• Multipanel palm construction
for more precise fit.

•• Heat stamped Astar
logo on the palm.

•• Over-molded PU
knuckle protection with
synthetic PU covering.
•• 4mm E.V.A. foam padding
on top and side of glove,
top of fingers and thumb.

356 610 1000
STEALTH BLACK

356 610 12
BLACK WHITE

•• D-ring and strap wrist
closure with non aggressive
microvelcro with stretch

Lycra gusset insert to
extend opening width.

•• TPR Astar logo on the
top of the glove.

•• Internal mesh liner
for riding comfort.

356 610 111
BLACK DARK GRAY
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SMX-2 AIR CARBON GLOVE
PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Strong and supple leather
used for the palm and
knuckle construction for
superior durability.
•• Synthetic leather finger
fourchettes for enhanced
comfort and feel.
•• Synthetic leather
reinforcements on the palm
and outer hand landing zones
provide maximum abrasion

356 7714 10
BLACK

356 7714 31
RED BLACK

resistance in key impact zones.
•• Touch screen compatible
fingertip on index finger
and thumb for use of
touch screen devices.
•• Ergonomically profiled
carbon fiber knuckle provides
exceptional impact and
abrasion protection.
•• Cuff and thumb are padded
with energy absorbing E.V.A.

356 7714 61
GREEN BLACK

foam for additional protection.
•• TPR details on fingers
and backhand.
•• Ventilated finger sidewalls
help keep the hands
cool when riding.
•• Pre-curved finger construction
and Silicone finger grips.
•• Wide Velcro® wrist closure
for easy glove entry
and secure closure.

356 7714 12
BLACK WHITE

MASAI GLOVE
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Multi-panel main shell
construction incorporating
leather, synthetic suede and 3D
mesh for durability, abrasion
resistance and ventilation.
•• Leather palm reinforcements
for superior abrasion
resistance.
•• Ergonomic TPU slider on palm
is backed with E.V.A. foam
for impact performance.
•• Sculptured, 3D TPR knuckle,
wrist and fingertip panels

356 7414 10
BLACK
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provide impact and
abrasion protection.

gusset enhances flexibility
and riding comfort.

•• Knuckle protectors are
backed with foam for
additional protection.

•• Reinforced landing
zone incorporates foam
padding for comfort.

•• Clarino® panel wraps around
the thumb to provide extra
layer of protection.

•• Neoprene cuff with
Velcro® closure and TPR
for comfort, easy entry
and secure fastening.

•• Finger sidewalls constructed
from leather and stretch
fabric to improve feel of the
glove and reduce weight.
•• Extensive thumb flex

•• Touch screen compatible
index fingertip and thumb
for use with smartphones
and GPS systems.

SCHEME GLOVE
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Stylish design constructed with
lightweight, breathable mesh
and durable synthetic leather.
•• Reinforced with Dupont™
Kevlar® fiber to provide
an internal shield against
abrasion while maintaining
the light feel of the glove
•• Reinforced Clarino palm

350 2612 10
BLACK

construction for superior
abrasion resistance.

•• Finger flex gussets
enhance riding comfort.

•• A combination of padded
foam and Carbon Fiber
knuckle protectors safeguard
against impacts.

•• Thumb foam padding offers
an extra layer of comfort.

•• Mesh forchettes improve
the feel of the glove and
help minimize weight.

•• Airprene cuff with Velcro® flap
closure enables easy entry into
the glove and secure fastening.

•• Reinforced landing zone
with built in foam padding.

350 2612 125
BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO

HAKU SOFT SHELL GLOVE
URBAN ADVENTURE - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Technical three-layer riding
glove with a water-repellent
softshell main shell laminated
with a windproof membrane
and mid-weight fleece for
durability, weatherproofing
and performance.

•• Landing zone incorporates
E.V.A. foam padding
reinforcement.

•• Clarino® suede used for
the palm and thumb
with additional Clarino®
reinforcements on the palm,
thumb and landing zones.

•• Reflective detailing on fingers
for improved visibility.

356 9614 1007
PHANTOM POPPY RED

•• Advanced, hard polymer
knuckle protector is
ergonomically positioned
under the upper.

•• Pre-curved finger construction
reduces rider fatigue.

•• Top fingers incorporate E.V.A.
foam for comfort and padding.
•• Softshell fabric finger
sidewalls for flexibility.
•• Velcro® wrist closure for easy
glove entry and secure closure.
•• Touchscreen compatible
fingertip on index finger for
use with smartphones/GPS.
•• Neoprene cuff for longlasting comfort.

356 9614 745
MOROCCAN BLUE BLAZING YELLOW
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ASAMA AIR GLOVE
URBAN ADVENTURE - SIZE: S-3XL
•• 3D mesh and Spandex® main
shell construction for a superb
and durable summer glove
with optimized ventilation.
•• Clarino suede used for
the palm and thumb
with additional Clarino®
reinforcements on the palm,
thumb and landing zones.
®

•• Landing zone incorporates
E.V.A. foam padding

reinforcement.
•• Advanced, hard polymer
knuckle protector is
ergonomically positioned
under the upper.
•• Reflective detailing on fingers
for improved visibility.
•• Pre-curved finger construction
reduces rider fatigue.
•• Top fingers incorporate E.V.A.
foam for comfort and padding.

•• Spandex fabric finger
sidewalls for flexibility.
•• Velcro® wrist closure for easy
glove entry and secure closure.
•• Touchscreen compatible
fingertip on index finger for
use with smartphones/GPS.
•• Alpinestars printed
logos on front and back
for additional grip.

357 9414 1008
PHANTOM HAWAIIAN OCEAN

FIGHTER AIR GLOVE
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Goatskin and mesh upper
construction is lightweight,
durable and highly breathable.

•• Touch screen compatible
fingertip on index finger for
use of touch screen devices.

•• Ergonomically profiled for
superior riding fit and comfort.

•• E.V.A. foam knuckle protection
provides high levels of
shock energy absorption.

•• Goatskin palm with synthetic
suede reinforcements
for enhanced abrasion
resistance and durability.

356 7514 10
BLACK
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356 7514 12
BLACK WHITE

•• TPR reinforcement details
on top of the hand and
fingers for additional

356 7514 1053
BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO RED

protection from abrasion.
•• Reinforced landing zone.
•• Split gusset on fingers for
improved flexibility.
•• Wrist flap closure with
non-aggressive microVelcro fastener affords
snug, secure fit.

SPARTAN GLOVE
ROAD RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Spandex and 3D mesh main
shell for excellent levels of
breathability, performance
flex and a well-ventilated fit.
•• Clarino palm reinforcements
for durability and abrasion
resistance, plus Clarino®
thumb panel for additional
protection in key area.
®

•• Advanced hard polymer
knuckle protection is

357 4714 10
BLACK

integrated into glove for
lightweight feel and styling.
•• E.V.A. foam panels on
back of fingers for fit and
additional shock protection.
•• Air mesh finger structure
improves air flow while stretch
inserts on finger sidewalls aids
flexibility and movement.
•• Reinforced landing zone with
integrated foam padding.

357 4714 1053
BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO RED

•• Neoprene cuff with Velcro®
closure for easy entry and
secure fastening. Cuff
incorporates TPR pull-tab for
additional abrasion resistance
and ease of closure.
•• Pre-contoured finger
construction reduces fatigue
and improves comfort.
•• Bold and aggressively styled
graphic designs on backhand.

357 4714 16
BLACK GREEN
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JET ROAD GORE-TEX® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Stretch polyamide and
polyester upper construction
with goatskin leather palm.
•• GORE-TEX® twin-layer and
full-length waterproof and
breathable membrane.
•• 80gr/sqm Primaloft thermal
insulation on the Backhand.
•• 60gr/sqm Primaloft
thermal insulation with
grip control on the palm.
•• Thumb and palm
reinforcement for superior grip.
•• Leather reinforcements with

foam padding on the palm
and outer hand landing zones
provide abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
•• Patented 3rd and 4th finger
bridge prevent finger roll and
separation during impact.
•• Textile covered, PU molded
hard-knuckle protector
provides impact and
abrasion protection.
•• Touch screen compatible
fingertip for use with
touch screen devices.

•• Pre-curved finger construction
reduces rider fatigue.
•• Wide Velcro cuff closure
for easy glove entry
and secure closure.
•• Wrist fastener for a secure fit.
•• Inner cuff and water draining
eyelet on outer cuff for an
optimized water resistance.
•• Reflective details improve
rider visibility in varying
light conditions.
•• Visor wiper on the thumb.

352 2016 10
BLACK

TECH ROAD GORE-TEX® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL

352 3013 10
BLACK
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WR-3 GORE-TEX® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Technical Gore-Tex® glove
designed to be worn
over jacket sleeves.
•• Full Leather main body
construction.
•• PU knuckle protector housed
within leather construction.
•• Leather accordion stretch
inserts on fingers and thumb
for superior fit and feeling.

•• New easy in/out lining with
thermal backhand and
reduced palm for improved
grip and comfort.

•• Leather palm with synthetic
leather reinforcement.

•• Full upper and fourchette
thermal insulation.

•• TPR finger stylus for use with
bike navigation systems.

•• Finger-bridge prevents finger
separation and stops protection
twisting around little finger
in the event of a slide.

•• Retro Reflective areas
for greater visibility.

•• Helmet visor wipe strip
mounted on left thumb.

352 4013 10
BLACK

POLAR GORE-TEX® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Stretch polyamide
upper construction with
goatskin leather palm.
•• Gore-Tex® waterproof and
breathable membrane.
•• 100G/sqm thinsulate thermal
insulation on the backhand.
•• Thumb and palm reinforcement
for a superior grip.
•• Reinforcements with foam

352 5116 10
BLACK
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padding on the palm and
outer hand landing zones
provide abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
•• Patented 3rd and 4th finger
bridge prevent finger roll and
separation during impact.
•• Fabric moulded hard-knuckle
protector provides impact
and abrasion protection.
•• Touch screen compatible

fingertip on index for use
of touch screen devices.
•• Pre-curved finger construction
reduces rider fatigue.
•• Neoprene cuff with Velcro®
closure for easy glove entry
and secure closure.
•• Reflective details improve
rider visibility in varying
light conditions.

WR-1 GORE-TEX® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Full goatskin leather
construction.
•• GORE-TEX® waterproof and
breathable membrane.
•• 80gr/sqm Primaloft thermal
insulation on the Backhand.
•• 60gr/sqm Primaloft
thermal insulation with
grip control on the palm.
•• Thumb reinforcement
for superior grip.
•• Reinforcements with foam

padding on the palm and
outer hand landing zones
provide abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
•• Patented 3rd and 4th finger
bridge prevent finger roll and
separation during impact.
•• Ergonomic, padded
knuckle provides impact
and abrasion protection.
•• Touch screen compatible
fingertip for use with

touch screen devices.
•• Pre-curved finger construction
reduces rider fatigue.
•• Wide Velcro cuff closure
for easy glove entry
and secure closure.
•• Wrist fastener for a secure fit.
•• Reflective details improve
rider visibility in varying
light conditions.
•• Visor wiper on the thumb.

352 5016 10
BLACK

WR-V GORE-TEX® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• 450D Polyester upper
construction with
goatskin leather palm.
•• GORE-TEX® waterproof and
breathable membrane.
•• 80gr/sqm Primaloft thermal
insulation on the Backhand.
•• Thumb and palm
reinforcement for superior grip.
•• Reinforcements with foam
padding on the palm and

outer hand landing zones
provide abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
•• Patented 3rd and 4th finger
bridge prevent finger roll and
separation during impact.
•• Ergonomic, padded
knuckle provides impact
and abrasion protection.
•• Touch screen compatible
fingertip for use with

touch screen devices.
•• Pre-curved finger construction
reduces rider fatigue.
•• Wide Velcro cuff closure
for easy glove entry
and secure closure.
•• Wrist fastener for a secure fit.
•• Reflective details improve
rider visibility in varying
light conditions.

352 4516 10
BLACK
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365 GORE-TEX® GLOVE
with Gore® grip technology
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Full grain leather main
construction.
•• Featuring Gore® grip
technology from Gore-Tex®,
incorporating a Gore-Tex®
membrane for excellent
waterproofing and breathability.
•• Superb dexterity, grip and
sensitivity afforded by Gore®
grip technology from GoreTex®; a sealed triple layer
for a significantly reduced

material construction.
•• Race proven TPU injected
knuckle protection system to
absorb and dissipate impact.
•• Injected TPU palm and finger
sliders for superior impact
and abrasion resistance.
•• Secure Velcro® adjustable
cuff panel with TPR and
padding for impact and
abrasion resistance.
•• Secure and precise Velcro®
wrist adjustable closure strap.
•• Alpinestars patented fingerbridge prevents finger
separation and stops protection

twisting around the fourth
finger in the event of a slide.
•• Reflective accordion
inserts on index and
middle and ring fingers.
•• TPR back hand impact
protector.
•• Palm pad panel combined
into palm/thumb/little
finger reinforcement.
•• Large thumb accordion
stretch insert for superior
fit, feeling and flexibility.
•• External finger and palm seams
for a close fit and superior feel.

352 1014 10
BLACK

ARCHER GORE-TEX® GLOVE

with Gore® grip technology
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Full-grain leather construction.
•• Featuring Gore® grip
technology from Gore-Tex®,
incorporating a Gore-Tex®
membrane for excellent
waterproofing and breathability.
•• Injected TPU palm sliders
for superior impact and
abrasion resistance.
•• Superb dexterity, grip and
sensitivity afforded by Gore®
grip technology from Gore-

352 3014 10
BLACK
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Tex®; a sealed triple layer
for a significantly reduced
material construction.
•• Alpinestars race proven
TPU knuckle protectors
and palm sliders.
•• Leather reinforcements.
•• Accordion panels on
fingers, thumb and back
hand for flexibility.
•• Finger bridge prevents finger

separation and reduces
twisting in the event of a slide.
•• Velcro® adjustable
wrist and cuff.
•• Printed logos and
TPR logo on cuff.
•• E.V.A. padded knuckle
and finger protection.
•• Reflective panels.
•• Convenient TPR visor wipe
located on thumb.

CELER GORE-TEX® GLOVE

with Gore® grip technology
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Constructed with supple and
durable full-grain leather.
•• Technical Gore-tex® glove
designed to be worn
under jacket sleeves.
•• Featuring Gore® grip
technology from Gore-Tex®,
incorporating a Gore-Tex®
membrane for excellent
waterproofing and breathability.
•• Superb dexterity, grip and
sensitivity afforded by Gore®
grip technology from Gore-

352 7115 213
WHITE BLACK RED

Tex®; a sealed triple layer
for a significantly reduced
material construction.
•• Synthetic suede
reinforcements on the palm
and outer hand landing zones
provide abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
•• Flexible three piece, molded
PU knuckle protection system.
•• Knuckle air intakes
and exhaust ports.

•• E.V.A. foam padding on fingers.
•• Tpr index and middle
fingers impact protectors.
•• Accordion inserts on index and
middle fingers and thumb.
•• Touchscreen compatible
fingertip on index finger for
use with Smartphones/gps.
•• Pre-curved finger construction
reduces rider fatigue.
•• Velcro® wrist closure for easy
glove entry and secure closure.

352 7115 10
BLACK

GT-S GORE-TEX® GLOVE

with Gore® grip technology
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Leather palm and
back hand with textile
fourchettes and cuff.

Tex®; a sealed triple layer
for a significantly reduced
material construction.

•• Featuring Gore® grip
technology from Gore-Tex®,
incorporating a Gore-Tex®
membrane for excellent
waterproofing and breathability.
•• Superb dexterity, grip and
sensitivity afforded by Gore®
grip technology from Gore-

352 5214 10
BLACK

•• Finger bridge prevents finger
separation and reduces
twisting in the event of a slide.

•• Palm and side reinforced
with synthetic suede.

•• Stretch accordion panels
on fingers and backhand.

•• PU knuckle protection.

•• Velcro® adjustable
wrist and cuff.

•• E.V.A. foam padding on
fingers, thumb and wrist.
•• Reinforced wrist cuff
and landing zone.

•• Reflective panels.
•• Convenient TPR visor wipe
located on thumb.

352 5214 123
BLACK WHITE RED
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MUSTANG GORE-TEX® GLOVE

with Gore® grip technology
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Constructed with supple and
durable full-grain leather.
•• Technical Gore-Tex® glove
designed to be worn
under jacket sleeves.
•• Featuring Gore® grip
technology from Gore-Tex®,
incorporating a Gore-Tex®
membrane for excellent
waterproofing and breathability.
•• Superb dexterity, grip and

sensitivity afforded by Gore®
grip technology from GoreTex®; a sealed triple layer
for a significantly reduced
material construction.
•• Synthetic suede
reinforcements on the palm
and outer hand landing zones
provide abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
•• Molded PU knuckle
protection system.

•• E.V.A. foam padding on fingers.
•• Accordion inserts on
fingers and thumb.
•• Touchscreen compatible
fingertip on index finger for
use with smartphones/GPS.
•• Pre-curved finger construction
reduces rider fatigue.
•• Velcro® wrist closure for easy
glove entry and secure closure.

352 6115 10
BLACK

TUCUMAN GORE-TEX® GLOVE

with Gore® grip technology
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Constructed with supple
and durable full-grain
leather palm and thumb.
•• Technical Gore-Tex® glove
designed to be worn
under jacket sleeves.
•• Featuring Gore® grip
technology from Gore-Tex®,
incorporating a Gore-Tex®
membrane for excellent
waterproofing and breathability.

352 5415 10
BLACK
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•• Superb dexterity, grip and
sensitivity afforded by Gore®
grip technology from GoreTex®; a sealed triple layer
for a significantly reduced
material construction.

•• Molded PU knuckle
protection system.

•• Synthetic suede
reinforcements on the palm
and outer hand landing zones
provide abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.

•• Pre-curved finger construction
reduces rider fatigue.

•• E.V.A. foam padding on fingers.
•• Reflective details on index
and middle fingers.

•• Velcro® wrist closure for easy
glove entry and secure closure.
•• Knitted cuff for extra warmth.

EQUINOX GORE-TEX® GLOVE

with Gore® grip technology
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Leather and advanced polyfabric main construction.
•• Featuring Gore® grip
technology from Gore-Tex®,
incorporating a Gore-Tex®
membrane for excellent
waterproofing and breathability.
•• Superb dexterity, grip and
sensitivity afforded by Gore®
grip technology from GoreTex®; a sealed triple layer
for a significantly reduced
material construction.

•• Over molded, advanced PU
knuckle protection covered
by leather for abrasion
resistance and durability.
The knuckle protector is
backed by E.V.A. memory
foam for comfort and fit.
•• Finger-bridge prevents
contortion and separation
of the fingers in the
event of impact slide.
•• Advanced poly-fiber
gusset inserts on first
two fingers for increased
maneuverability and fit.

•• Full leather palm with synthetic
suede reinforcements
on palm, fingers, thumb
and heel of hand.
•• E.V.A. foam padding on palm,
fingers, thumb and wrist.
•• Velcro® cuff closure system
ensures fully adjustable,
weather-tight closure.
•• Reflective detailing
improves rider visibility.
•• Convenient visor wipe to
easily clean away grime.

352 4514 10
BLACK

C-1 WINDSTOPPER® GLOVE
ROAD RIDING / URBAN COMMUTING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Goat skin leather used for
the palm and thumb.
•• Windstopper® stretch fabric
used for upperhand.
•• Anthracite reflective print for
improved over rider visibility.

•• Fabric molded hard-knuckle
protector provides impact
and abrasion protection.
•• Touch screen compatible
fingertip on index for use
of touch screen devices.

•• Pre-curved finger construction
reduces rider fatigue.
•• Knit cuff for comfort
and flexibility.

352 0016 10
BLACK
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M56 DRYSTAR® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Full goatskin leather
construction.
•• Alpinestars Drystar® waterproof
and breathable membrane.
•• 80gr/sqm Primaloft thermal
insulation on the Backhand.
•• Thumb and palm
reinforcement for superior grip.
•• Reinforcements with foam
padding on the palm and
outer hand landing zones

provide abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
•• Patented 3rd and 4th finger
bridge prevent finger roll and
separation during impact.
•• leather covered, pu molded
hard knuckle protectors
provides impact and
abrasion protection.
•• Touch screen compatible
fingertip for use with

touch screen devices.
•• Pre-curved finger construction
reduces rider fatigue.
•• Wide Velcro cuff closure
for easy glove entry
and secure closure.
•• Wrist fastener for a secure fit.
•• Reflective details improve
rider visibility in varying
light conditions.

352 6416 10
BLACK

C-20 DRYSTAR® GLOVE
ROAD RIDING / URBAN COMMUTING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Full Goat leather Glove.
•• Alpinestars Drystar® waterproof
and breathable membrane.
•• 80g/sqm Primaloft® thermal
insulation on the Backhand.
•• Synthetic leather
reinforcements on the palm
and outer hand landing zones

352 8516 10
BLACK
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provide abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.

fingertip on index for use
of touch screen devices.

•• Thumb and palm reinforcement
for a superior grip.

•• Pre-curved finger construction
reduces rider fatigue.

•• Ergonomically padded
knuckle provides impact
and abrasion protection.

•• Wide Velcro® wrist closure
for easy glove entry
and secure closure.

•• Touch screen compatible

VEGA DRYSTAR® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Leather and Neoprene
top main construction.

with synthetic suede.

•• Goatskin palm construction.

•• Leather covered PU
knuckle protection.

•• Alpinestars Drystar® waterproof
and breathable membrane.

•• 4mm E.V.A. foam padding on
fingers, thumb and wrist.

•• Thinsulate® thermal insulation.

•• Reinforced wrist cuff
and landing zone.

•• Palm and side reinforced

•• High finger bridge.
•• Reflective panels .
•• Neoprene stretch
panels on finger.
•• Velcro® adjustable
wrist and cuff.
•• Reflective panels on cuff.

352 5714 10
BLACK

APEX DRYSTAR® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Stretch polyamide material
upper construction with
goatskin leather palm.
•• Alpinestars drystar® waterproof
and breathable membrane.
•• 100G/sqm thinsulate thermal
insulation on the backhand.
•• Thumb and palm reinforcement
for a superior grip.
•• Synthetic leather
reinforcements with foam

padding on the palm and
outer hand landing zones
provide abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
•• Patented 3rd and 4th finger
bridge prevent finger roll and
separation during impact.
•• Syntehetic leather molded hard
knuckle protectors provides
impact and abrasion protection.
•• Touch screen compatible

fingertip on index for use
of touch screen devices.
•• Pre-curved finger construction
reduces rider fatigue.
•• Wide Velcro® cuff closure
for easy glove entry
and secure closure.
•• Wrist fastener for a secure fit.
•• Reflective details improve
rider visibility in varying
light conditions.

352 5616 10
BLACK
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YARI DRYSTAR® GLOVE
URBAN ADVENTURE - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Leather and Spandex®
gloves featuring the
Drystar® breathable
waterproof membrane.

throughout for winter riding.
•• Advanced, hard polymer
knuckle protector is
ergonomically positioned
under the upper.

•• Goat’s leather and stretch
poly-fabric multi-panel
main shell construction.

•• Reflective accordion
inserts on fingers for
visibility and movement.

•• Clarino® reinforcements
on the palm, thumb
and landing zones.
•• Alpinestars Drystar® waterproof
and breathable membrane.
•• Performance thermal insulation

352 9214 747
MOROCCAN BLUE HAWAIIAN OCEAN

•• Stretch fabric finger
sidewalls for flexibility.
•• Velcro® wrist closure for easy
glove entry and secure closure.
•• Wrist features top and
bottom elasticated inserts
to keep glove in position.

•• Pre-curved finger construction
reduces rider fatigue.

•• Touchscreen compatible
fingertip on index finger for
use with smartphones/GPS.

•• Top fingers incorporate E.V.A.
foam for comfort and padding.

•• Neoprene cuff for longlasting comfort.

352 9214 1009
PHANTOM WHITE

OSLO DRYSTAR® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Multi-material main upper
construction for durability
and abrasion resistance.
•• Alpinestars’ exclusive
waterproof and breathable
Drystar® lining keep the
hands dry and comfortable.
•• Fiberfill® thermal insulation
for excellent warmth
performance in cold weather.
•• Velour insulated upper lining
and fleece palm insulation
inner lining significantly ramp

352 6614 10
BLACK
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up heat retaining qualities.
•• E.V.A. foam padding on
knuckle, palm, fingers and
wrist for added protection.
•• PU skin grip palm with
synthetic suede reinforcement
on palm and thumb for
excellent grip on bike controls.
•• Pre-contoured glove
construction with synthetic
leather reinforcements
on fingers and thumb.

•• Reflective piping on knuckle for
improved over rider visibility.
•• Accordion stretch panel
on back of hand and
stretch gusset inserts on
finger for improved fit
and reduced fatigue.
•• Touchscreen compatible
fingertip for compatibility
with smartphones/GPS.
•• Velcro® adjustable wrist
and cuff closure provides
an adaptable fit.

C-10 DRYSTAR® GLOVE
ROAD RIDING / URBAN COMMUTING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Goat skin used for
palm and thumb.
•• Stretch polyamide fabric
used for the backhand.
•• Alpinestars Drystar®
PERFORMANCE waterproof
and breathable membrane.
•• 100gr/sqm Thinsulate thermal
insulation on the Backhand.
•• Rubber grip material
reinforcements on palm and

outer hand landing zones
provide abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.

•• Touch screen compatible
fingertip for use with
touch screen devices.

•• Thumb and palm
reinforcement for superior grip.

•• Pre-curved finger construction
reduces rider fatigue.

•• Anthracite reflective print
and piping for improved
over rider visibility.

•• Wide Velcro wrist closure
for easy glove entry
and secure closure.

•• Textile hard-knuckle
protector provides impact
and abrasion protection.

•• Neoprene Cuff.

352 7016 10
BLACK

C-5 DRYSTAR® GLOVE
ROAD RIDING / URBAN COMMUTING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Essential City Look.
•• Goat skin used for the
palm and thumb.
•• Polyamide fabric used for
the backhand and cuff.
•• Thumb and palm
reinforcement for superior grip.

352 8816 10
BLACK
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•• Alpinestars Drystar® waterproof
and breathable membrane.
•• 100gr/sqm Thinsulate thermal
insulation on the Backhand.
•• Hidden Soft protector
provides impact and
abrasion protection.

•• Touch screen compatible
fingertip for use with
touch screen devices.
•• Pre-curved finger construction
reduces rider fatigue.

TRANSITION DRYSTAR® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Made with Drystar®
performance - a sealed
triple layer construction
technology which bonds
all layers in glove, thereby
affording a highly reduced
material chassis to promote
good levels of dexterity and
sensitivity of bike controls.
•• Taslon nylon and
neoprene outer fabric.

•• Alpinestars waterproof
and breathable drystar®
membrane construction.

•• Elastic and Velcro® wrist
closure for a comfortable
and secure fit.

•• 3M c70 Thinsulate™ insulation
and fleece lining for effective
heat and moisture insulation.

•• Debossed details.

•• Synthetic suede palm.

•• Reflective details.

•• Extended gauntlet
wrist construction for
maximum coverage and
weather protection.

•• Sonic welded TPR and
embroidered logos.
•• Touchscreen compatible
fingertip on index finger for
use with smartphones/gps.

352 5515 105
BLACK COOL GRAY

SR-3 DRYSTAR® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Synthetic leather used for
the palm and thumb.
•• Polyamide fabric used for
the backhand and cuff.
•• Alpinestars drystar® waterproof

and breathable membrane.
•• 100G/sqm thinsulate thermal
insulation on the backhand.

•• Pre-curved finger construction
reduces rider fatigue.
•• Fabric cuff.

•• Hidden soft protector provides
impact and abrasion protection.

352 6016 10
BLACK
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ROVER ST DRYSTAR® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• 600D Polyester upper
construction with
goatskin leather palm
•• Alpinestars Drystar®
performance waterproof
and breathable membrane
•• Thumb and palm
reinforcement for superior grip
•• Reinforcements with foam
padding on the palm and
outer hand landing zones
provide abrasion resistance

in key impact zones

reduces rider fatigue

•• Patented 3rd and 4th finger
bridge prevent finger roll and
separation during impact

•• Wide Velcro cuff closure
for easy glove entry
and secure closure

•• synthetic leather covered, pu
hard knuckle provides impact
and abrasion protection

•• Velcro wrist strap
for a secure fit

•• Touch screen compatible
fingertip for use with
touch screen devices
•• Pre-curved finger construction

•• Reflective details improve
rider visibility in varying
light conditions
•• Visor Wiper on the thumb

352 5916 10
BLACK

VALPARAISO DRYSTAR® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Leather palm with textile
and leather back hand,
fourchettes and cuff.
•• Alpinestars drystar® waterproof
and breathable membrane.
•• PU knuckle protectors.
•• Synthetic suede
reinforcements on the palm

352 6014 10
BLACK
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and outer hand landing zones
provide abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
•• Accordion panels on
fingers, thumb and back
hand for flexibility.
•• Finger bridge prevents finger
separation and reduces
twisting in the event of a slide.

•• Reflective panels on fingers.
•• Velcro® adjustable
wrist and cuff.
•• Printed logos and
TPR logo on cuff.
•• E.V.A. padded finger protection.
•• Convenient TPR visor wipe
located on thumb.

COROZAL DRYSTAR® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Stretch polyamide fabric
upper construction with
goatskin leather palm.
•• Alpinestars drystar® waterproof
and breathable membrane.
•• Thumb and palm reinforcement
for a superior grip.
•• Reinforcements with foam
padding on the palm and
outer hand landing zones

provide abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
•• Patented 3rd and 4th finger
bridge prevent finger roll and
separation during impact.
•• Synthetic leather molded hard
knuckle protectors provides
impact and abrasion protection.
•• Touch screen compatible
fingertip on index for use

of touch screen devices.
•• Pre-curved finger construction
reduces rider fatigue.
•• Neoprene cuff with Velcro®
closure for easy glove entry
and secure closure.
•• Anthracite reflective details
improve rider visibility in
varying light conditions.
•• Visor wiper on the thumb.

352 5816 10
BLACK

SANTIAGO DRYSTAR® GLOVE
ALL WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Constructed using Alpinestars’
Drystar® Performance material
technology, which incorporates
a sealed and bonded triple
layer construction to offer
reduced material chassis
which promotes high levels of
comfort, tactility and sensitivity
on the bike’s controls.

352 8715 10
BLACK

•• Made with durable Clarino
palm and thumb.
•• Synthetic suede
reinforcements on the palm
and outer hand landing zones
provide abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
•• Hard knuckle provides

impact protection.
•• E.V.A. foam padding on fingers.
•• Reflective details on index
and middle fingers.
•• Pre-curved finger construction
reduces rider fatigue.
•• Velcro® cuff closure for easy
glove entry and secure closure.

352 8715 1017
BLACK GRAY BLUE
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LARGO DRYSTAR® GLOVE
ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Constructed using Alpinestars’
Drystar® Performance material
technology, which incorporates
a sealed and bonded triple
layer construction to offer
reduced material chassis
which promotes high levels of
comfort, tactility and sensitivity
on the bike’s controls.
•• High levels of durability and
interior material integrity.

352 8615 105
BLACK COOL GRAY
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•• Excellent windproofing
performance.
•• Clarino suede palm
for optimized levels of
comfort, durability and
abrasion resistance.
•• E.V.A. foam padding on
knuckle, palm and fingers
for comfort and fit.
•• Pre-contoured glove
construction helps

reduce rider fatigue.
•• Reflective piping on
knuckle on backhand for
improved rider visibility.
•• Velcro® cuff closure plus
elasticated wrist ensures
comfortable, secure
and close-fitting fit.
•• Smartphone compatible fingertip for use with GPS systems,
tablets or smartphones.

CELSIUS HEATED GLOVE
COLD WEATHER TOURING & COMFORT RIDING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Features the same active
heating technology as
Alpinestars’ Tech Heated vest.
•• Consistent, heating over
the whole hand.
•• Leather palm construction
with textile back and synthetic
suede reinforcements.
•• Alpinestars Drystar® waterproof
and breathable membrane.
•• Molded knuckle armor
grants impact protection

in a critical area.

on back hand.

•• Additional impact protection
provided by padded foam top.

•• Velcro® wrist closure
strap for a precise fit.

•• Reinforced and padded
landing zones.

•• Zippered cuff closure.

•• Alpinestars patented finger
bridge prevents finger
separation and reduces
twisting in the event of a slide.
•• Reflective wrist and fingers.
•• Accordion stretch panels

•• Includes a long Y-splitter
that enables integration
with the Tech Heated vest.
•• Does not include
controller or battery.
•• Connects directly to
bike’s battery.

Y LONG SPLITTER CABLE (INCLUDED)
695 0512 10

352 3914 10
BLACK

352 3914 155
BLACK YELLOW FLUO

BATTERY CABLE FOR VEST AND GLOVES (INCLUDED)
695 0712 03

TECH HEATED
GEAR ACCESSORIES & SPARE PARTS

BATTERY CABLE FOR VEST AND GLOVES (INCLUDED)
695 0712 03

Y CABLE FOR INTERCONNECTION
695 040 10

TECH HEATED CONTROLLER FOR
VEST AND GLOVE 695 0312 10

CABLE SET FOR VEST AND GLOVE
695 0612 03

Y LONG SPLITTER CABLE
695 0512 10

WIRING CABLE WITH PLUG
FOR BMW 695 049 10
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STELLA MOTEGI LEATHER SUIT
WOMEN’S RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: 38-50 EUR
•• Anatomically profiled
for a fully optimized
female fit.
•• Constructed with
premium 1.3mm fullgrain bovine leather
for high levels of
abrasion resistance,
comfort and durability.
•• Multiple-stitched main
seam construction
provides maximum
tear resistance
in the event of an
impact and offers
improved durability.
•• Extended, reinforced
stretch panels on the
sides of the torso,
arms, crotch and legs.
•• Accordion leather
stretch inserts on
knees and elbows
for excellent fit and
reduced stress on body
while in riding position.
•• Removable, CEcertified protectors

318 1015 123
BLACK WHITE RED
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on elbows, shoulders
and knees feature
injection molded
shells and dual density
foam padding for
exceptional protection
against impact forces.
•• External TPR shoulder
sliders offer additional
abrasion resistance
in a key impact area.
•• Integrated PE foam
padding on the chest,
hips, coccyx, upper
arms and sides of
the torso further
enhance fit and
comfort while riding.
•• Snap connection
system allows
integration with
Alpinestars CE level 2
certified Bionic Race
Back Protector for the
ultimate in protection.
•• Replaceable
Alpinestars PU Sport
knee sliders can be

positioned according
to riding style.
•• Removable mesh
liner features builtin stretch inserts to
ensure a snug fit
and is washable for
extra convenience.
•• Premium YKK fasteners
used throughout
garment including
flat-profile YKK semi
auto lock wrist zippers.
•• Ventilated back hump
is aerodynamically
sculpted for
superior air flow
and performance
at high speeds.
•• Soft, 3D mesh and
Neoprene collar for
comfort while arm
and leg cuffs feature
soft poly-fabric.
•• Reflective detailing or
arms and legs improve
visibility of rider in
poor light conditions.

318 1015 12
BLACK WHITE

STELLA MOTEGI 2PC LEATHER SUIT
WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: 38-50 EUR
•• Anatomically profiled
for a fully optimized
female fit.
•• Constructed with
premium 1.3mm fullgrain bovine leather
for high levels of
abrasion resistance,
comfort and durability.
•• Multiple-stitched main
seam construction
provides maximum
tear resistance
in the event of an
impact and offers
improves durability.
•• Extended, reinforced
stretch panels on the
sides of the torso,
arms, crotch and legs.
•• Accordion leather
stretch inserts on
knees and elbows
for excellent fit and
reduced stress on body
while in riding position.
•• Removable, CEcertified protectors
on elbows, shoulders
and knees feature
injection molded
shells and dual density

317 1015 123
BLACK WHITE RED

foam padding for
exceptional protection
against impact forces.
•• External TPR shoulder
sliders offer additional
abrasion resistance
in a key impact area.
•• Integrated PE foam
padding on the chest,
hips, coccyx, upper
arms and sides of
the torso further
enhance fit and
comfort while riding.
•• Snap connection
system allows
integration with
Alpinestars CE level 2
certified Bionic Race
Back Protector for the
ultimate in protection.
•• Replaceable
Alpinestars PU Sport
knee sliders can be
positioned according
to riding style.
•• Full circumference
zipper to safely and
securely attach
together jacket and
pant together.

•• Removable mesh
liner features builtin stretch inserts to
ensure a snug fit
and is washable for
extra convenience.
•• Premium YKK fasteners
used throughout the
garment including flat
profile YKK semi auto
lock wrist zippers.
•• Ventilated back hump
is aerodynamically
sculpted for
superior air flow
and performance
at high speeds.
•• Soft, 3D mesh and
Neoprene collar for
comfort while arm
and leg cuffs feature
soft poly-fabric.
•• Velcro® and D-ring
waist adjustment helps
keep jacket close to
the body and promotes
a personalized fit.
•• Reflective detailing or
arms and legs improve
visibility of rider in
poor light conditions.

317 1015 12
BLACK WHITE
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VIKA LEATHER JACKET
WOMEN’S URBAN COMMUTING - SIZE: 38-50 EUR
•• Fashion now meets Function.
•• Part of a full set of jacket,
pants, gloves, and boots,
this body contouring, ultracomfortable protective jacket
is inspired by runway trends
from the top design houses and
engineered to women’s needs.
•• The proprietary design pattern
visually and physically
thins, lengthens, and
flatters the female figure.

311 5514 10
BLACK

•• Buttery soft full-grain leather
combines with generous
ergonomic aramid stretch
zones to optimize fit, comfort,
and freedom of movement
for many body types in a
full range of positions.
•• Removable CE-certified
heat-and-impact-sensative
shoulder and elbow protection
hardens on collision; especially
chosen for Vika because
it’s so soft and thin that it’s

easy to forget it’s there.
•• Single-piece soft leather
collar provides a seamless
construction around the neck
for a highly comfortable fit.
•• Pre-curved sleeves.
•• Lower back extended for
riding comfort and coverage.
•• Internal waist connection
zipper for connection
to Vika pants.

311 5514 779
FROZEN BLUE METALLIC

VIKA LEATHER PANTS
WOMEN’S URBAN COMMUTING - SIZE: 38-50 EUR
•• Fashion now meets Function.
•• Part of a full set of jacket,
pants, gloves, and boots,
this body contouring, ultracomfortable protective pant is
inspired by runway trends from
the top design houses and
engineered to women’s needs.
•• The proprietary design pattern
visually and physically
thins, lengthens, and
flatters the female figure.

313 5514 10
BLACK
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•• Buttery soft full-grain leather
combines with generous
ergonomic aramid stretch
zones to optimize fit, comfort,
and freedom of movement
for many body types in a
full range of positions.
•• Removable CE-certified heatand-impact-sensative knee
protection hardens on collision;
especially chosen for Vika
because it’s so soft and thin

that it’s easy to forget it’s there.
•• Seamless construction
around the front waist for
a highly comfortable fit.
•• Pre-curved for riding position.
•• Higher rear waist extended for
riding comfort and coverage.
•• Waist connection zipper for
connection to Vika jacket.

STELLA GP PLUS R LEATHER JACKET
WOMEN’S ROAD RIDING - SIZE: 38-50 EUR
•• Optimized for a women’s
performance fit.

comfort and ventilation.
•• Stretch panels on sleeves,
chest and back areas to
further improve fit and feel.

•• 1.3 full grade cow leather.
•• CE-certified shoulders
and elbow protectors.

•• Pre-curved sleeve construction.

•• Shoulder TPU slider
protectors race proven.

•• Waist adjustment
Velcro® straps.

•• Large accordion stretch
panels helps movement
and comfort on the bike.

•• 2 zippered hand pocket.
•• Inner waterproof pocket.
•• Chest pad compartments
with PE padding (Alpinestars

•• Multi-panel liner
construction improve

311 0514 12
BLACK WHITE

Bionic chest pads available
as accessory upgrade).
•• Multiple snap button system
to integrate the Level 2
CE-certified Alpinestars
Bionic Back protector.
•• 3D mesh soft collar
construction.
•• Waist connection zipper
allows attachment to
Alpinestars riding pants.

311 0514 123
BLACK WHITE RED

STELLA AVANT LEATHER JACKET
WOMEN’S SPORT RIDING - SIZE: 38-50 EUR
•• Optimized for a women’s
performance fit.

and Back Armor available
as accessory upgrade).

adjustments for highly
customized fit.

•• Removable CE-certified
Bio-Armor shoulder and
elbow protection for classleading protection.

•• Strategically positioned
high density perforation
zones on front, back,
arms and shoulders.

•• 3D mesh structure on
collar and cuffs, plus
Neoprene comfort edge
for added comfort.

•• Durable 1.1 mm leather outer
construction with flexible and
strategically placed leather
and poly-fabric stretch inserts
to improve fit and flexibility.

•• Cuff adjustment includes
Velcro® and semi-auto
locking zips for range of fit
and improved comfort.

•• Reflective detailing of front and
back to improve rider visibility.

•• Chest and back pad
compartments with PE padding
(Alpinestars Bionic chest pads

•• Mesh liner improves
comfort and ventilation
•• Velcro® and D-ring waist

•• Internal waist connection
zipper to allow attachment
to Alpinestars riding pants.
•• Embroidered logos on
front, back and sleeves.

311 1914 10
BLACK
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STELLA MISSILE LEATHER PANTS
WOMEN’S SPORT RIDING - SIZE: 38-50 EUR
•• Optimized for a women’s
performance fit.
•• 1.3 full grade cow leather.
•• Removable CE-certified
protectors: knee, shin.
•• Accordion leather stretch
zones improve flexibility.
•• Extended rear waist
construction.

313 0514 10
BLACK
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•• Large accordion stretch
panels on calf area
improve fit and feel.

•• Pre-curved construction.

•• Multi-panel mesh lining
construction with stretch
panel inserts.

•• Waist connection zipper
allows attachment to
Alpinestars riding jackets.

•• Internally reinforced seat area.
•• Ergonomically placed stretch
panels improve fit and feel.

•• Waist circumference Velcro®
straps adjustment.

•• Replaceable Sport knee sliders.

STELLA NEW LAND GORE-TEX® JACKET
WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: S-2XL
•• Specifically designed
to fit women’s body.

•• Neoprene comfort edge
on collar and cuffs.

•• High visibility reflective
colored or black piping.

•• Highly abrasion and tear
resistant polyamide main
fabric construction.

•• Zippered air intakes and rear air
exhaust on the arms and chest.

•• Gusseted velcro®
adjustment on cuffs.

•• Lower back extended and
reinforced for riding comfort.

•• 2 External, zippered,
upper chest.

•• Removable CE-certified
bio armor elbow and
shoulder protectors.

•• Internal pockets and one
waterproof pocket.

•• Rip-stop textile fabric covering
shoulders and elbows with
reinforced outer shell.
•• Waterproof & breathable
gore-tex® insert.
•• Removable long sleeve
thermal liner highlighted
with ared zipper connection
for easy identification.

•• Chest protector inserts.
•• Direct injection logos &
3d logo on the back.
•• Pre curved sleeves.

•• Internal waist connection
zipper for attachment to
Alpinestars riding pants.
2 External, zippered,
lower chest pockets.

361 5015 10
BLACK

STELLA NEW LAND GORE-TEX® PANTS
WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: S-XL
•• Specifically designed
to fit women’s body.
•• Rip-stop textile fabric
covering seat and knees
with reinforced outer shell.
•• 2 Zippered front air intake
vents – back and knee
stretch panel inserts.

•• Removable CE-certified
bio-armor knee and
shin protectors.
•• Removable long thermal liner
highlighted with a red zipper
fro easy identification.
•• Comfortable waist closure .
•• High visibility reflective

colored piping .
•• Adjustable velcro®
tightening on waist.
•• 2 External zippered pockets.
•• External waist connection
zipper for secure attachment
to Alpinestars riding jackets.

363 5015 10
BLACK
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STELLA VALPARAISO 2 DRYSTAR® JACKET
WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: S-2XL
•• Multi-material shell
construction.
•• Removable waterproof and
breathable Drystar® liner.
•• Removable thermal liner.
•• Featuring Jet Ventilation
System: large zippered
air intakes on chest for
cooling performance.
•• Front WP pockets.
•• Convenient storage options

with 2 front cargo style pockets
and large rear utility pocket.
•• Waist adjustment belt.
•• Multiple fit and volume
adjusters.
•• Wp zippered sleeves air intakes.
•• Accordion stretch
inserts on elbows.
•• Removable CE certified elbow
and shoulder protectors.

•• Reflective detailing on
front back and sleeves.
•• Internal waist connection
zipper for attachment
to riding pants.
•• Chest and back pad
compartments with
back PE padding.
•• Zippered collar expansion.
•• Magnetic collar closure.

321 4016 131
BLACK GRAY RED

STELLA VALPARAISO 2 DRYSTAR® PANTS
WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: S-2XL
•• Multi-material shell
construction.
•• Inside leg reinforcement
in ballistic fabric.
•• Stretch panels.
•• Removable waterproof and
breathable Drystar® membrane.
•• Removable thermal liner.

323 4016 106
BLACK GRAY
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•• Featuring Jet Ventilation
System: large zippered
air intakes on front for
cooling performance.
•• Waist adjustment belt.
•• Accordion stretch
inserts on knees.
•• Removable CE certified

knee protectors.
•• Reflective detailing on front.
•• Waist connection zipper for
attachment to riding jackets.
•• Pre-curved leg construction
for enhanced fit and comfort
in the riding position.

STELLA BOGOTÀ DRYSTAR® JACKET
WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: S-2XL
•• Specifically designed
to fit women’s body.
•• Multi-material main shell
construction with abrasion
and tear resistant panels.
•• CE-certified shoulders
and elbow protectors.
•• Removable Drystar liner.
®

•• Removable thermal liner.
•• Jet Ventilation System on
main shell with large foldable
panels for ventilation.

•• Double puller zip closure
on cuff with mesh gusset
further improve ventilation.
•• Chest and pack compartments
with PE padding (CE protectors
as accessory upgrade).
•• Anatomical, precurved sleeve
design incorporates volume
control sleeve adjuster strap.
•• Increased reflective
details and logos.
•• Waist adjustment belt

for precision fit.
•• Elongated rear profiling for
comfort, featuring shock cord
adjustment on bottom edge.
•• Chest pockets.
•• Waterproof hand pockets.
•• Large, utility lower back pocket.
•• Internal waterproof pocket.
•• Ergonomic collar design with
soft padding, it is foldable
for warm weather riding.

321 7015 102
BLACK DARK GRAY

STELLA BOGOTÀ DRYSTAR® PANTS
WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: S-2XL
•• Specifically designed
to fit women’s body.
•• Multi-material main shell
construction with abrasion
and tear resistant panels.
•• CE-certified protectors: knee.
•• Fixed Drystar membrane.
®

•• Removable thermal liner.
•• Long zippered opening to

further improve ventilation.

•• Cargo pockets.

•• Anatomical, precurved
design improve fit and
comfort while riding.

•• Hand pockets.

•• Increased reflective
details and logos.

•• Waist connection zipper
for secure integration with
Alpinestars riding jacket.

•• Waist adjustment belt
for precision fit.

•• Adjustable and removable
braces connect to waist.

•• High rear profiling for comfort.

323 7015 102
BLACK DARK GRAY
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STELLA ANDES DRYSTAR® JACKET
WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: S-2XL
•• Specifically constructed for
an optimized woman’s fit.
•• 600D Polyester Fabric
with PU coating.
•• 100% waterproof and
breathable Drystar®
construction with
waterproof lining.
•• Removable thermal liner.
•• Dynamic stretch panels on
sleeves and waist areas to
further improve fit and feel.
®

•• Upper sleeve volume
adjustment.
•• Pre-curved sleeve
construction for improved

riding performance.
•• Waist adjustment belt
for precision fit.
•• Zippered shoulder air intakes
for adjustable ventilation and
rear air exhaust zippers to
enhance riding comfort.
•• 2 upper chest zippered
hand pockets.
•• 2 large front waterproof
cargo pockets.
•• Large, external, utility pocket
on lower back of jacket.
•• Internal pockets and 1
waterproof pocket.

•• Impact protection provided by
removable CE-certified elbow
and shoulder protectors.
•• Chest and back pad
compartments with PE comfort
Padding (CE-certified Bio
Armor back protector insert
available as accessory).
•• Reinforced TPU print
texture in critical elbow
and lower arm areas.
•• Integrated high visibility
reflective graphic details and
logos improve rider visibility
in varying light conditions.
•• Internal waist connection
zipper for Alpinestars
riding pants.
•• Integrated soft edge
collar construction.
•• Premium YKK zipper
with double sliders for
main font closure.

321 7514 10
BLACK

321 7514 921
LIGHT GRAY BLACK

STELLA ANDES DRYSTAR® PANTS
WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING / ADVENTURE TOURING - SIZE: S-2XL
•• Specifically constructed for
an optimized woman’s fit.
•• 600D Polyester main
fabric with PU coating.
•• 100% Waterproof and
breathable Drystar®
construction with
waterproof lining.
•• Removable thermal liner.
•• Dynamic® stretch
panels around crotch
and back of knees.
•• Pre-curved 3D knee

323 7514 10
BLACK
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construction.

PE comfort Padding .

•• Accordion knee stretch
panel inserts to further
improve fit and feel.

•• Highly abrasion and tear
resistant printed texture TPU
panels over critical knee areas.

•• Dual waist adjustment pull tabs.

•• Integrated high visibility
reflective graphic details and
logos improve rider visibility
in varying light conditions.

•• Large zippered air intakes.
•• 2 large zippered front
thigh pockets.
•• Impact protection provided
by removable CE-certified
knee protectors.
•• Hip pad compartments with

323 7514 921
LIGHT GRAY BLACK

•• Waist connection zipper
for secure integration with
Alpinestars riding jackets.
•• Adjustable and removable
braces connect to waist.

STELLA T-JAWS WATERPROOF JACKET
WOMEN’S SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-2XL
•• Specifically designed
to fit women’s body.
•• Multi-material outer shell
fabric with PU coating.
•• Waterproof and breathable
construction with waterproof
integrated membrane.
•• Impact protection provided by
removable CE-certified elbow
and shoulder protectors.
•• back pad compartments
with PE comfort padding

(CE-certified Bio-Armor
back protector insert
available as accessory).
•• Removable thermal liner.
•• Accordion stretch panels.
•• Pre-curved sleeve construction.
•• D-ring waist adjustment
with Velcro® straps for
highly customized fit. .
•• Zippered Dynamic Flow Control
(DFC) air intakes on shoulder
area to maximize ventilation.

321 1015 10
BLACK

•• 2 zippered hand pockets, plus
inner waterproof pocket.
•• Integrated high visibility
reflective graphic details and
logos improve rider visibility
in every light condition.
•• Internal waist connection
zipper for attachment
to riding pants.
•• Integrated soft edge
collar construction.

321 1015 1032
BLACK FUCHSIA WHITE

STELLA GUNNER WATERPROOF JACKET
WOMEN’S SPORT RIDING - SIZE: S-2XL
•• Specifically designed
to fit women’s body.
•• 600d fabric with PU coating
and water repelling
treatment (matches AST1 pants and jacket).

(CE-certified bio armor
back protector insert
available as accessory).

•• Pre-curved sleeves
for increased comfort
in riding position.

•• Polyfabric comfort edge
around neck and cuffs.

•• Adjustable Velcro® tightening
with gusset on cuffs.

•• Waterproof & breathable lining.

•• 2 zipped front air intake vents
to maximize ventilation.

•• Removable thermal lining
for all season riding.

•• Back air exhaust vent
to control airflow.

•• Adjustable Velcro®
tightening on waist for
personalized fitting.

•• CE protectors on elbows
and shoulders.

•• Lower back extended
and reinforced to protect
lower back and kidneys
in riding position.

•• Back protector compartments
with PE comfort padding

321 6815 12
BLACK WHITE

•• 2 external zipped hand pockets.
•• Internal pockets and 1
waterproof pocket.

321 6815 1039
BLACK FUCHSIA
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STELLA PROTEAN DRYSTAR® PANTS
WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: S-2XL
•• Multi-material main
shell construction.

•• Dynamic stretch panels around
crotch, waist and back of knees.

•• CE certified protectors: knee.

•• Velcro waist adjustments
for precise fit.

•• Internal knee compartment
allows adjustments
of protection to fit it
various leg length.
•• Pre-curved leg construction
for enhanced fit and comfort
in the riding position.

•• Hand pockets.
•• Hip pad compartments
with PE comfort padding.
•• Waist connection zipper
for secure integration with

Alpinestars riding jacket.
•• Premium YKK zippers.
•• Fixed DRYSTAR® membrane.
•• Removable thermal liner.
•• Integrated high visibility
reflective graphic details
improve rider visibility in
varying light conditions.

323 7916 1360
BLACK PURPLE

STELLA AST-1 WATERPROOF PANTS
WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: XS-2XL
•• Specifically constructed for
an optimized woman’s fit.
•• Multi- fabric poly-shell
construction for durability,
protection and weight.
•• Integrated 100% waterproof
and breathable membrane.
•• Pre-curved legs and
an articulated knee
construction enhance
freedom of movement.

323 6114 12
BLACK WHITE
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•• Impact protection provided
by removable CE certified
knee protectors.
•• Ballistic nylon reinforcements
on the thighs, knees
and seat area.
•• Integrated high visibility
reflective piping enhances
rider visibility.
•• Internal hip compartments
are lined with ergonomically

tapered pecomfort foam for
superior riding comfort.
•• Adjustable waist and secure
sliding hook closure for
a snug, tailored fit.
•• Extended zippered boot
gussets ensure a tight
seal around the ankle and
facilitate fitting and removal.
•• External flat storage pocket.

STELLA T-GP PLUS R TEXTILE JACKET
WOMEN’S SPORT RIDING - SIZE: XS-2XL
•• Optimized for a women’s
performance fit.
•• Multi-material outershell.
450/600D polyester
coated fabric.
•• Reflective details for
nighttime visibility.

•• Cuff adjuster Velcro® straps.

•• Back protector compartment
(CE-certified Bio Armor
back protector available
as accessory).
•• Stretch panels on sleeves areas
to further improve fit and feel.

•• Shoulder stretch
accordion panels.

•• Waist adjustment
Velcro® straps.

•• Removable CE Bio

331 0514 12
BLACK WHIITE

Armor protectors on
shoulder and elbow.

331 0514 123
BLACK WHIITE RED

•• Waterproof internal pocket.
•• Padding details.
•• 3D mesh soft collar
inner construction.
•• Waist connection zipper
allows attachment to
Alpinestars riding pants.

331 0514 130
BLACK WHIITE PINK

STELLA T-GP PLUS R AIR JACKET
WOMEN’S SPORT RIDING - SIZE: XS-2XL
•• Optimized for a women’s
performance fit.
•• Multi-material outershell.
450/600D polyester coated
fabric with extended
mesh panels .
•• Reflective details for
nighttime visibility.

Velcro® straps.
•• Cuff adjuster Velcro® straps

•• Back protector compartment
(CE-certified Bio Armor
back protector available
as accessory).
•• Stretch panels on sleeves areas
to further improve fit and feel.

•• Shoulder stretch
accordion panels.

331 0614 12
BLACK WHIITE

•• Removable CE Bio
Armor protectors on
shoulder and elbow.

•• Waist adjustment

331 0614 123
BLACK WHIITE RED

•• Waterproof internal pocket.
•• Padding details.
•• 3D mesh soft collar.
inner construction.
•• Waist connection zipper
allows attachment to
Alpinestars riding pants.

331 0614 130
BLACK WHIITE PINK
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RENEE TEXTILE/LEATHER JACKET
WOMEN’S SPORT RIDING - SIZE: 38-50
•• Created to ensure
optimized female fit.
•• Light, performant and
removable CE-certified elbow
and shoulder protectors
are reduced in thickness
to improve styling.
•• Supple and durable fullgrain leather on sleeves
and shoulders.
•• Main outer shell constructed

from indigo denim (Black
version) or reinforced
poly-fabric textile
(Champagne version).
•• Leather accordion
inserts strategically
positioned on elbow.
•• Contemporary styled,
low profile collar.

•• Leather detailing around
pocket openings. Auto-locking
zips with leather pull-tabs.
•• External zippered pocket, plus
internal waterproof pocket.
•• Embossed logos on shoulders.
•• Reflective piping to
improve rider visibility.

•• Snap closures on collar and
cuffs for easy, secure fastening.

331 8013 10
BLACK

ELOISE AIR JACKET
WOMEN’S URBAN COMMUTING - SIZE: XS-2XL
•• Designed and constructed for
an optimized women’s fit.
•• Constructed from durable
advanced 480 denier
poly-textile that is double
PU coated for durability,
abrasion resistance and
water resistance.
•• Extensive, high abrasionresistant mesh inserts
strategically positioned
for optimized cooling.

331 8415 10
BLACK
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•• Lightweight, CE certified elbow
and shoulder protectors
grant the jacket a sleek fit
yet provide class leading
impact protection.

•• Pre curved sleeve construction
for reduced fatigue and
enhanced riding comfort.

•• Chest and back pad
compartments with PE foam
padding (CE certified Bio Armor
chest and back protector
available as accessory).

•• Integrated soft textile lining
on collar of comfort.

•• External zippered pockets plus
internal waterproof pocket for

safe and convenient storage.

•• Snap-button waist and
collar adjusters.

•• Elongated rear profile
covers lumbar area
and offers coverage in
upright riding position.

RILEY WOMEN’S DENIM PANTS
WOMEN’S ROAD RIDING - SIZE: 24-26-28-30-32-34
•• Regular/Slim fit 13OZ
comfort denim for
excellent abrasion
resistance and
tear resistance.
•• Interior Aramidic
fiber reinforcement
panels in the seat

333 9616 10
BLACK

and knee area.
•• Denim accordion
stretch panel on the
knee and seat area.
•• Zippered lower
hem for range of fit
with riding boots.

•• Removable hip
protectors with
Velcro® attachment.
•• CE certified knee
removable protectors.
•• Internal knee
compartment

allows adjustments
of protection to fit
various leg lengths.
•• Customized detailing
on metal buttons
and rivets.
•• Leather patch.

333 9616 7011
RAW INDIGO

DAISY WOMEN’S DENIM PANTS
WOMEN’S ROAD RIDING - SIZE: 24-26-27-28-29-30-31-32-34
•• Regular/Slim fit 13OZ
comfort denim for
excellent abrasion
resistance and
tear resistance.
•• Interior Aramidic

333 8516 10
BLACK

fiber reinforcement
panels in the seat
and knee area.
•• Removable hip
protectors with
Velcro® attachment.

•• CE certified knee
removable protectors.
•• Internal knee
compartment
allows adjustments
of protection to fit

various leg lengths.
•• Customized detailing
on metal buttons
and rivets.
•• Leather patch.

333 8516 7009
DARK RINSE
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STELLA GP PLUS LEATHER GLOVE
WOMEN’S RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: XS-XL
•• Created to ensure an
optimized female fit.
•• Innovative leather and textile
multi-panel construction.
•• Molded carbon fiber
knuckle protection.

•• Internal Schoeller® Keprotec®
reinforcements and lining
made with Dupont™ Kevlar®
fiber fabric for comfort
and performance.
•• Injection-molded poly-foam
reinforcements in critical palm
and finger impact zones.

•• Alpinestars’ patented
third and fourth finger.
•• Anatomically designed
palm with Clarino® thumb
and finger reinforcement.

•• Advanced poly-fabric
finger sliders for impact
and abrasion resistance.
•• Leather accordion finger

inserts with additional twin
thumb stretch panels.
•• Contoured cuff closure
offers ergonomic polymer
construction and wrist strap
for adjustment and security.
•• Perforated leather top panel
and ventilated finger sidewalls
keep the hands cool.
•• Dual strap closure on the
wrist for a safe and secure fit
and precision adjustment.

351 6513 10
black

STELLA SP-1 LEATHER GLOVE
WOMEN’S RACING / PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: XS-L
•• Women specific fit.
•• Fully constructed from supple
and durable full-grain leather.
•• Strong and supple goat
leather used for the palm
and finger construction
for superior durability.
•• Ergonomically profiled
carbon fiber knuckle provides
exceptional impact and
abrasion protection.
•• Patented 3rd/4th finger bridge
prevents excessive finger roll
and separation during impacts.

351 8115 10
BLACK
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351 8115 12
BLACK WHITE

•• Palm and outer edge
of hand reinforced with
suede and leather.
•• Innovative palm rubber patches
extremely durable at abrasion.
•• Injected TPU palm and finger
sliders for superior impact
and abrasion resistance.
•• Touch screen compatible
fingertip on index finger for
use of touch screen devices.
•• Accordion flex inserts on
fingers and outer thumb.
•• Vented back hand TPR

for climate control.
•• Strategically positioned
ventilation perforations
on finger sidewalls.
•• Leather reinforcements
cover finger and sidewalls
for durability.
•• Thumb, fingers, top of hand
and wrist are reinforced with
4mm perforated foam padding.
•• Gauntlet-style cuff includes
TPR Astars logo and secure,
adjustable dual Velcro closure.
•• Pre-curved finger design
reduces fatigue.

STELLA SP-2 LEATHER GLOVE
WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: XS-L
•• Ergonomically profiled
specifically for women.
•• Strong and supple goat leather
palm and finger construction
for superior durability.
•• Bovine leather used for the
knuckle and finger forchettes
for enhanced comfort and feel.
•• Synthetic leather
reinforcements on the palm
and outer hand landing zones
provide maximum abrasion

351 8212 10
BLACK

resistance in key impact zones.

and separation during impacts.

•• Ergonomically profiled
carbon fiber knuckle provides
exceptional impact and
abrasion protection.

•• Perforated cuff, leather top
panel and ventilated finger
sidewalls help keep the
hands cool when riding.

•• Cuff, thumb, fingers and the
top of the hand and wrist
are padded with energy
absorbing E.V.A. foam for
additional protection.

•• Pre-curved finger construction
reduces rider fatigue.

•• Patented 3rd/4th finger bridge
prevents excessive finger roll

•• Wide Velcro® wrist closure
for easy glove entry
and secure closure.

351 8212 12
BLACK WHITE

STELLA SP-8 LEATHER GLOVE
WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE RIDING - SIZE: XS-XL
•• Created to ensure an
optimized female fit.
•• Constructed from premium
full-grain leather for excellent
abrasion resistance.
•• Durable PU knuckle protection
with heat stamped logo.
•• E.V.A. foam padding on thumb,
wrist, finger and thumb.

351 8313 123
BLACK WHITE RED

•• Stretch flex panel on wrist
for maximum flexibility and
comfort. Velcro® cuff closure
for secure, personalized fit.
•• Pre-shaped finger construction
with internal seams for
comfort and feel.
•• Third and fourth finger
bridge protects the fingers

in the event of a slide.
•• Ergonomic-engineered
synthetic suede palm
reinforcements.
•• Full-length wrist cuff
incorporates foam padding.
•• Printed logos.

351 8313 10
BLACK
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STELLA SMX-2 AIR CARBON GLOVE
WOMEN’S ROAD RIDING - SIZE: XS-L
•• Created to ensure an
optimized female fit.

provide maximum abrasion
resistance in key impact zones.

•• Strong and supple leather
used for the palm and
knuckle construction for
superior durability.

•• Touch screen compatible
fingertip on index finger
and thumb for use of
touch screen devices.

•• Synthetic leather finger
fourchettes for enhanced
comfort and feel.

•• Ergonomically profiled
carbon fiber knuckle provides
exceptional impact and
abrasion protection.

•• Synthetic leather
reinforcements on the palm
and outer hand landing zones

351 7714 1039
BLACK FUCHSIA

•• Cuff and thumb are padded
with energy absorbing E.V.A.

foam for additional protection.
•• TPR details on fingers
and backhand.
•• Ventilated finger sidewalls
help keep the hands
cool when riding.
•• Pre-curved finger construction
and Silicone finger grips.
•• Wide Velcro® wrist closure
for easy glove entry
and secure closure.

351 7714 12
BLACK WHITE

STELLA ASAMA AIR GLOVE
WOMEN’S URBAN ADVENTURE - SIZE: XS-XL
•• Engineered and constructed
to promote an optimized
women’s fit.

•• Landing zone incorporates
E.V.A. foam padding
reinforcement.

•• 3D mesh and Spandex® main
shell construction for a superb
and durable summer glove
with optimized ventilation.

•• Advanced, hard polymer
knuckle protector is
ergonomically positioned
under the upper.

•• Clarino® suede used for
the palm and thumb
with additional Clarino®
reinforcements on the palm,
thumb and landing zones.

•• Reflective detailing on fingers
for improved visibility.

359 9414 328
ROSE VIOLET PHANTOM
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•• Pre-curved finger construction
reduces rider fatigue.
•• Top fingers incorporate E.V.A.

359 9414 1327
BLACK ROSE VIOLET

foam for comfort and padding.
•• Spandex fabric finger
sidewalls for flexibility.
•• Velcro® wrist closure for easy
glove entry and secure closure.
•• Touchscreen compatible
fingertip on index finger for
use with smartphones/GPS.
•• Alpinestars printed
logos on front and back
for additional grip.

STELLA SMX-3 AIR GLOVE
WOMEN’S ROAD RIDING - SIZE: XS-L
•• Engineered and constructed
to promote an optimized
women’s fit.
•• Goatskin and mesh upper
construction is lightweight,
durable and highly breathable.
•• Specfically cut and
constructed for women.

•• Goatskin palm with synthetic
suede reinforcements
for enhanced abrasion
resistance and durability.

•• High absorption E.V.A. foam
padding on landing zone.

•• E.V.A. foam knuckle protection.

•• Wrist flap closure with
non-aggressive microvelcro fastener affords
snug, secure fitment.

•• TPR reinforcement details
on top of the hand and
fingers for additional
protection from abrasion.

•• Split gusset on fingers for
improved flexibility.

359 7512 10
BLACK

STELLA SPARTAN GLOVE
WOMEN’S ROAD RIDING - SIZE: XS-XL
•• Created to ensure an
optimized female fit.
•• Constructed using spandex
and air mesh upper.
•• Clarino® palm construction
with reinforcements for
superior abrasion resistance.
•• Knuckle reinforcement

359 4714 10
BLACK

provides an internal
shield against impact
while maintaining the
light feel of the glove.
•• Stretch fourchettes improve
the feel of the glove and
help minimize weight.

an extra layer of protection.
•• Reinforced landing zone
with built in foam padding.
•• Neoprene cuff with Velcro® flap
closure enables easy entry into
the glove and secure fastening.

•• Thumb Clarino® panel offers

359 4714 1327
BLACK ROSE VIOLET
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STELLA WR-V GORE-TEX® GLOVE
WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: XS-XL
•• Created to ensure an
optimized female fit.
•• 450D Polyester upper
construction with
goatskin leather palm.
•• GORE-TEX® waterproof and
breathable membrane.
•• 80gr/sqm Primaloft thermal
insulation on the Backhand.
•• Thumb and palm
reinforcement for superior grip.
•• Reinforcements with foam

padding on the palm and
outer hand landing zones
provide abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.
•• Patented 3rd and 4th finger
bridge prevent finger roll and
separation during impact.
•• Ergonomic, padded
knuckle provides impact
and abrasion protection.
•• Touch screen compatible
fingertip for use with

touch screen devices.
•• Pre-curved finger construction
reduces rider fatigue.
•• Wide Velcro cuff closure
for easy glove entry
and secure closure.
•• Wrist fastener for a secure fit.
•• Reflective details improve
rider visibility in varying
light conditions.

353 4516 10
BLACK

STELLA EQUINOX GORE-TEX® GLOVE

with Gore® grip technology
WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: XS-XL
•• Specifically designed
and constructed for an
optimized female fit.
•• Leather and advanced polyfabric main construction.
•• Featuring Gore® grip
technology from GoreTex®, incorporating a
Gore-Tex® membrane for
excellent waterproofing
and breathability. •• Superb dexterity, grip and
sensitivity afforded by Gore®
grip technology from GoreTex®; a sealed triple layer

353 4514 10
BLACK
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for a significantly reduced
material construction.
•• Over molded, advanced PU
knuckle protection covered
by leather for abrasion
resistance and durability.
The knuckle protector is
backed by E.V.A. memory
foam for comfort and fit.
•• Finger-bridge prevents
contortion and separation
of the fingers in the
event of impact slide.
•• Advanced poly-fiber
gusset inserts on first

two fingers for increased
maneuverability and fit.
•• Full leather palm with synthetic
suede reinforcements
on palm, fingers, thumb
and heel of hand.
•• E.V.A. foam padding on palm,
fingers, thumb and wrist.
•• Velcro® cuff closure system
ensures fully adjustable,
weather-tight closure.
•• Reflective detailing
improves rider visibility.
•• Convenient visor wipe to
easily clean away grime.

ISABEL DRYSTAR® WOMEN’S GLOVE
WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: XS-XL
•• Created to ensure an
optimized female fit.

protectors provides impact
and abrasion protection.

•• Full Goat skin Leather
construction.

•• Leather reinforcements with
foam padding on the palm
and outer hand landing zones
provide abrasion resistance
in key impact zones.

•• Alpinestars Drystar® waterproof
and breathable membrane.
•• 100g/sqm Thinsulate thermal
insulation on the Backhand.
•• Molded leather hard knuckle

•• Thumb and palm
reinforcement.

•• Touch screen compatible
fingertip for use with
touch screen devices.
•• Pre-curved finger construction
reduces rider fatigue.
•• Laser etched logo.
•• Velcro Wrist closure for easy
glove entry and secure fit.

353 8816 10
BLACK

C-1 WINDSTOPPER® WOMEN’S GLOVE
WOMEN’S ROAD RIDING / URBAN COMMUTING - SIZE: XS-XL
•• Created to ensure an
optimized female fit.
•• Goat skin leather used for
the palm and thumb.
•• Windstopper® stretch fabric
used for upperhand.
•• Anthracite reflective print for

improved over rider visibility.
•• Fabric molded hard-knuckle
protector provides impact
and abrasion protection.
•• Touch screen compatible
fingertip on index for use
of touch screen devices.

•• Pre-curved finger construction
reduces rider fatigue.
•• Fabric puller at cuff for
easy glove entry.
•• Knit cuff for comfort
and flexibility.

353 0016 10
BLACK
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STELLA LARGO DRYSTAR® GLOVE
WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: XS-XL
•• Specifically designed for an
optimized women’s fit.
•• Constructed using Alpinestars’
Drystar® Performance material
technology, which incorporates
a sealed and bonded triple
layer construction to offer
reduced material chassis
which promotes high levels of
comfort, tactility and sensitivity
on the bike’s controls.
•• High levels of durability and

interior material integrity.
Excellent windproofing
performance.
•• Clarino suede palm
for optimized levels of
comfort, durability and
abrasion resistance.
•• E.V.A. foam padding on
knuckle, palm and fingers
for comfort and fit.
•• Pre-contoured glove
construction helps

reduce rider fatigue.
•• Reflective piping on
knuckle on backhand for
improved rider visibility.
•• Velcro® cuff closure plus
elasticated wrist ensures
comfortable, secure
and close-fitting fit.
•• Smartphone compatible fingertip for use with GPS systems,
tablets or smartphones.

Performance

353 8615 1039
BLACK FUCHSIA

353 8615 105
BLACK COOL GRAY

STELLA TRANSITION DRYSTAR® GLOVE
WOMEN’S ALL WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: XS-XL
•• Specifically designed for an
optimized women’s fit.
•• Made with Drystar®
performance - a sealed
triple layer construction
technology which bonds
all layers in glove, thereby
affording a highly reduced
material chassis to promote
good levels of dexterity and
sensitivity of bike controls.
•• Taslon nylon and

353 5515 105
BLACK COOL GRAY
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neoprene outer fabric.

weather protection.

•• Alpinestars waterproof
and breathable drystar®
membrane construction.

•• Elastic and Velcro® wrist
closure for a comfortable
and secure fit.

•• 3M c70 Thinsulate™ insulation
and fleece lining for effective
heat and moisture insulation.

•• Debossed details.

•• Synthetic suede palm.

•• Reflective details.

•• Extended gauntlet
wrist construction for
maximum coverage and

•• Sonic welded TPR and
embroidered logos.
•• Touchscreen compatible
fingertip on index finger for
use with smartphones/gps.

STELLA SR-3 DRYSTAR® GLOVE
WOMEN’S ALL-WEATHER RIDING - SIZE: XS-XL
•• Created to ensure an
optimized female fit.

•• Alpinestars Drystar® waterproof
and breathable membrane.

•• Pre-curved finger construction
reduces rider fatigue.

•• Synthetic leather used for
the palm and thumb.

•• 100g/sqm Thinsulate thermal
insulation on the Backhand.

•• Fabric Cuff.

•• Polyamide fabric used for
the backhand and cuff.

•• Hidden Soft protector provides
impact and abrasion protection.

353 6016 10
BLACK
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NUCLEON KR-1 PROTECTOR

2

ROAD BACK PROTECTOR - SIZE: XS-XL
•• The NUCLEON KR-1 hybrid
back protector incorporates
race-oriented back
protection CE certified.
•• Level 2 to the latest
back protector standard
revision (EN1621-2:2014).

•• Featuring hard-shell
vertebrae protection and
high energy absorbing
viscoelastic memory foam,
this innovative hybrid back
protector is uncompromising
in safety and performance.

•• Ergonomically profiled for sport
riding with superb ventilation
and a special waist adjustment
belt for a customized fit – the
NUCLEON KR-1 is extremely
lightweight and breathable.

650 4515 12
BLACK WHITE

NUCLEON KR-R PROTECTOR

2

RACE BACK PROTECTOR - SIZE: XS-XL
•• The NUCLEON KR-R hybrid
back protector is an innovative
track and race back protector
CE certified Level 2 to the
latest back protector standard
revision (EN1621-2:2014).
•• With performance cooling,

flexibility and anatomical
contouring, this hybrid
of hard shell and energy
absorbing viscoelastic
memory foam is lightweight
and breathable for optimized
protection and comfort.

•• Features include waist
adjustment for customized
fit, a snap-on system to fix
protector to a suit or jacket
and a slim vented kidney
belt for added security.

650 5015 125
BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
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NUCLEON KR-2 PROTECTOR

2

ADVENTURE TOURING PROTECTOR - SIZE: XS-XL
•• The NUCLEON KR-2 is
a premium adventure
touring back protector CE
certified Level 2 to the latest
back protector standard
revision (EN1621-2:2014).

•• Extremely lightweight, highly
breathable and incorporating
reinforced protection this
back protector is optimized for
comfort on longer journeys.

absorbing viscoelastic memory
foam with articulated vertebrae
protection - the NUCLEON KR-2
is flexible and ergonomically
profiled for performance.

•• An innovative fusion of energy

650 4615 13
BLACK RED

BIONIC AIR BACK PROTECTOR

1

BACK PROTECTOR - SIZE: XS-XL
•• CE Certified Level 1 to the
latest back protector standard
revision (prEN 1621-2:2010)
allowing a slimmer, more
ergonomic design.
•• The new dual density cell
structure technology combines
two different materials to
offer lightweight impact
protection with exceptional
breathability and comfort.

650 4011 10
BLACK
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•• Ergonomic protection plates
contour to the natural curve of
the back ensuring optimum fit
while riding. Protection plates
have special lateral “wings”
that flex to fit the movement
of the shoulder blades and
wrap around the kidneys
when in the riding position.
•• Breathable inner mesh.

650 4011 20
WHITE

•• Adjustable and detachable
elastic shoulder straps via
a snap fit system to allow a
more comfortable use of the
protector under leather suits.
•• Wide belt featuring a dual
Velcro® closure system.
•• Conceived as a modular
system, enabling a
wide size range.

NUCLEON KR-1i PROTECTOR

2

BACK PROTECTOR INSERT - SIZE: S-M-L
•• The NUCLEON KR-1i Hybrid
Back Protector Insert is CE
certified Level 2 to the latest
back protector standard
revision (EN1621-2:2014).
•• Fusing together a lightweight,
perforated hard shell and

energy absorbing foam, this
hybrid protector insert offers
excellent impact resistance
while being flexible and
anatomically contoured.

the NUCLEON KR-1i Hybrid
Back Protector Insert
offers optimized levels of
protection and comfort for
sport and street riding.

•• With its innovative cooling
airflow channel system

650 4115 12
BLACK WHITE

NUCLEON KR-2i PROTECTOR

2

BACK PROTECTOR INSERT - SIZE: S-M-L
•• The NUCLEON KR-2i soft
back protector insert is
CE-certified Level 2 to
the latest back protector
standard (EN1621-2:2014).
•• Extremely lightweight, flexible

and ergonomically profiled
for an optimized anatomical
fit the NUCLEON KR-2i
incorporates an airflow system
for cooling and comfort.

KR-2i back protector is quick
and convenient to insert and
fits unobtrusively within a
rider’s jacket or suit for the
ultimate in safety performance.

•• The highly protective NUCLEON

650 1615 10
black
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NUCLEON KR-CiR PROTECTOR

2

CHEST INSERT - SIZE: XS/S - M/L/XL
•• The NUCLEON KR-CiR is a high
performance, lightweight track and
race chest protector certified.

1

CHEST HARNESS FOR BACK PROTECTORS - SIZE: XS/S - M/L/XL
•• Level 2 to prEN 1621-3:2013.
•• Perfect combination with the KR-R back
protector for maximum protection.

670 2015 10
BLACK

•• The NUCLEON KR-C features an
easy to use divided chest protector
certified to prEN 1621-3:2013.

back protectors KR-1 and KR-2..
•• Highly vented and very lightweight, the
ergonomic designed protectors are
excellent for touring and sport riding in
combination with the KR-1 and KR-2.

•• An innovative harness system allows
the fast connection to the NUCLEON

650 8615 123
BLACK WHITE RED

NUCLEON KR-Ci PROTECTOR

NUCLEON KR-CiW PROTECTOR

NUCLEON KR-TB PROTECTOR

CHEST INSERT - SIZE: XS/S - M/L/XL

WOMEN’S CHEST INSERT - ONE SIZE

TAIL BONE FOR BACK PROTECTORS - ONE SIZE

•• The NUCLEON KR-Ci
features an easy-to-use
divided chest protector
insert for men, certified
to prEN 1621-3:2013.

670 2115 10
BLACK
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NUCLEON KR-C PROTECTOR

1

•• Highly ventilated and
very lightweight, the
ergonomically designed
protector is excellent
for everyday riding.

•• The KR-CiW (women)
featureS an easy-to-use
divided chest protector
insert women, certified
to prEN 1621-3:2013.

678 2115 10
BLACK

1

•• Highly ventilated and
very lightweight, the
ergonomically designed
protector IS excellent
for everyday riding.

•• The NUCLEON KR-TB
features a lightweight
and easy to use back
protection extension
for the lowest part of

670 2515 12
BLACK WHITE

your spine (coccyx).
•• Can be fitted on the
KR-1, KR-R and KR-2
back protectors.

TRACK PROTECTION VEST
PROTECTION - SIZE: S-2XL
•• Removable CE Certified
Bionic Back protector.
•• Technical stretch net

construction.
•• Impact resistant foam inserts
for added protection.

•• TPR logo.
•• YKK semi auto-lock
front zipper closure.

650 848 10
BLACK

YOUTH BIONIC BACK PROTECTOR
PROTECTION - ONE SIZE
•• DFD (Dynamic Force
Dispersion) Technology means
this protector is reduced
in thickness and in weight:
15mm thinner and 130g lighter
than previous models.
•• CE Level 2 protection means
this protector offers double
the impact performance of a
CE Level 1 protector. CE Level

2 Impact performance (under
9kN transmitted force) in
accordance with EN 1621-2.
•• Ergonomic 5 plate construction
contours to the natural curve of
the back. Plates lock to lessen
overextension of the back.
•• Construction allows excellent
shock absorption, even
in repeated impacts, but

allows a thin, light, and
substantially breathable core.
•• The airflow has been designed
that even if the protector is
pressed hard against your
body, air will still flow through
from the top to the bottom.
•• Adjustable shoulder straps.
•• Wide waist belt with thermoformed padding at the sides.

654 409 10
BLACK

TOURING KIDNEY BELT
PROTECTION - SIZE: S/M-L/XL-2XL/3XL
•• Supportive thermoformed
PE foam and molded
PU support panels.
•• Removable quilted

thermal liner.
•• Wind breaking front flaps.
•• Ergonomically designed
for maximum stability on

the torso and lower back.
•• Dual elastic waistband for
secure and precise fit.

650 500 10
BLACK
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GP R PROTECTORS

HIP PROTECTORS

PROTECTION - SIZE: S-M

PROTECTION - ONE SIZE

•• Constructed using an impact absorbing E-PU foam
poured on an E-PE soft layer for a better fit and comfort.

•• CE-certified EN 1621-1.

•• Constructed using a specially
formulated closed cell
foam that is durable yet
allows good feel in turns.
•• Shaped for optimal contact,

even-wear distribution
and lighter weight.
•• Standard fitment on selected
Alpinestars leather suits.
•• CE Certified to EN 1621-1.

652 1614 10
SIZE S FITS ALL SIZES STELLA ELBOW
& SMALL SIZES MAN ELBOW
SIZE M FITS BIG SIZES MAN ELBOW

652 1513 10
SIZE S FITS SMALL SIZES KNEE (MAN & STELLA)
SIZE M FITS BIG SIZES KNEE (MAN & STELLA)

652 1716 10
SIZE S FITS SMALL SIZES KNEE (MAN & STELLA)
SIZE L FITS BIG SIZES KNEE (MAN & STELLA)

BIO ARMOR PROTECTION KIT
PROTECTION - ONE SIZE
•• Constructed using a specially
formulated closed cell foam that is
durable yet allows good feel in turns.
•• Shaped for optimal contact, even-

652 5013 10
BLACK

SMART PROTECTION KIT
PROTECTION - ONE SIZE

wear distribution and lighter weight.
•• Standard fitment on selected
Alpinestars leather suits.
•• CE Certified to EN 1621-1.

•• Used by Alpinestars top racers.
•• Constructed using an exclusive
PU compound that is durable yet
allows good feel in turns.
•• Anatomically shaped for optimal contact,

even-wear distribution and lighter weight.
•• Standard fitment on selected
Alpinestars leather suits.
•• CE Certified to EN 1621-1.

651 200 10
BLACK (TYPE A - SMALL)
651 100 10
BLACK (TYPE A - SMALL)

652 200 10
BLACK (TYPE B - BIG)
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652 100 10
BLACK (TYPE B - BIG)

GP KNEE SLIDER HARD
PROTECTION - ONE SIZE
•• Used by Alpinestars top racers.

•• Anatomically shaped for optimal contact,
even-wear distribution and lighter weight.

•• Constructed using an exclusive PU compound
that is durable yet allows good feel in turns.

640 207 20
WHITE

•• Standard fitment on selected
Alpinestars leather suits.

640 207 10
BLACK

GP RAIN KNEE SLIDER
PROTECTION - ONE SIZE
•• Constructed from an advanced TPU
compound for durability and weight saving.
•• Ergonomically engineered for an optimized

performance fit in wet conditions.
•• Strong Velcro® contacts ensure secure
and highly personalized fitment.

640 1013 13
BLACK RED

SPORT KNEE SLIDER
PROTECTION - ONE SIZE
•• Constructed using a PU compound that is
durable yet allows good feel in turns.
•• Shaped for optimal contact, even-wear

640 304 12
BLACK WHITE

distribution and lighter weight.
•• Standard fitment on selected
Alpinestars leather suits.

SUMMER TECH RACE 1PC UNDERSUIT

WINTER TECH PERFORMANCE TOP / BOTTOM

WARM WEATHER RACING - SIZE: S-3XL

COLD WEATHER RACING - SIZE: XS/S-M/L-XL/2XL

•• Designed for warm weather riding.

•• Ergonomic flat lock seam construction.

•• Coldtack fabric construction.

•• Compression fit design to reduce muscle fatigue.

•• Micro perforated insert panel for
comfort and breathability.

•• Off-set main zipper closure.
•• Printed Astar logo.

•• Developed for cold weather riding
conditions with double density fabric
covering the most exposed areas.
•• Comfortable moisture wicking material
for optimal thermal protection.
•• Made from polypropylene with elastane

475 210 10
BLACK

475 208 10
BLACK
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475 220 10
BLACK

fabric that will not melt under abrasion.
•• Tubular, seamless construction.
•• Compression fit for muscle
support to reduce fatigue.
•• Hypoallergenic and bacteriostatic fabric.

SUMMER TECH PERFORMANCE
LONG AND SHORT SLEEVE TOP / BOTTOM
WARM WEATHER RACING - SIZE: XS/S-M/L-XL/2XL
•• TOP: Polypropylene fabric main construction.
•• Hypoallergenic, anti-static, aggressive, athletic,
and adaptable fit to reduce muscle fatigue.
•• Ergonomic flat-lock seams.
•• Designed to help maintain a
constant body temperature .
•• High resistance to chemicals and acids.
•• Low specific weight (60% less then cotton).

•• Hydrophobic construction for excellent
breathability and moisture wicking helping
to keep the body cool and dry.
•• Heat Resistant .

TECH RACE SUMMER TOP
WARM WEATHER RACING - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Designed for warm weather riding.

•• Ergonomic flat lock seam construction.

•• Coldtack fabric construction.

•• Compression fit design to reduce muscle fatigue.

•• Micro perforated insert panel for
comfort and breathability.

•• Printed Astar logo.

•• Mock turtle neck for optimal thermal
protection (LONG SLEEVE TOP ONLY).
•• PANTS: Elasticated waist band for adaptable fit.
•• Male pants opening.

475 328 10
BLACK

LOG SLEEVE TOP
475 259 10
BLACK

SHORT SLEEVE TOP
475 279 10
BLACK

BOTTOM
475 269 10
BLACK
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TECH LAYER TOP
BASE LAYERS - SIZE: S-3XL
•• Windstopper®/artic
fleece (polyester).

•• Chest zippered pocket.

•• Stretch/artic fleece panels

•• Seamless lycra cuff

with thumb loop.

•• Bottom zippered pockets.

475 3616 10
BLACK

TECH NECK WARMER BASELAYER

NECK WARMER BASELAYER

BASE LAYERS - ONE SIZE

BASE LAYERS - ONE SIZE

•• Super soft 4 way stretch
reversed micro-fleece.

•• Seam free collar edge.

475 8514 10
BLACK
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•• Embroidery logo.

•• Super soft 4 way stretch
reversed micro-fleece.

•• Inner open mesh.
•• Seam free collar edge.

475 8614 10
BLACK

•• Embroidery logo.

475 809 10
BLACK

WINTER TOURING
BALACLAVA

475 817 10
BLACK

OPEN FACE
BALACLAVA

475 807 10
BLACK

WINTER
BALACLAVA

475 827 10
BLACK

SKULL CAP
BEANIE

TECH LAYER - ONE SIZE

TECH LAYER - ONE SIZE

TECH LAYER - ONE SIZE

TECH LAYER - ONE SIZE

•• Warm and breathable moisture
wicking stretch fabric for comfort.
•• Full face design with neck and shoulder covering
for effective insulation against the elements.
•• External waterproof and windproof neck
skirt for wind and water protection.
•• Flat lock seam for comfort under helmet.
•• Open nose panel construction to aid breathing.

•• Heavyweight and moisture wicking material
that can be used for any season.
•• Open face design with ergonomic fit.
•• Flat lock seams for comfort feel.
•• Strategic chin panel design for
better fit, feel and comfort.
•• Extended neck length for added protection.
•• Reflective printed Astar logo.

•• Warm and breathable moisture wicking
complete stretch material.
•• Full-face balaclava design with
neck and shoulder covering.
•• Ergonomic fit and flat-lock seams.
•• Reflective logo printing.
•• Open nose panel construction for
vent and easy breathing.

••
••
••
••
••

470 3111 30
BLACK RED

RACING ROAD
SOCKS

470 3011 30
BLACK RED

RACING ROAD
SHORT SOCKS

470 349 11
BLACK GRAY

THERMAL TECH
SOCKS

Breathable and quick dry materials.
Mesh panels for ventilation.
Ergonomic fit from top of head to ear.
Flatlock seams for better feel and comfort.
Reflective logo printing.

470 408 20
WHITE

TOURING SUMMER
SOCKS

TECH LAYER - SIZE: S/M-L/2XL

TECH LAYER - SIZE: S/M-L/2XL

TECH LAYER - SIZE: S/M-L/2XL

TECH LAYER - SIZE: S/M-L/2XL

•• Warm and breathable moisture
wicking stretch fabric for comfort.
•• Full face design with neck and shoulder covering
for effective insulation against the elements.
•• External waterproof and windproof neck
skirt for wind and water protection.
•• Flat lock seam for comfort under helmet.
•• Open nose panel construction to aid breathing.

•• Constructed using Coolmax which
helps keep your feet cool and dry.
•• Nostatex sole for wicking
moisture away from skin.
•• Ribbed design reduces bunching
at the heel and ankle.
•• Strategically positioned mesh
areas for maximum comfort.
•• Ankle length.

•• Warm and breathable moisture
wicking knit fabric.
•• Nostatex® , silver yarn, sole for wicking moisture
away from skin and giving an anti-bacterial,
non odour, layer which conducts heat uniformly
around the skin surface to reduce hot-spots.
•• Ribbed design reduces bunching at the heel
and ankle and increases riding comfort.
•• Knee length design for ultimate
coverage and comfort.

•• Nostatex sole for wicking
moisture away from skin.
•• Ribbed design reduces bunching
at the heel and ankle.
•• Strategically positioned mesh
areas for maximum comfort.
•• Mid calf length.
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FORCE BACKPACK
BAGS - SIZE: ONE SIZE
•• 25L capacity (approximately)

•• Built in helmet carrier.

•• 21” x 12” x 8” / 53 x 32 x 20 cm

•• 4 x 25mm adjustable
compression straps.

•• 420D Nylon / 420D Ripstop
Nylon / 1050D Ballistic Nylon
/ Hypalon Reinforcement.
•• 4 external pockets (2on
the front / 2 on the sides)
+ 1 main compartment.
•• Internal removable organizer
featuring 15” laptop and 11”
tablet protective sleeves.
•• Water bladder carrying system
on the left or right side.
•• Waterproof rain cover.

•• 2 x 25mm adjustable
bottom straps.
•• Ergonomic and free moving
shoulder belts featuring
a built in grab handle, an
adjustable sternum strap and
the Alpinestars quick release
system for a fast and secure
adjustment, preventing the
extra webbing flapping.
•• Ergonomic Trapeze
Construction on the

bottom for a better load
distribution, keeping the
bag closer from the back.
•• Ergonomic 15mm back padding
preventing spine pressure
with ventilation channels
for an optimized air flow.
•• Removable waist strap featuring
the Alpinestars quick release
system for a fast and secure
adjustment, preventing the
extra webbing flapping.
•• YKK semi auto-locking
zippers for a secure closure.
•• Reflective details on the front.

610 6516 1106
BLACK GRAY SILVER

ORBIT BACKPACK
BAGS - SIZE: ONE SIZE
•• Fully expendable from 28L
to 35L (approximately).
•• 21” x 13.5” x 6” to 10” / 53
x 34 x 15 to 25 cm
•• 420D Nylon / 420D Ripstop
Nylon / 1050D Ballistic Nylon
/ Hypalon Reinforcement.
•• 4 external pockets (2on the
upper front / 2 on the sides) + 1
PU Mesh pocket on the front + 1
main waterproof compartment
(wrapping closure).
•• Retractable shock
cord on the front.
•• Internal removable organizer
featuring 15” laptop and 11”
tablet protective sleeves.

•• Separated Water bladder pocket
and full hose routing system
on the left or right side.
•• Built in helmet carrier.
•• 4 x 25mm adjustable
compression straps.
•• 2 x 25mm adjustable
bottom straps.
•• Ergonomic and free moving
shoulder belts featuring
a built in grab handle, an
adjustable sternum strap and
the Alpinestars quick release
system for a fast and secure
adjustment, preventing the
extra webbing flapping.

Construction on the
bottom for a better load
distribution, keeping the
bag closer from the back.
•• Ergonomic 15mm back padding
preventing spine pressure
with ventilation channels
for an optimized air flow.
•• Removable waist strap featuring
the Alpinestars quick release
system for a fast and secure
adjustment, preventing the
extra webbing flapping.
•• YKK semi auto-locking.
zippers for a secure closure
•• Reflective details on the front.

•• Ergonomic Trapeze

610 6616 1106
BLACK GRAY SILVER
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TECH AERO BACKPACK
BAGS - ONE SIZE
•• 18 to 24 Litre capacity

•• Zipper puller.

•• 21.25 ” x 12.5” x 7” /
54 x 32 x 18 cm
•• 100% polyester construction.

•• Internal Lap Top sleeve
which fits most 15” Lap
Top Computers.

•• Sport silhouette engineered
for a low profile aerodynamic
performance while riding.

•• Internal organizer pockets.
•• Internal sleeve for Nucleon
KR-2i Back Insert application.

•• Fully expandable from
18L to 24L (approx).

•• Rain cover stored into
lower zippered pocket.

•• Built-in helmet carrier.

•• Conduit for hydration hose.

•• YKK® semi-auto locking
zip to ensure secure
closure while riding.

•• Anatomical, adjustable, padded
shoulder straps with chest
connection strap for additional

security and comfort.
•• Innovative shoulder
strap adjustment.
•• Innovative adjustable waist
strap for security which
also features built-in
zippered kidney pockets.
•• Anatomical back padding
built with 3D vented mesh.
•• TPR and embroidered
logo details.
•• Reflective printed details.

610 7115 12
BLACK WHITE

CHARGER R BACKPACK
BAGS - ONE SIZE
•• 23 Litre capacity
•• 18.75” x 13” x 7” / 48
x 33 x 18 cm
•• 100% polyester construction.
•• Sport silhouette engineered
for a low profile aerodynamic
performance while riding.
•• 23 litre capacity with internal
laptop sleeve pocket to
accommodate 15” computers.
•• Anatomical, adjustable, padded

610 7015 12
BLACK WHITE
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shoulder straps with chest
connection strap for additional
security and comfort.
•• Innovative shoulder
strap adjustment.
•• Innovative adjustable waist
strap for security which
also features built-in
zippered kidney pockets.
•• Anatomical back padding
built with 3D vented mesh.

•• Built-in Helmet carrier.
•• Rain cover stored into
internal pocket.
•• TPR and embroidered
logo details.
•• Reflective printed
logo and details.
•• YKK® semi-auto locking
zip to ensure secure
closure while riding.
•• Zipper puller.

TECH TOOLPACK
BAGS - ONE SIZE
•• 2.5 litre capacity
•• 9.5” x 5” x 3” / 24cm
x 13cm x 8cm
•• Multi-purpose waist bag with
Internal tool organizer pocket.
610 6914 13
BLACK RED

•• Durable Tarpaulin and 600D
polyester construction.

610 6914 12
BLACK WHITE

•• Multiple storage compartments
with main compartment large
enough to carry inner tube.

•• Elasticized tool compartment.

•• Zippered side coin/key
pockets for easy access.

•• Adjustable waist belt
for customized fit.

•• Padded back panel features
anti-slip textile for comfort.

•• Air mesh for improved
breathability.

TECH AERO TANK BAG
BAGS - ONE SIZE
•• 20 to 25 litre capacity

revisable Map/GPS holder.

•• 15.75” x 11.75” x 8.75” /
40cm x 30cm x 22cm
•• Streamlined design tank bag
for day trips or long tours.
•• Fully expandable from
20L to 30L (approx).
•• Large expandable top bag with

•• Internal organizer pockets.

•• Removable base with
clear map holder and
removable magnets.

•• Side pockets with organizer
areas for easy of use.

•• Packaway back system
for use as backpack.

•• Secure strapping system
included for secure application
for motorcycles with aluminum
or plastic fuel tanks.

•• Large main compartment
with water resistant zippers.

•• Padded top carry handle.

610 7214 13
BLACK RED

1.

3.

STICKERS PACK

2.

4.

1

662-074-00

ASSORTED COLORS - ALPINESTARS (7 CM) 100/PK

2

663-304-00

ASSORTED COLORS - ASTARS S (7 CM) 100/PK

3

664-101-00

ASSORTED COLORS - ASTARS KIT

4

664-301-00

ASSORTED COLORS - ALPINESTARS KIT

5

664-401-00

ASSORTED COLORS - CORPORATE KIT

6

665-304-10

BLACK - DIE CUT ALPINESTARS S 15CM 10/PK

6

665-401-10

BLACK - DIE CUT ALPINESTARS M 48CM

6

665-501-10

BLACK - DIE CUT ALPINESTARS L 98CM

5.

6.
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BIONIC AIR BACK PROTECTOR INSERT
NUCLEON KR-2I BACK PROTECTOR INSERT
FITTING GUIDE FOR LEATHER PRODUCTS
MODELS

SIZE S

SIZE M

SIZE L

GP TECH LEATHER SUIT

/

SIZE 46>50

SIZE 52>64

ATEM LEATHER SUIT

/

SIZE 46>50

SIZE 52>64

MOTEGI LEATHER SUIT

/

SIZE 44>50

SIZE 50>52

ATEM LEATHER 2PC LEATHER SUIT

/

SIZE 44>50

SIZE 52>64

CHALLENGER 2PC LEATHER SUIT

/

SIZE 44>50

SIZE 52>64

MOTEGI 2PC LEATHER SUIT

/

SIZE 46>50

SIZE 52>64

MOTEGI 2PC LEATHER SUIT LONG

/

SIZE 46>50

SIZE 52>64

GP TECH LEATHER JACKET

/

SIZE 44>50

SIZE 50>52

ATEM LEATHER JACKET

/

SIZE 44>50

SIZE 52>64

CELER LEATHER JACKET

/

SIZE 44>50

SIZE 52>64

MOTEGI LEATHER JACKET

/

SIZE 44>50

SIZE 52>64

MOTEGI PERFORATED LEATHER JACKET

/

SIZE 44>50

SIZE 52>64

GP R PERFORATED LEATHER JACKET

/

SIZE 44>50

SIZE 50>52

JAWS LEATHER JACKET

/

SIZE 46>50

SIZE 52>64

GP PLUS R PERFORATED LEATHER JACKET

/

SIZE 44>50

SIZE 52>64

GP PLUS R LEATHER JACKET

/

SIZE 44>50

SIZE 52>64

AVANT LEATHER JACKET

/

SIZE 44>50

SIZE 52>64

AVANT PERFORATED LEATHER JACKET

/

SIZE 44>50

SIZE 52>64

HOXTON LEATHER JACKET

/

SIZE 44>50

SIZE 52>64

PHANTOM LEATHER JACKET

/

SIZE 44>48

SIZE 50>64

HADES LEATHER JACKET

/

SIZE 44>48

SIZE 50>64

HUNTSMAN LEATHER JACKET

/

SIZE 44>50

SIZE 52>64

STELLA MOTEGI 2PC LEATHER SUIT

SIZE 36>48

SIZE 50

/

VIKA LEATHER JACKET

SIZE 36>40

SIZE 42>50

/

STELLA GP PLUS R LEATHER JACKET

SIZE 36>38

SIZE 40>50

/

STELLA AVANT LEATHER JACKET

SIZE 36>38

SIZE 40>50

/

BIONIC AIR BACK PROTECTOR INSERT
NUCLEON KR-2I BACK PROTECTOR INSERT
FITTING GUIDE FOR TEXTILE PRODUCTS
MODELS

SIZE S

VALPARAISO DRYSTAR JACKET FOR THECH-AIR™ SYSTEM
®

STELLA VALPARAISO DRYSTAR® JACKET FOR THECH-AIR™ SYSTEM

SIZE M

SIZE L

/

SIZE S>M

SIZE L>4XL

SIZE M

SIZE L>XL

ENFORCE DRYSTAR® JACKET

/

SIZE S>M

SIZE L>4XL

DURBAN GORE-TEX® JACKET

/

SIZE 48>50

SIZE 52>60

NEW LAND GORE-TEX® JACKET

/

SIZE S

SIZE L>4XL

CALAMA DRYSTAR JACKET

/

SIZE S>M

SIZE L>4XL

VALPARAISO 2 DRYSTAR® JACKET

/

SIZE S>M

SIZE L>4XL

BOGOTA’ DRYSTAR® JACKET

/

SIZE S>M

SIZE L>4XL

ANDES DRYSTAR® JACKET

/

SIZE S>M

SIZE L>4XL

CORDOBA DRYSTAR® JACKET

/

SIZE S>M

SIZE L>4XL

PIKES DRYSTAR JACKET

/

SIZE S>M

SIZE L>4XL

MEGATON DRYSTAR® JACKET

/

SIZE S>M

SIZE L>4XL

T-GP R WATERPROOF JACKET

/

SIZE XS>M

SIZE L>4XL

T-JAWS WATERPROOF JACKET

/

SIZE S>M

SIZE L>4XL

GUNNER WATERPROOF JACKET

/

SIZE S>M

SIZE L>4XL

FASTBACK WATERPROOF JACKET

/

SIZE XS>M

SIZE L>4XL

LANCE 3L WATERPROOF JACKET

/

SIZE S>M

SIZE L>3XL

LOGAN 3L WATERPROOF JACKET

/

SIZE S>M

SIZE L>3XL

MACK TEXTILE JACKET

/

SIZE S>M

SIZE L>3XL

SCION 2L WATERPROOF JACKET

/

SIZE S>M

SIZE L>3XL

WINSTON GORE-TEX® JACKET

/

SIZE S>M

SIZE L>4XL

EDWARD DRYSTAR® JACKET

/

SIZE S>M

SIZE L>4XL

ETHAN DRYSTAR® JACKET

/

SIZE S>M

SIZE L>4XL

MOTION WATERPROOF JACKET

/

SIZE S>M

SIZE L>4XL

LUC AIR JACKET

/

SIZE S>M

SIZE L>4XL

T-GP R AIR JACKET

/

SIZE S>M

SIZE L>4XL

T-JAWS AIR JKT

/

SIZE XS>M

SIZE L>4XL

T-GP PLUS R JACKET

/

SIZE S>M

SIZE L>3XL

T-GP PLUS R AIR JACKET

/

SIZE XS>M

SIZE L>4XL

STELLA NEW LAND GORE-TEX® JACKET

SIZE XS>L

SIZE XL>2XL

/

STELLA VALPARAISO DRYSTAR® JACKET

SIZE XS>S

SIZE M>3XL

/

STELLA BOGOTA’ DRYSTAR JACKET

SIZE XS>S

SIZE M>2XL

/

STELLA ANDES DRYSTAR® JKT

SIZE XS>L

SIZE XL>2XL

/

ISABEL DRYSTAR WOMEN’S TENCH

SIZE XS>S

SIZE M>3XL

/

STELLA T-JAWS WATERPROOF JACKET

SIZE XS>S

SIZE M>2XL

/

STELLA GUNNER WATERPROOF JACKET

SIZE XS>S

SIZE M>2XL

/

STELLA T-GP PLUS R JACKET

SIZE XS>S

SIZE M>2XL

/

STELLA T-GP PLUS R AIR JACKET

SIZE XS>S

SIZE M>2XL

/

ELOISE AIR JACKET

SIZE xs>s

SIZE m>3xl

/

®

®

®

NUCLEON BACK PROTECTORS SIZE CHART
CHECK

BODY MEASUREMENTS

1

BODY HEIGHT (cm)

2

WAIST (CM)
WAIST TO SHOULDER 38 -43 (cm)

3

144-158

159-163

164-167

168-171

68-76

172-175

176-179

180-183

76-88

184-187

188-191

192-195

192-195

88-100

196-199

196-199

100-116

WTS* 38-43
WTS* 43/48

WAIST TO SHOULDER 43-48 (cm)

WTS* 48-51

WAIST TO SHOULDER 48-51 (cm)

JACKET AND SUIT SIZE
42

EURO SIZE

44

46

XS

INTERNATIONAL SIZE

48

S

50
M

52

54

56

L

XL

XXL

BACK PROTECTORS NUCLEON KR-1 / KR-2 / KR-R - 5 SIZES AVAILABLE ( 3 PROTECTORS DIMENSION )

Back protector’s user has to wear a protector corresponding to his waist to shoulder body measurement*
NUCLEON PRODUCT SIZE
SELECT

WAIST BELT LENGHT (cm)
PROTECTION DIMENSION

XS

S

M

L

XL

41 cm

44 cm

47 cm

51 cm

54 cm

SIZE SMALL

SIZE MEDIUM

SIZE LARGE

BACK INSERT NUCLEON KR-1i / KR-2i - 3 SIZE AVAILABLE
Back protector’s user has to wear a protector corresponding to his waist to shoulder body measurement*
SELECT

NUCLEON PRODUCT SIZE

S

M

L

PROTECTION DIMENSION

SIZE SMALL

SIZE MEDIUM

SIZE LARGE

WAIST TO
SHOULDERS
(WTS)*

144

58

60

62
3XL

64
4XL

NUCLEON CHEST INSERT PROTECTORS SIZE CHART
BODY MEASUREMENTS
BODY HEIGHT (cm)

144-158

159-163

164-167

168-171

172-175

68-76

WAIST (cm)

176-179

184-187

188-191

192-195

192-195

88-100

82-94

CHEST (cm)

180-183

76-88

196-199

196-199

100-116

94-114

JACKET AND SUIT SIZE
MEN

42

EURO SIZE

44

46

XS

INTERNATIONAL SIZE

48

S

50

52

M

54

L

56

58

XL

60

XXL

62

64

3XL

4XL

181-184

185-188

CHEST INSERTS KR-C / KR-Ci - KR-CiR - MEN - 2 Sizes available
XS/S (TYPE A)

NUCLEON CHEST PROTECTOR MEN

M/L/XL (TYPE B)

TAIL BONE - 1 SIZE
OS - ONE SIZE

NUCLEON KR-TB

BODY MEASUREMENTS
BODY HEIGHT (cm)

144-156

157-160

161-164

165-168

169-172

58-66

WAIST (cm)

177-180

181-184

66-80

80-94

74-114

CHEST (cm)
WOMEN

173-176

JACKET AND SUIT SIZE
36

EURO SIZE

38
XXS

INTERNATIONAL SIZE

40
XS

42

44

S

M

46

48
L

50
XL

52
XXL

CHEST INSERTS WOMEN - One Size
OS - ONE SIZE

NUCLEON KR-CIW

MODELS

SIZE S

SIZE M

SIZE L

ATEM LEATHER 2PC LEATHER SUIT

/

SIZE 44>50

SIZE 52>64

CHALLENGER 2PC LEATHER SUIT

/

SIZE 44>50

SIZE 52>64

ATEM LEATHER JACKET

/

SIZE 44>50

SIZE 52>64

CELER LEATHER JACKET

/

SIZE 44>50

SIZE 52>64

MOTEGI LEATHER JACKET

/

SIZE 44>50

SIZE 52>64

MOTEGI PERFORATED LEATHER JACKET

/

SIZE 44>50

SIZE 52>64

T-GP R WATERPROOF JACKET

/

SIZE XS>M

SIZE L>4XL

FASTBACK WATERPROOF JACKET

/

SIZE XS>M

SIZE L>4XL

T-GP R AIR JACKET

/

SIZE S>M

SIZE L>4XL

LUC AIR JACKET

/

SIZE S>M

SIZE L>4XL

SIZE XS>S

SIZE M>3XL

/

ELOISE AIR JACKET
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MEN’S APPAREL SIZE CHART
EURO SIZE

40

42

XXS

INTERNATIONAL SIZE

44

46

XS

48

S

50

52

M

54

L

56
XL

58

60

XXL

62
3XL

64

G

4XL

U.S. SIZE

30

32

34

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

50

52

54

U.S. PANT SIZE

24

26

28

30

32

34

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

F

A. CHEST (CM)

78- 82

82-86

86-90

90-94

94-98

98-102

102-106

106-110

110-114

114-118

118-122

122-126

126-130

A

B. WAIST (CM)

64-68

68-72

72-76

76-80

80-84

84-88

88-92

92-96

96-100

100-104

104-108

108-112

112-116

C. HIP (CM)

79-83

83-87

87-91

91-95

95-99

99-103

103-107

107-111

111-115

115-119

119-123

123-127

127-131

D. THIGH (CM)

48-49

50-51

52-53

54-55

56-57

58-59

60-61

62-63

64-65

66-67

68-69

70-71

72-73

E. INSEAM (CM)

71-72

73-74

75-76

77-78

79-80

81-82

83-84

85-86

87-88

89-90

89-90

91-92

91-92

F. OUTER ARM (CM)

49-50

51-52

53-54

55-56

57-58

59-60

61-62

63-64

65-66

67-68

67-68

69-70

69-70

G. HEIGHT (CM)

150-156

157-163

164-167

168-171

172-175

176-179

180-183

184-187

188-191

192-195

192-195

196-199

196-199

A. CHEST (INCHES)

30 ¾ - 32 ¼

32 ¼ - 33 ⅞

33 ⅞ - 35 ⅜

35 ⅜ - 37

37 - 38 ⅝

38 ⅝ - 40 ⅛

40 ⅛ - 41 ¾

41 ¾ - 43 ¼

43 ¼ - 44 ⅞

44 ⅞ - 46 ½

46 ½ - 48

48 - 49 ⅝

49 ⅝ - 51 ⅛

B. WAIST (INCHES)

25 ¼ - 26 ¾

26 ¾ - 28 ⅜

28 ⅜ - 29 ⅞

29 ⅞ - 31 ½

31 ½ - 33 ⅛

33 ⅛ - 34 ⅝

34 ⅝ - 36 ¼

36 ¼ - 37 ¾

37 ¾ - 39 ¼

39 ¼ - 41

41 - 42 ½

42 ½ - 44 ⅛

44 ⅛ - 45 ⅝

C. HIP (INCHES)

31 ⅛ - 32 ⅝

32 ⅝ - 34 ¼

34 ¼ - 35 ⅞

35 ⅞ - 37 ⅜

37 ⅜ - 39

39 - 40 ½

40 ½ - 42 ⅛

42 ⅛ - 43 ¾

43 ¾ - 45 ¼

45 ¼ - 46 ⅞

46 ⅞ - 48 ⅜

48 ⅜ - 50

50 - 51 ⅝

D. THIGH (INCHES)

19 ⅜ - 19 ⅝

19 ⅝ - 20 ⅛

20 ½ - 20 ⅞

21 ¼ - 21 ⅝

22 - 22 ½

22 ⅞ - 23 ¼

23 ⅝ - 24

24 ⅜ - 24 ¾

25 ¼ - 25 ⅝

26 - 26 ⅜

26 ¾ - 27 ⅛

27 ½ - 28

28 ⅜ - 28 ½

E. INSEAM (INCHES)

28 - 28 ¾

28 ¾ - 29 ⅛

29 ½ - 29 ⅞

30 ⅜ - 30 ¾

31 ⅛ - 31 ½

31 ⅞ - 32 ¼

32 ⅝ - 33 ⅛

33 ½ - 33 ⅞

34 ¼ - 34 ⅝

35 - 35 ⅜

35 - 35 ⅜

35 ⅞ - 36 ¼

35 ⅞ - 36 ¼

F. OUTER ARM (INCHES)

19 ¼ - 20 ⅛

20 ⅛ - 20 ¾

20 ⅞ - 21 ¼

21 ⅝ - 22

22 ½ - 22 ⅞

23 ¼ - 23 ⅝

24 - 24 ⅜

24 ¾ - 25 ¼

25 ⅝ - 26

26 ⅜ - 26 ¾

26 ⅜ - 26 ¾

27 ⅛ - 27 ½

27 ⅛ - 27 ½

G. HEIGHT (INCHES)

4’11” - 5’1”

5’2” - 5’4”

5’4” - 5’5”

5’6” - 5’7”

5’7” - 5’8”

5’9” - 5’10”

5’11” - 6’

6’ - 6’2”

6’2” - 6’3”

6’3” - 6’5”

6’3” - 6’5”

6’5” - 6’6”

6’5” - 6’6”

B
C
D

E

HOW TO MEASURE
A. Chest - Measure around the fullest part, under the armpits, keeping the tape horizontal.
B. Waist - Measure around the natural waist line, inline with the navel, keeping the tape horizontal.
C. Hip - Measure around the fullest part of your hips, about 20cm below waist line, keeping the tape horizontal.
D. Thigh - Measure around the thigh just below the crotch, keeping the tape horizontal.
E. Inseam - Stand against a wall, ask someone else to measure from the crotch to the bottom of your leg.
F. Arm Length - Measure from shoulder (Humerus) to wrist.
G. Height - Stand against a wall, ask someone else to measure from the floor to the top of your head, keeping the tape vertical.

YOUTH APPAREL SIZE CHART
U.S. SIZE

22

24

26

G
HOW TO MEASURE

28

INTERNATIONAL SIZE

S

M

L

XL

YEARS

6-7

8-10

11-12

13-14

A. CHEST (CM)

60.5 - 65.5

65.5 - 70.5

70.5 - 75.5

75.5 - 80.5

B. WAIST (CM)

54 - 58

58 - 62

62 - 66

66 - 70

C. HIP (CM)

68 - 72

72 - 76

76 - 80

80 - 84

D. THIGH (CM)

40 - 42

42 - 44

44 - 46

46 - 48

E. INSEAM (CM)

51.1 - 56.5

56.5 - 61.5

61.5 - 66.5

66.5 - 71.5

F. ARM LENGTH (CM)

39 - 43

43 - 47

47 - 51

51 - 55

G. HEIGHT (CM)

109 - 120

120 -130

130 - 145

145 - 159

A. CHEST (INCHES)

23 ⅞ - 25 ¾

25 ¾ - 27 ¾

27 ¾ - 29 ¾

29 ¾ - 31 ¾

B. WAIST (INCHES)

21 ¼ - 25 ¾

22 ⅞ - 24 ⅜

24 ⅜ - 26

26 - 27 ½

C. HIP (INCHES)

26 ¾ - 28 ⅜

28 ⅜ - 29 ⅞

29 ⅞ - 31 ½

31 ½ - 33 ⅛

D. THIGH (INCHES)

15 ¾ - 16 ½

16 ½ - 17 ⅜

17 ⅜ - 18 ⅛

18 ⅛ - 18 ⅞

E. INSEAM (INCHES)

20 ⅛ - 22 ¼

22 ¼ - 24 ¼

24 ¼ - 26 ⅛

26 ⅛ - 28 ⅛

F. ARM LENGTH (INCHES)

15 ⅜ - 16 ⅞

16 ⅞ - 18 ½

18 ½ - 20 ⅛

20 ⅛ - 21 ⅝

G. HEIGHT (INCHES)

3’7” - 3’11”

3’11” - 4’3”

4’3” - 4’9”

4’9” - 5’3”

A. Chest
Measure around the fullest part, under the armpits, keeping the tape horizontal.
B. Waist
Measure around the natural waist line, inline with the navel, keeping the tape horizontal.
C. Hip
Measure around the fullest part of your hips, about 20cm below waist line, keeping the tape horizontal.
D. Thigh
Measure around the thigh just below the crotch, keeping the tape horizontal.
E. Inseam
Stand against a wall, ask someone else to measure from the crotch to the bottom of your leg.

F
A
B
C
D

F. Arm Length
Measure from shoulder (Humerus) to wrist.
G. Height
Stand against a wall, ask someone else to measure from the floor to the top of your head,
keeping the tape vertical.

E

WOMEN’S APPAREL SIZE CHART
EURO SIZE

36

INTERNATIONAL SIZE

38
XXS

40

42

XS

44

S

46

48

M

50
XL

L

52
XXL

54
3XL

U.S. SIZE

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

U.S. PANT SIZE

22

24

26

28

30

32

34

36

38

40

A. CHEST (CM)

74-78

78- 82

82-86

86-90

90-94

94-98

98-102

102-106

106-110

110-114

B. BUST (CM)

78- 82

82-86

86-90

90-94

94-98

98-102

102-106

106-110

110-114

114-118

C. WAIST (CM)

58-62

62-66

66-70

70-74

74-78

78-82

82-86

86-90

90-94

94-98

D. HIP (CM)

82-86

86-90

90-94

94-98

98-102

102-106

106-110

110-114

114-118

118-122

E. THIGH (CM)

50-51

52-53

54-55

56-57

58-59

60-61

62-63

64-65

66-67

68-69

F. INNER LEG (CM)

72-73

74-75

76-77

78-79

80-81

82-83

84-85

84-85

86-87

86-87

G. OUTER ARM (CM)

50-51

52-53

54-55

56-57

58-59

60-61

62-63

62-63

64-65

64-65

H. HEIGHT (CM)

157-160

161-164

165-168

169-172

173-176

177-180

181-184

181-184

185-188

185-188

A. CHEST (INCHES)

29 ⅛ - 30 ¾

30 ¾ - 32 ¼

32 ¼ - 33 ⅞

33 ⅞ - 35 ⅜

35 ⅜ - 37

37 - 38 ⅝

38 ⅝ - 40 ⅛

40 ⅛ - 41 ¾

41 ¾ - 43 ¼

43 ¼ - 44 ⅞

B. BUST (INCHES)

30 ¾ - 32 ¼

32 ¼ - 33 ⅞

33 ⅞ - 35 ⅜

35 ⅜ - 37

37 - 38 ⅝

38 ⅝ - 40 ⅛

40 ⅛ - 41 ¾

41 ¾ - 43 ¼

43 ¼ - 44 ⅞

44 ⅞ - 46 ½

C. WAIST (INCHES)

22 ⅞ - 24 ⅜

24 ⅜ - 26

26 - 27 ½

27 ½ - 29 ⅛

29 ⅛ - 30 ¾

30 ¾ - 32 ¼

32 ¼ - 33 ⅞

33 ⅞ - 35 ⅜

35 ⅜ - 37

37 - 38 ⅝

D. HIP (INCHES)

32 ¼ - 33 ⅞

33 ⅞ - 35 ⅜

35 ⅜ - 37

37 - 38 ⅝

38 ⅝ - 40 ⅛

40 ⅛ - 41 ¾

41 ¾ - 43 ¼

43 ¼ - 44 ⅞

44 ⅞ - 46 ½

46 ½ - 48

E. THIGH (INCHES)

19 ⅝ - 20 ⅛

20 ½ - 20 ⅞

21 ¼ - 21 ⅝

22 - 22 ½

22 ⅞ - 23 ¼

23 ⅝ - 24

24 ⅜ - 24 ¾

25 ¼ - 25 ⅝

26 - 26 ⅜

26 ⅜ - 27 ⅛

F. INNER LEG (INCHES)

28 ⅜ - 28 ¾

29 ⅛ - 29 ½

29 ⅞ - 30 ⅜

30 ¾ - 31 ⅛

31 ½ - 31 ⅞

32 ¼ - 32 ⅝

33 ⅛ - 33 ½

33 ⅛ - 33 ½

33 ⅞ - 34 ¼

33 ⅞ - 34 ¼

G. OUTER ARM (INCHES)

19 ⅝ - 20 ⅛

20 ½ - 20 ⅞

21 ¼ - 21 ⅝

22 - 22 ½

22 ⅞ - 23 ¼

23 ⅝ - 24

24 ⅜ - 24 ¾

24 ⅜ - 24 ¾

25 ¼ - 25 ⅝

25 ¼ - 25 ⅝

H. HEIGHT (INCHES)

5’2” - 5’3”

5’4” - 5’5”

5’5” - 5’6”

5’7” - 5’8”

5’8” - 5’9”

5’10” - 5’11”

5’11 - 6’

5’11 - 6’

6’1” - 6’2”

6’1” - 6’2”

HOW TO MEASURE
A. Chest - Measure around the chest under the armpits, keeping the tape horizontal.
B. Bust - Measure around the fullest part of the bust, keeping the tape horizontal.
C. Waist - Measure around the natural waist line, inline with the navel, keeping the tape horizontal.
D. Hip - Measure around the fullest part of your hips, about 20cm below waist line, keeping the tape horizontal.
E. Thigh - Measure around the thigh just below the crotch, keeping the tape horizontal.
F. Inseam - Stand against a wall, ask someone else to measure from the crotch to the bottom of your leg.
G. Arm Length - Measure from shoulder (Humerus) to wrist.
H. Height - Stand against a wall, ask someone else to measure from the floor to the top of your head, keeping the tape vertical.

MEN’S AND WOMEN’S GLOVES SIZE CHART
HOW TO MEASURE
INTERNATIONAL SIZE

XS

MEN’S HAND MEASUREMENT (CM)

S

M

L

XL

XXL

3XL

17.8 - 20.3

20.3 - 21.6

21.6 - 22.9

22.9 - 24.1

24.1 - 25.4

25.4 - 27.9

WOMEN’S HAND MEASUREMENT (CM)

16.5 - 17.8

17.8 - 19

19 - 20.3

20.3 - 21.6

21.6 - 22.9

INTERNATIONAL SIZE

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

3XL

7½ - 8

8 - 8½

8½ - 9

9 - 9½

9½ - 10

10 - 11

7 - 7½

7½ - 8

8 - 8½

8½ - 9

MEN’S HAND MEASUREMENT (INCHES)
WOMEN’S HAND MEASUREMENT
(INCHES)

6½ - 7

H

HAND CIRCUMFERENCE WITHOUT THUMB

G
A
B
C
D
E

F

GLOSSARY

4-IN-1 SYSTEM - Interchangeable system incorporating the removable, waterproof
and breathable Drystar® liner and removable thermal liner. The 4-in-1 system enables the jacket to be used with the Drystar® and thermal liners together; the Drystar®
or thermal liner by themselves; or without either liner, allowing the jacket to be
configured in 4 different ways to suit any climatic condition.
ARMACOR PRODUCT TECHNOLOGY it’s a patented lattice structure with an integrated Dupont™ Kevlar® fiber core. This technology offers extreme tear and abrasion
resistance yet lighter weight. Incorporated into a GORE-TEX® Pro Shell motorcycling
jacket, it will protect enthusiastic motorcyclists in the event of a fall. This means
safety and enhanced comfort – in ALL-WEATHER conditions.
™

PERFORMANCE SHELL - Designed to provide comfort and durable waterproof
protection.
DUPONT™ KEVLAR® - Used as a reinforcement, this high strength fiber is cut and tear
resistant.
NEOPRENE - Comfortable and flexible, this water resistant material provides great
insulation in cold and damp conditions and excellent wind stopping performance.

CE CERTIFICATION - Protection and protectors that are CE-certified have met the
strict performance standards and requirements of the European Union.

PITTARDS® DIGITAL LEATHER - Supple and quick drying leather which provides
excellent grip in all-weather conditions.

CLARINO® - This highly durable material provides great feel for the palm. Machine
washable, Clarino® remains soft and supple even after repeated exposure to water.

SCHOELLER® KEPROTEC® - This stretchable and vented material features Dupont™
Kevlar® reinforced thread for maximum tear and abrasion resistance.

CLIMATE CONTROL SYSTEM - System of zippered air intakes and exhausts that allow
precise control of airflow while riding for superior body temperature regulation.
COOLMAX® - This unique material “wicks” moisture away from the skin and quickly
transfers it to the outer surface to speed up evaporation.
CORDURA® - This textured nylon is durable, lightweight and abrasion resistant
DENIER - Denier is a measurement which denotes the thickness and the diameter
of a fiber material.
DRYSTAR® - Alpinestars’ waterproof and breathable membrane for all-weather
comfort and performance.

SUBLIMATED GRAPHICS - Utilizing a pressure and heat process, this system of
design transfer produces fade free graphics even after extensive washing.
SUPERFABRIC® - Flexible, ceramic reinforced fabric that is extremely abrasion,
puncture and cut resistant making it ideally suited for application on exposed areas
such as knees and elbows.
TAPED SEAMS - Seam tape is applied along the stitch line of the garment, which
prevents water intrusion at these small but critical areas.
TASLAN - Durable and water repelling nylon fabric.

DRYSTAR PERFORMANCE - Alpinestars’ exclusive sealed triple layer construction
technology which bonds all layers in glove, thereby affording a highly reduced material chassis to promote good levels of sensitivity of bike controls.

THINSULATE® - Lightweight, breathable, moisture resistant and quick drying, Thinsulate® provides superior insulation for cold weather riding.

E.V.A. - This comfortable and lightweight material provides superior shock absorption and impact protection.

PRIMALOFT® - A lightweight, breathable insulation that repels moisture to offer
superior performance for cold-weather riding.

GORE-TEX® - This world renowned waterproof and breathable membrane features
pores that are smaller than water to keep rain out, but larger than water vapor, allowing perspiration to escape.

PU COATING - A thin layer of film applied to the backside of the fabric to give
strength, structural integrity and water resistance.

®

GORE-TEX® PRO SHELL - It is the optimum solution for outdoor professionals and
serious enthusiasts, who need to face extreme weather and tough conditions. Made
with the most rugged, most breathable, durably waterproof and windproof fabrics.
GORE-TEX® PACLITE® SHELL - Combines extreme breathability and durable wind
and waterproofness with minimum weight and pack volume.
GORE-TEX® SOFT SHELL - Constructed with soft and warm fabrics. GORE-TEX® Soft
Shells are designed for reduced layering and improved freedom of movement in
colder conditions.
GORE-TEX® WITH GORE® GRIP TECHNOLOGY - Sealed triple layer material construction from GORE-TEX® for improved dexterity, grip and control sensitivity.

PU - Polyurethane. Polymer containing urethane used in plastics, rubber, foam, etc.
PE - Polyethilene. Thermoplastic material composed of polymers of ethilene. It is
light, strong, water resistant and flexible at low temperatures.
TPU - Thermoplastic polyurethane. A hybrid material - a mixture between hard
plastic and soft silicone. A very dense and smooth rubber.
WINDSTOPPER® - Laminated membrane offering total windproof performance and
maximum breathability for complete comfort.

KEY FEATURES

RACING

ALPINESTARS PATENTED
EXTERNAL PU SLIDERS

REMOVABLE
STORM COLLAR

TEXTILE PALM
CONSTRUCTION

HIGH
FINGER BRIDGE

REFLECTIVE
INSERTS

SPORT

ALPINESTARS PATENTED
EXTERNAL PU SLIDERS

FOUR JACKETS
IN ONE

SYNTETHIC PALM
CONSTRUCTION

PATENTED
FINGER BRIDGE

INTERNAL CHEST
WATERPROOF DOCUMENT
POCKET

TOURING

REMOVABLE THERMAL
VEST LINER

FIT ADJUSTMENT

TEXTILE / LEATHER
PALM CONSTRUCTION

PU CUFF

DOWN FILLING

CITY

REMOVABLE THERMAL
JACKET LINER

FIT ADJUSTMENT

LEATHER / SYNTETHIC
PALM CONSTRUCTION

ADJUSTABLE
WRIST

DEVICE COMPATIBLE

CE PROTECTORS
POSITIONING GUIDE

REMOVABLE THERMAL
PANTS LINER

PATENTED CALF
EXPANSIONS POCKET

TEXTILE / SYNTETHIC
PALM CONSTRUCTION

ADJUSTABLE
CUFF

REMOVABLE
PROTECTOR LINER

CE CERTIFIED
HIP PROTECTOR COMPATIBLE

REMOVABLE
THIGH WARMER

SEAMLESS
CONSTRUCTION

PU KNUCKLE

THERMAL
INSULATION

ALL SEASON JACKET

CE CERTIFIED
HIP PROTECTOR INCLUDED

REMOVABLE
MEMBRANE LINER

BIONIC NECK SUPPORT
COMPATIBLE

MOLDED KNUCKLE

CONDUCTIVE
FINGER

GORE-TEX® WATERPROOF
BREATHABLE INTERNAL
MEMBRANE

CE PROTECTORS
POSITIONING GUIDE

REMOVABLE
MEMBRANE LINER

LEATHER TOP
CONSTRUCTION

CARBON FIBER
KNUCKLE

VISOR WIPER

ALPINESTARS EXCLUSIVE
WATERPROOF / BREATHABLE
INTERNAL MEMBRANE

CE PROTECTORS
POSITIONING GUIDE

REMOVABLE
WINDBREAKER LINER

TEXTILE TOP
CONSTRUCTION

TPR KNUCKLE

WATERPROOF

ALPINESTARS EXCLUSIVE
SEALED AND BONDED TRIPLE LAYER
CONSTRUCTION

CE PROTECTORS
POSITIONING GUIDE

REMOVABLE
WINDBREAKER
VEST LINER

SYNTETHIC TOP
CONSTRUCTION

FOAM PADDING
KNUCKLE

WATER RESISTANT

WINDPROOF
BREATHABLE LAMINATED
MEMBRANE

BIONIC RACE PROTECTOR
SNAP LINKAGE SYSTEM

REMOVABLE WASHABLE
COMFORT LINER

TEXTILE / LEATHER
TOP CONSTRUCTION

PU FINGER
SLIDERS

VENTILATED

DUPONT™ KEVLAR® FIBER
REINFORCED PANELS
ON SEAT AND KNEE

AERODYNAMIC BACK HUMP
BASED ON THE ALPINESTARS
MOTOGP® PROFILE

REMOVABLE WASHABLE
COMFORT LINER JACKET

LEATHER / SYNTETHIC
TOP CONSTRUCTION

CARBON FIBER
FINGER SLIDERS

WINDPROOF

ADJUSTABLE
KNEES PROTECTORS
INCLUDED

AERODYNAMIC BACK HUMP

REMOVABLE
BRACES

TEXTILE / SYNTETHIC
TOP CONSTRUCTION

TPR FINGER
SLIDERS

MESH PANEL
VENTILATION

ALPINESTARS PATENTED
EXTERNAL PU SLIDERS

DETACHABLE
SLEEVES

LEATHER PALM
CONSTRUCTION

FOAM FINGER
SLIDERS

VENTILATED
OPENINGS

ALPINESTARS USA
2780 W. 237TH STREET
TORRANCE 90505
CALIFORNIA
PHONE +1 310 891 0222
FAX +1 310 891 0299
ALPINESTARS.USA
@ALPINESTARS.COM

ALPINESTARS EUROPE
5, VIALE FERMI,
ASOLO (TV) 31011
ITALY
PHONE +39 0423 5286
FAX +39 0423 529 571
ALPINESTARS
@ALPINESTARS.COM
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